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GERMAN HOUSEWIVES ARE DENIED
RECOGNITION AS LABOR UNION

ECISI
WHICH

Guests

BY THE PRUSSIAN PARLIAMENT

tTD CHARGE

ACTOR
SOME CHECK!
i Qliicago, Sept. 15. A check
for $3,978,206 was paid today
3 to the collector
internal reve- nue by an income tax expert 3
employed by a Chicago corpo- S
ration, as a payment on the
third quarter of the annual
$ Income tax for 1920.
8

W LL BE TH ED
Manslaughter Indictment Returned Yesterday Morning
by County Grand Jury ana
Bail Set at $5,000,

The decision will be made tomorrow morning, Brady said. His

The body of Miss Virginia Rappe
not to be removed from San
Francisco to Los Angeles tonight,
contrary to an announcement made
by District Attorney Brady, but will
wo iancit iv mo Buuiuern uuy tomorrow, the undertaking establish,
ment in charge here announced to- Is
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completed In time to send the body
away today, It was announced.
The manager of ttle establishment was asked in a telegram from
Henry Lehrman, Miss Rappe's
fiancee In New York, to whisper in
the dead girl's ear, "Henry loves
you."
"She will hear you." the telegram continued.
The exact time for the departure
of Miss Rappe's body had not been
FROM
set- late today but It was expected SEEK ALIMONY
to- forward it tomorrow
ESTATE OF DECEASED
morning.
The body was prepared' for shipDIVORCED HUSBAND
ment today.
Mrs. W. B. Hamilton, chairman
of the special committee appointed
(Bt The AMorlutKl rreM.)
New York, Sept. 15. Must the
by the woman's vigilante committee yesterday to
with estate of a deceased divorced man
the district attorney In the invest! rnniinim tn tav weekly alimony
gatlon of the Arbuckle case, and 'exacted of him in his lifetime?
Mrs. Robert H, Dean, a prominent
Thu niiestlnn today was put up
for
member of the special committee, to the Bronx supreme court bewaited on Brady today and pledged decision when Amelia Korber
" Korber,
him the full support ot the com- gan suit against Mary
mittee.
widow of her divorced husband,
The women announced that tho Edward Korber, who 'had been
is
which
made
directed by the divorce court to
vigilante committee,
up of a number of San Francisco pay her $20 weekly the rest of her
club women, will have members of life
the Special committee at every pub-li- o
Mrs. Korber asked the court to
hearing of the Arbuckle case, prevent the widow from disposing
will provide every possible protec- of their former husband's proption to the women witnesses, and erty until provisions for continuing
will
otherwise in ivery her alimony payments had been
way possible.
made.
The developments in the case today were:
COURT
Robert II. McCormack, assistant INTERNATIONAL
United States attorney goneral in
HOLDS FIRST MEETING
charge of liquor prohibition proseLAST OF NEXT MONTH
cutions, announced that he would
conduct a sweeping investigation
of the liquor phases of the ArGeneva, Sept. 15 (by the Asso
buckle case, "even if such investi- elated Press.) The permanent in
gation reached into the moving tRrnatlonal court of Justice prob
picture at Los Angeles." Arbuckle ably will hold its first meeting tn
Is accused of having had a quanThe Hague me last ween oi u
tity of liquor at the party In which
he is charged with having inflicted
Two cases have been filed with
fatal injuries on Miss Rappe.
the league for transmission to the
The
manslaughter indictment omirt. Both are from the inter
against Arbuckle which was voted national labor bureau, One calls
by the county grand jury early fnr nn interpretation of the clause
yesterday morning was returned to of the bureau giving the eight printhe court of the presiding supe- - cipal industrial nations the right
and the case assigned
sit permanently on the hoard of
('or Judge,
ennrt nf .TnrlcfA WnrnlH T.nuri. to
the league. The other grows out
erback. Bail was set at J5,000 of
refusal of the employers group
cash or $10,000 bonds.
in the bureau to nominate repre
Arbuckle'B first appearanco
In sentatlves for the mixed commis
(Continued on Page Two.)
sion on disarmament.
;

-

B. The AnorlalrA
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Among the president's guests
who were able ,to Inspect the academy were Attorney General Daugh.
erty and the president's secretary,
George B. Christian, Jr. The latter suffered a broken rib last Tuesday when he fell through an open
hatch on the Mayflower, but he
was able to be around.
KU KLCX KLAN.
Washington, Sept. IB. Investigation by congress of the Ku Klux
Klan will be proposed In a resolution which Representative Tague,
democrat, of Massachusetts, announced today he was having
drafted for introduction when the
house reassembles next week.

.

SENT NIMBY GENERAL BROWN
OFFICE CONTROVERSY

National Guard Inspector Claims He Urged NEW ME
That Two Of f icers Continue to Work To
gether Until After Fort Bliss Encampment,
PAY $104,000
but Adjutant General Declines.
(SPECIAL DISPATCH TO MORNING JOURNAL)
Santa" Fe, Sept. '15. Col. J. J. ter function with yours profession-BonifacU. S. A., national guard al'y or otherwise,
"That your Judgment and van- inspector for New Mexico, today
" u..uuixi.
snowea mo jotter wnicn he had
.
oa nave on several OC- 1,1111
recelvea from
Henry R casions misquoted the adjutant
Brown, saying Governor Mechem general and the irovernor of this
would ask that ne De transferred state will 'ask for your relief ns
from the state.
Hfinlnr tnHlnictnp In Now Motlm
said he had
wite?t: to Inform von that of. Colonel Boniface
...
i
j
ter your Insulting remarks of ve.
.
i,nt v, i,
tarday this office will not hereaf- - misnuoted the adjutant eeneral.
Colonel Boniface also showed his
reply, which suggested the two offices continue to work together in
view of the coming Fort Bllsg encampment until the matter was
decided, and added that he would
be glad to have Brown come to his
FORECAST.
office at any time.
Denver, Colo., Sept. 16. Nev ' He said
his reply was returned
Mexico: Fair Friday, somewhat
unopened but he rcmalled It and
warmer north and slightly .cooler had
not heard anything from the
southeast portions; Saturday fair. adjutant general.
Fair Friday and SatArizona;
Colonel Boniface said he told
urday, not much change in tem- Brown the day before if he was
perature.
persona non grata, the national
guard regulations showed him the
LOCAL REPORT.
way of gottlnff relieved, hut Brown
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
then assured him he did not con- hours ended at 6 p. m. yesterday, tompiate such action. The followrecorded by the unlversltyt
he said, he found the let
ing
sz ted day,
e
mgnest temperature
quoted on hie desk.
Lowest
65
Adjutant General Brown said he
17 had no statement to make.
Range .
Mean .
74
v LECTTOEn DIES.
50
Humidity at 6 a. m.
74
,
Madison. Wis.. Rent. IK
Humidity at 6 p, m
Pnr
.
.06 O. Rtromme. a well known NorPrecipitation .
'
20 wegian writer, lecturer and
Maximum wind velocity
Direction of wind.,
of the northwest, died here
i. South
Character of day.
Cloudy today,

NGQME TAX

e,

4flr'n.

WEATHER

,
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-

........
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Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle and
Virginia Kappe.

'.
San Francisco, Calif., Sept. 15j
The fate of Roscoe
(Special.)
("Fatty") Arbuckle, famous movie
comedian. Is in the hands of the
guests who attended his "party"
at the St. Francis hotel here, at
which Virginia Rappe, film actress,
was taken fatally ill.
Arbuckle
is held without bail for her murder. He denies the charges.
The police have given out the
following names as those of participants in what was described as
a "gin Jollification" in Arbuckle's
suite on Monday of last week. Arbuckle, Virginia Rappe, Ira G.
Fortlouis, a New York wardrobe
salesman; Miss Alice Blake, a San
Francisco cafe entertainer; Mrs. B.
M. Pelmonto of Los Angeles, friend
of Miss Rappe; Lowell Sherman

Pm.)

New York. Sept. 15. President
Harding was homeward boundo-- a.
night on the Maytlowcr arter
and
day spent on the Hudson river
at West Point. The trip is the
cruise
conclusion of a vacation
about New York waters.
A moonlight trip down the river
tonight followed nine holes of golf,
a review of the cadets and inspection of the buildings. It had not
been decided whether the president would reach Washington Sunday or Monday. A torpedo boat
destroyer accompanied the yacht
down the Hudson an5 through
New York harbor. The Mayflower
then put to sea alone.
review
Following the military
the president and his party. Including Secretary Weeks, inspected
the dormitory and mess hall. The
chief executive expressed' the opinion that the dormitory rooms built
for two cadets, lacked sufficient
ventilation for the three or four
Mm.
in thpm
...nil,. aoolcMia
Mrs. Harding examined the kltch- en. The party was also entertained In the chapel with a pipe organ

' PROBE

BONIFACE MAKES PUBLIC NOTE
DURING

HARDING HOMEWARD
BOUND AFTER VISIT
ON HUDSON RIVER

People of New Mexico have paid
incdme tax to Uncle
$164,489.71
Sam slnoe September 1. when tho
third installment became due. All
tax which was unpaid at midnight
last night became delinquent,
There Is still a considerable
amount of; tax due which Is expect
ed to come in by mail witnm tne
next day or two, and it was esti
mated yesterday by B. C. Hernan
dez that the total return for the
quarter will not be more than
under tho amount for last year.
This showing is regarded as very
good when it 1b considered that
there has been much talk of "hard
.
times,"
Tax payments have been coming
In to the office here in great numbers during the past two days.
174,000 being taken in Wednesday
and more than $50,000 yesterday.
The payments became delinquent
after midnight last night, and all
payments bearing a aostmarK of
September IT will be classed as de.
...
linquent.
$10,-00-

,

PROGRAM READY.
Paris, Sept. 15. The Amer- lean embassy today handed
the French government the
program of "the Washington
conference for the limitation
of armament.
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Insistence of Valera That
Irish Enter as Independent
(By The AMnrlntrd Prrnii.)
Geneva, Sept, 15 (by the Asso
Sovereign State Causes
ciated Press.) Membership of the
Break in Plans.

Prtn.)

n, Sept. 15 (by the Assocl- Press.) The National Asso- --on of German Housewives has
ed the Prussian parliament to
cognize it as a labor union, but
the request was denied when it
waa learned
the organizations
constitution had failed to specify
whother the housewives were employers or employes.
The rejection disclosed differences of opinion among members
of the various branches; some asserted that women who did their
own housework were employes,
while housewives having maids or
other hired help were employera
marObjections to classifying
ried women whose household duties were performed by servants
as "professional
wives" brought
about an attempt to evade tho Issue by tho use of the words "pro1
fessional callings," instead of laborers In the constitution.
Explaining denial of the application, the parliamentary spokesman said:
must Justify
"An organization
under the statutes by Its activities
to
be designated as comthe right
posed of professionals."
In connection with the association's activities, which extend virtually to all towns and hamlets,
with thousands of members there
is much discussion as to whether
an attempt will be made to enforce
the demands by strikes, lockouts
and arbitration. It Is even suggested that the ultra radicals supersede the present conservative officials. There is a probability that
husbands will be asked to put
their wives on a salary and recognize woman's equality by sharing
In the work of cooking, washing
and caring for the children.

v

New York, Sept. 15. Only seven
nations that have
of the twenty-si- x
answered the appeal of the league
of nations lor an agreement to keep
military and naval expenditure
budgets for the next two years
within appropriations for the current year, have replied in the negative, says an official report from
Geneva made public tonight by the
league of nations news bureau.
Brazil,
They are South Africa, Greece
France, Finland, Poland,
and
These states, the report explains,
all agree heartily to the general
principles of limiting armaments.
Reservations accompany most of
the affirmative answers, it adds,
declaring that the main reservation, which occurs In almost every
the impossianswer, emphasizes
bility for any one nation to lead
the way to disarmament.
Austria and Bulgaria answer that
the question has been settled for
them by the peace treaties.
"Fourteen governments," the rethe propoport continues, "acceptconditions
as
sition with only such
havo been indicated above. These
are: Bolivia, China, Guatemala,
Australia, Canada, Belgium, Groat
Britain, New Zealand, India, Italy,
Holland, Chllo, Denmark and Norway."
Jugo-Siavi-

',

PROPOSED IRISH

Es-thon-

Probable.

The Asanclnted

LEAGUE

FOR

Up on

nr

MEIERS

Admission of Letvia and
Approved; Hungary's Application Comes

Strikes-Sal- ary

'Ves Is

FIFTY

NAIIS

ENCOUNTER OBJECTIONS
At-te-

EDITION

3fv

"PROFESSIONAL WIVES"

BULK OF NftTIONS

Body of Dead Actress Will
Be Removed to Los Angeles Today; Women Pledge
Attorney Support.

statement was made after a conference with his deputies and with
Chief of Police O'Brien and Captain of Detectives Matheson.

at Arhuckle's "Party"
to Be Main Witnesses at Trial

.

De-m-

CITY

Daily lij Currier or Mall, 8,'.c a Month
Single (lopkt So

Constitution of Organization
Fails to Specify Whether
They Were Employers or
Employes.

Members of Union May
to Enforce

' WITH CHARGES PENDING

(By Til Aioclntcd Press.)
San Francisco, Calif., Sept. 15.

16, 1921.

S

NO BAIL FOR ARBUCKLE

District Attorney Brady announced
tonight that no decision had yet
been reached whether to proceed
against Roscoo (Fatty) Arbuckle
tomorrow In police court on the
murder charge preferred against
him, or to ask for dismissal of this
in view of the grand Jury Indictment against Arbuckle for manslaughter.

TONIGHT, BUT ALL OTHERS ARE INVITED

of Los Angeles, a friend of Arbuckle and financially Interested In
the motion picture business; Fred
Fishbeck of Los Angeles, motion
picture director; Al Semnacher,
manager of Mifs Rappe; Miss Zey
Pyvron, a San Francisco showgirl.
All of these people have now
made affidavits to he police concerning the "party." Most of the
statements are consonant excopt
that some disagree on the Incidents
about 3 o'clock Monday afternoon,
when Arbuckle and Miss Rappo
were alleged to have spent an hour
alone together.
Asree Liquor Was Served.
Llfjuor was served. The affidaMiss Rappe
vits ajrree on this.
partook sparingly of gin and
orange Juice. One deponent says
Scotch was produced and served.

BURSUM SPEAKS AGAIN
Xothlng appearing in tho Santa Fo New Mexican during tho
campulgn lias been of sufficient Importance to merit our editorial
altoulion. Only a crime it has eoipinitleil nralnst newspaper ethics
und common decency entitles it to attention now.
In tlw New Mexicnn of Wednesduy evening excerpts from a Jour-na- l
editorial were taken here a sentence and there n sentence-a- nil
these were pieced together to create, the Impression thut the
Journal hail charged Senutor Kiirsuiu with ul!gnliig himself with the
reactionary wing of the republican party. This fabrication was
paraded in streamer typo across the entire front page of that paper.
It was the most flagrant case of deliberate ami ingenious newspaper
dishonesty wo have ever seen. It was ns stud led a plan to ileeeivo
the public ns the devil himself eonlil have concocted. Tho New Mexican should ho punished for literary mayhem.
As a matter of fact, we exonerated Senator Biirsmn from any
connection with tho reactionary attempt to seize the campaign organization of the party. Chairman Phillips of I lie committee anil
Chairman lloyil of tho Bursum clubs were selected by Senator Bur-siiThey are. both progressive In their thinking ami conduct. We
complained only of the little
reactionary barnacles
who brazenly attached themselves to tho organization and created a
which
reaction
does
exist
of
not
in fact with the
public impression
head of tho ticket or with the heads of the organizations.
's
We expressed in this editorial our absolute faith In Senator
The New Mexieun ought to be
progressive tendencies.
ashamed of itself for its low ethics In this matter. Tho people will
repudlato a cause which uses such methods.
Elsewhere In this paper wo publish n telegram received from
Senator Bursum. In it he affirms Ills stand for progressive policies
and for the redemption of party pledges. Even
enemies
admit that lie keeps a promise once lie has made It. He chose to
convention
which
have tho
at Simla Fe,
nominated him, make the
most progressive pronouncement of a general parly policy ever
adopted by u political convention in New Mexico.
Now, as tlie
campaign is at Its height, ho repudiates the little reactionaries who
nun
would brand
with their policies and boldly says that he is committed to thC redemption of tho pledge made at Santa Fo. Thereby
he has vindicated the confidence which tho Journal has had through,
out this campulgn. Bursum takes a firm stand as a progressive.
Nothing lias happened In politics In recent yenrs which should
g
so hearten
people as this stand by Senator Hursum.
It means tho moral regeneration of tho republican party In New
Mexico. That It will require time to get rid of the barnacles, is true.
But with the senator's attitude it can be done.
We are criticized for our assaults on the
combine.
Toleration of their leadership is Incompatible with a progressive republican party. Bursum was appointed senator In tho faco of their
bitterest opposition; he was unanimously nominated In spite of their
intrigue; lie will be elected in spite of their silent but alert opposition.
It is wholesome for New Mexico that Bursum shall win without
them.
Which statement reminds us: A Fall man In the south part of
the stato called a Bursum leader over the long distance telephone and
demanded that Bursum "shut off" the Journal. The leader repl'ed
that no one could handle the Journal. Tho Fall man then demanded
that Bursum repudiate tho Journal's position. In reply the Hursum
leader said that if Mr. Fall wished to assume responsibility for (he
failure of his supporters to support a regular republican nominee he
might do so. "O, but Mr. Fall is not responsible for what his friends
may do In bolting the ticket," was the reply. And quick ns a flush
went buck tho answer, "Then why doesn't Mr. Fall repudiate your
position?" Some nifty repartee," wo opine.
Senator Bursum is winning without Fall and Hawkins. He will
have no obligation to them. Mr. Voter and Mrs. Voter, lo you realize
the significance of all this?
The heads of the reaction which lias cursed this state for a dozen
years have deserted Bursum and Bursum has not made a single gesture to get them back to his supiMirt. Ho lias done nothing to them,
but lie lias not asked for their help. He lias left them to do as they
might think best. This is a very significant and a very hopeful sign.
All this Is true. Being true, what could be a more misguided
?
policy tlinit for the progressives of all parties to fall to support
Jt ho is to be expected to abandon all effort to get
front
the heads of the reactionary groups, anil, having done so, help
people are going to fall to supiiort him, how are onr public men
to be made to see tlie political wisdom of a program of progress?
No greater political mistake was ever pressed upon a people seek-In- g
relief from reaction and domination by the special Interests
than
the present propaganda to vote for our good friend and legal adviser,
Judge Ha una.
We do not say this because of Judge Hamm's attitude on public
questions. Judge Hamia Is all right. Wo gay It because, wlnen Sena-tBursum refuses to seek reconciliation with reactionaries who
have quarreled at him over reforms he has advocated, that It is not
a square-deto progress In New Mexico for progressives to fall to
rally to Ills support.
The Journal believes beyond all doubt that the day of relief from
tho bad political conditions of the past will bo Immeasurably
ii
need by the election of Senator Bursum by a large unijorily. A
new, reorganized and regenerated republican
Is certain to result. Xhen, with a few barnacles sheared )ff party
the democratic party,
two respectable parties can vie with each other for
popular favor.
Progressive democrats can help progressive republicans gain
control of tho republican party by voting for Bursum this year. Incidentally you will also help New Mexico at Washington. Senator
Bursum, working with the republican
and using h'a stipe,
rlor skill as a persuader of men, will petmajority,
many needed
for Nor
Mexico. Judgo Hanna would be an ornauirnt, all right.things
But we need
a utensil.
spccinl-lntievest-

s,

Bur-sum-

s

right-thinkin-

Bur-sum-

rlght-thlnk-I-

or
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ad-v-

There was a phonograph In the
room discoursing current Jazz. Arbuckle, In a dressing gown over his
silk pajamas, and with his bare
foet shoved into slippers, eat near
Miss Kappe, "kidding her," during
the afternoon.
The affidavits of Miss Pyvron,
Miss Blake, and Mrs. Delmonteare
distinctly unfavorable to Arbuckle.
Miss Pyvron and Mrs. Delmonte
swear that they heard Miss Rappe
moaning and rushed into Arbuckle's room to aid hor, only to
find the door heavily bolted against
their efforts. Finally, they declare, Arbuckle emerged, and they
rushed In past him, to find Miss
Rappe almost without
clothing,
her costume torn to shreds and
strewn about the room, even her
stocking ripped.
"Dying," Declares Actress.
"I am dying! I am dying!" the
young actress was moauing as the
two other women picked her up,
they assert. They plunged her into
a cold bath, thinking to revive her,
but, this having no beneficial effect, removed her to another room,
where she was attended by a doctor.
The police, In rounding out the
narrative of the "party." took also
the statements of the manager of
tne St.
hotel, the nttondlng
physicians, the autopsy
surgeons
and the city chemist who made
certain analyses.
s
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SHOWS

September 23.

league of nations will be increased
to fifty If the assembly adopts tho
recommendation
of the politljal
committee, which today decided to
approve the admission of Letvia
and Esthonla.
Their applications
were put over, the committee de
to
M.
await
ciding
Hymans' report.
expected Monday, on the efforts to
settle the Vilna dispute before
acting on Lithuania.
Hungary's application will not
come up again until September a:t,
when Count Apponyi is to furnish
all necessary information. Tho political committee also deckled to
recommend to the supreme council
inclusion in the eventual peace
treaties with Turkey a clause
safeguarding Interests of Armenia.
The fiscal committee which is
of the
scrutinizing
expenditures
secretariat and the labor bureau.
asked
Albert Thomas, head
today
of the labor bureau, how it hap
pened that, although the United
States is not a member of. the
league, he had a number of Amer
icans on his puy roll.
I found some remarkablv capa
ble men in the United States," he
replied, "and if I can find more I
will take them on, wherever they
come from."
The preponderance
of British
and French on the secretariat and
the labor bureau is being criticised
by the representatives of the small
er states. The committee
will
probably recommend that insofar
as possible all states represented
in the assembly shall have proportionate representation in the executive organization.

FREEDOM OF CENTRAL
AMERICA CELEBRATED
15. The
Washington,
Sept.
hundredth anniversary of the declaration of independence of Central America, was being celelnated
ti day throughout the Americas, '.he
celebrations centering. ;n Central
America and extending to a number of cities in' North and South
America.
Diplomatic
representatives of
Honduras,
Salvador, Guatemala,
Costa Rica and Nicarauga will hold
a reception here tonight at the
union in observance of
the anniversary.
SMASH
TREASURE.
Meaux, France. Sept.i 15. Burglars who secured lens than $1
worth of booty for their vandalism
smashed one of the priceless stained glass windows In the
cathedral of St. Ktienne here
last night to gain entrance to the
edifice. They rifled seven poor

VANDALS

CHANGE ON

PART! PLEDGES

boxes.

Summarized Stand in This DRAWS HEAVY FINE
Campaign by Short StateFOR SMOKING PIPE
ment at Roswell; Entire
ON CITY STREETS
Program Is Progressive.

iSPICIAL

DISPATCH

TO MOHNIN4

JOURNAL)

Roswell, N. M., Sept. 15. In a
statement here Holm O.
special
Bursum, republican candidate for
the United States senate, summar
ized his stand on public questions,
outlining clearly that his tendencies on public affairs were entirely
progressive. He declared that he
stood for a "faithful compliance
with party pledges. Tho statement
ioiiows:
"My whole program Is for
progressive measures in aid of
a greater New Mexico; reclamation, good roads, agricultural relief, aid to farmers and
stockmen, a better market for
their products, better market
conditions,
protective
tariff,
curtailment of national armament by agreement, friendly
relations with Mexico and a
faithful compliance with party
pledges."

HOTEL PROJECT
TO BE REVIVED
BY DIRECTORS
The Albuquerque hotel
which has been dormant project
the summer months is about during
to be
revived by the board of directors.
The prospect of leasing the hotel,
which must be done before building starts, will stimulate the sale
of moro stock which is necessary.
R. K. Starkweather, a veteran
hotel man of Denver, Is in the
in regard to getting a lease on city
the
new hotel and is scheduled to meet
with a special committee of the
board of directors this afternoon.
It Is possible that a deal will be
closed with the Denver man, although the hotel company has
been advertising extensively
for
possible lessees. Mr. Starkweather
owned the Savoy hotel in Denver
for a number of years and was employed by the Fred Harvev Hotel
company for twelve years

Plans will be made soon for the
renewal of the campaign to sell
stock, since not enough has been
raised as yet. General interest In
the project will be stirred up now
that many of the stockholders and
others interested have returned
from vacations. It Is hoped to be
gin construction on the hotel earlv
In the year.

(By The Associated Press.)

Found
111., Sept. 15.
guilty by a Jury on a charge
of smoking a pipe, M. Anderson, a lace worker, was fined
$10 and costs, totalling $30.70,
today. He had been arrested
for smoking on his way home
from work.
His attorney
sought to convince the Jury
that smoking waa a necessary
evil.
Smoking on the Btreets
is prohibited by a Zlon
Zion,

negotiationTstill
are not ruptured
Lloyd

George Mildly Reproaches Irish People for
Taking No Step to Meet
British Offer,

(By The Associated rress.)
''
London, Sept. 15 by the AssocI
ated Press.) Arrangements
toe
the proposed Irish peace conference)
are cancelled, but negotiations still
are not ruptured. That in brief ia
the story of today's developmental
i
-l ....
fimr.nn ,I Vu
llcan leader,
having
his claim to enter the conference
as the representative of an lnde
pendent sovereign state. Premier
Lloyd George declares such admission is impossible. He announces
cancellation of the arrangements
iui u. coniBrcnce ana ine necessity
of his consulting his colleagues.! .
The premier does not close the
door to possible resumption of the
On the contrary, ha
negotiations.
gives Mr. de Valera and his sup
porters amplest time and opportunity to reconsider their position; he
describes himself tven as "laid
at Guirlocli, necessitating a up"
few
days' delay. He is suffering from
a chill, and it was announced it
would be necessary for him to remain indoors for a few days.
Declaring that there was but one
answer to a claim which would bs
equivalent to Great Britain's ac
knowleuging Ireland's right to negotiate a treaty of closer associa
lion with "some other foreign
power," he mildly reproaches the
Irish people for taking no step vo
meet the generous advances of th
British' government.
The tone of the letter reveals
that the premier still retains hope
of some more favorable develop
ment. Incidentally, the letter tleer
up the mystifying events of the later,
few days, showing Mr. de Valera'
reply was taken by McGrath and
Boland to Gairlock, but that the
to
premier tried
unsuccessfully
persuade modification of its teno?'
and offered to regard it as not
having been delivered.
The fact that Mr. de Valera's
cclleugues failed to take advantage
this fntor Is considered a serious aspect.
The prospect 1s that there will
be no move now for a few days.
It is noteworthy that in the final
exchanges the d'plomatic methods
of sending notes by courier were
dropped in favor of the more expeditious telegraph.
The premier's letter, telegraphed
tonight, follows:
"I informed your emissaries who
t niuo fcu i.to lucouay mat
ci.ci.- tion of your claim to negotiate-withis majesty's government a
the representative of an Independent and sovereign state would
make a conference between us im.
.
possible.
"They brought me a letter from
you in which you epecifieally reaffirm that claim, stating that your
nation has formally declared lt
,,- -; .1
i
,i
1UUVWC11UUIIV.O
itsoiL
tiuu.i i ci;uk uiAca
as a sovereign state, and it is only,'
you added, 'as representatives of,
that state and as Its chosen guard
lans that we have any authority or
(Continued on Page Two.)
'
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ACCEPTANCE OF JAPAN'S OFFER
FOR RESTORATION OF SHANTUNG

Would Confirm Economic Position of Nippon-WhilReturning to Tokio Nominal Jurisdiction Substitution of Japanese Staff Is Regarded as Possible.
(BT THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.)'
Pekln, Sept. 15 (by the Assocl docks, piers and roads. The Cfcf
ated Press.) Acceptance of Ja- nese consider that other nations
pan's proposals as to the restora- might have a reasonable fear pt
tion of Shantung would mean vir- preferential treatment toward Jatual confirmation of Japan's econ- pan in the matter of berthing
omic position in Tsing Tao and ships, apportioning docks and the
Kiao Chau bay, while returning to use of approaches.
China nominal Jurisdiction, is the
and
Chambers of commerce
view of foreign students of China guilds of student bodies are bomof the Shantung
after barding the government with proproblem,
having analyzed Japan's
note, tests against acceptance of the prowhich was made ptiblio today.
,.
posals.
It was pointed out that the lease
of Kiao Chau bay Includes the
shore to the high water line, In
HEAR HEINTZ TONIGHT. '
This area
cluding mo islands.
comprises immense salt fields in
Captain Victor Heintz,
the hands of private Japanese.
in the world war and forThe same applies to the extensive
mer congressman from Cincin-natiformer German fiscal lands and
Ohio, will speak at the
buildings acquired under treaty,
Bursum meeting to be held
the former at their value as agriat the high school audicultural lands, now greatly entorium at 8 o'clock. Decorated
hanced. The agricultural industry
on the field of battle, a leading
amounts to little. It was stated, but
man and political
the loss of the salt industry will be
power in Ohio, Captain Heinta
serious.
sent
been
has
here to explala
The proposal regarding the railto Albuquerqueans the stand ot
way from Kioa Chau to Tsin Nan
former service men
many
brought forth the objection from
on th
throughout the country
observers that it does not give
of H. O. Bursum. .'..
China the right to redeem the railFormer service men In thl
ways, but that Joint ownership by
vicinity are especially invited to
China and Japan in perpetuity is
attend the meeting and lear..
The prosuggested inferentially.
how many measures, present
posal concerning trie Tsing Tao
end future, which are oi especial.
customs Is regarded as ambiguous,
Interest to the former soldier-arsince under the Germans It was
dependent upon H. O. Bur
provided that the customs staff
the
sum's return to his seat in haa
should be German and that the
senate.
Captain Helnt
German language might be used In
tn
In
given several speeches naturcorrespondence.
state and while his topic
"The 'same manner as under the
Interest
German regime," in the opinion of
ally is of particular
men and their familthe Chinese, suggests the possible
ies his addresses have proved
suostuution of a Japanese staff. It
is stated the Joint management of
of exceptional interest to voter
In general.
public utilities, as mentioned In the

CRUDE OIL BURNS.
Wellsvllle. Mo.. SeDt. 14. More
than 30,000 gallons of crude oil,
owned by the Prairie Pipe Line
company, was burning today and
early the loss waa estimated at
more than $100,000.- The blaie
Wft fUSSd )tf I'SHtfilng,
JaP.anse
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JOE WIGGIMS IS

G. RE1D ASKS

BEYOND

WOMEN TO BEAT

!:

AMENDMENT

Answers Charge That Large
Corporations, Particularly
Santa Fe, Fight School

System in State.
The defeat in the coming election of amendment eight, which
seeks to limit school taxes to the
detriment of the school system of
tho Btate was urged by V. C. Held
speaking before women voters at
the republican headquarters yesHe confirmed
terday afternoon.
the
tha opinion of educators that dameasure would be harmful and
llied that the big corporations of
the state had ever attemptedMex-to
deprive the children of New
ico of an education.
The charge that the Santa Fe
railroad among other big corpora-of
tions wnB fighting the schools
Mr
the state was stoutly denied by
Keid. It wus an employe of the
the
county
Santa Fe who drew up
unit bill when he realized that it
Would cost the railroad thousandn
ot dollars in additional taxes. Officials of the railroad who were
consulted at the time approved the
bill and expressed the wish that
the railroad contribute its shara
to the educational work of the state,
he said.
Amendments five, seven and
eleven concerning the corporation
thA lnd office ana
v,r.faeinn
the road bonds wero branded as
bid bv Mr. Reid, who questionedat
the advisability of passing them of
this time.' Extending tho power
the corporation commission to control public utilities might give tnes
commission control of the voter
the mupersonal Wfairs and take hands
of
nicipal affairs out of the
the
the city, he said. As farit aswould
railroads are concerned
mean lobbying at each legislature
and would make rates a matter ot
politics rather than economics.
Dividing tho responsibility in the
land office would mean turmoil
and a waste in money and efficiency, he said. The road bond
amendment would be good for the
thstate but would not be fair tolittle
poor people who would getIf the
benefit front, tho roads.
amendment passes the state will
have onlv ono million dollars more
credit, snid Mr. Keid, which would
mean suffering on the part of the
state institutions.
The two amendments regarding
the terms of county and state
school superintendents are of no
vital consequence to the voter and
it does not matter whether thej.
pass or not, in the opinion of Mr
Amendment nine, permitReid.
ting special elections and amendment six, providing for i budget
system were judged to be good, but
not indispensible.
He spoke against the soldier tax
exemption and in favor of the first
and second amendments giving women right to hold office and baraliens from holding
ring oriental state.
Mr. Reid adland in the
vised the women to vote no if in
doubt about any amendment, slnco
the amending of a state constitution should be done deliberately.

t-

" CORONA

CREATION OF POIRET, HER COUNTRYMAN

Joo Wiggins, former cdnvict
wanted for shooting up a danc
hall at Allison, near Gallup, a few
days ago and killing two men, if
believed to be heading
for thrmountains north of Albuquerque
Two days ago ho was sighted al
Thorenu and reported coming this
direction.
Yesterday morning he
was seen at Quirk, a small settle
ment forty miles west of Isleta,
and is believed to be continuing
his flleht in this direction.
A posse fuorn Gallup toolc up
tho trail at quirk yesterday morning. Iate last night they had not
reported any success in locatlna
the fugitive. Sheriff Ortiz and his
deputies were on the watch all
last night and the officials of the
Santa Fe railway made a close investigation of all trains comlnp
this direction.
At midnight last
bight the officials of the sheriffs
office stated that they would tak
up tho trail at daybreak this morning. It is possible that they wll'
unite with the Gallup posse abou'
noon today.
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The grand lodge, A. F. and A. M.
of New Mexico, will have charge
of the ceremony of laying the cornerstone of the new children's hospital on East Grand avenue Ma-at
2:30 o'clock this afternoon.
sons from I.ias Cruces, Santa Fe
and Helen will be present for the
occasion. Grand Master Franoie
E. Lester will have charge of the
ceremony.
The procession will start from
the Masonio temple at 2 o'clock,
marching to the site of the new
Th
hospital in tha highlands.
grand master will make an address at the hospital grounds The
foundation of the building' hae
been completed and work has begun on the walls. It is expected
that the building will be ready for
The
dedication by Thanksgiving.
hospital when finished Will reprs-sen- t
aoout
an expenditure of
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EVEN AFTER. ITS

OPENED

The six (6) walls of paraffinin our
new canistersthat bring this coffee
to you oven-fres- h
stay on guard,
assisted by the extra top . . . result:
it's "rich and mellow" and full of
fragrance until the last.

just-roast-

Hi

ed

:4

CQFR3E

''TRIED

IT
LATELY?"

BOND-DILLO-

COMPANY

N

Wholesale Distributors
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.'

"SCHOOL DAVS, SCHOOL DATS"
Do you remember the old song
about school davs being golden rule
days? It Is wrong to send a oough-lnchild to
sneezing, apitting
school to spread disease germs
ones.
other
Common
among
tittle
colds are Infectious.
Protect your
own and other little ones with
Foley's Honey and Tar. This safe
family remedy checks coughs and
colds, loosens phlegm and mucuous
and coats raw, Irritating membranes rlth a healing, soothing
fhedlclna
Sold everywhere.
g,
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wew wiexico
Boilermaker10 8. Second

-,

steel Co. inc.

C. H. CARNES

and Welrlera
Tel. 190S-- 1
St.,

SPEC1ALIS1 IX OCULAR
REFRACTION.
107 S. Fourtlx
Phone 10B7--

REDUCED PRICE LIST
Better Kodak Finishing
KOils

Developed..,,,.,....

Packs Developed..,
Printing, each

Sc

10c
15c
to 5c I

STUDIOl

The BARNUM
219

Wind Shield Glass-Lumbi. 0. BAI.DR1IH1B IX'UBKB
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I

West Central

er

z South

Vint B'reel.

CO

tot
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13am-bln-

FlT(S( CookBook

tYI'lilWIUTtlt

CARBON

Milk

Handsomely Illustrated in Colors
you get an oppor

19-Avo-

"Send me your latest, beautiful cook book" and you
will receive it promptly.

canvassers have been

trying to induce ladies to buy the baking powderthey have
for sale and as an inducement are offering a cook book,
egg beater or some other trinket with every can bought

To our customers and friends, we are offering our
handsome cook book absolutely free. If you are in need
of one it will be unnecessary for you to "buy something
you do not want Take advantage of this free offer.
Pound can of Cafamet contains full 16 or. Some baking
powders come in 12 ox. yiatcad of 16 bz. cans. Be sure
you et a pound when you want it '.

Send for the cook book today address
CALUMET BAKING POWDER CO.
4100-ZCHICAGO,

ILL

MANSLAUGHTER INDICTMENT
RETURNED BY GRAND JURV
San Francisco, Calif., Sept 15.
A county grand Jury indictment
charging Roscoe C. (Fatty) Arbuckle with manslaughter in con
nection with ths death of Miss Vir
glnla Rappe, motion picture actress,
after she had attended a party in
his rooms in the St. Francis hotel,
was returned to Presiding Judgo
Shortall, of the superior court today.
The indictment was voted on the
early morning of September 14.
Ball was set at 15,000 cash or
$10,000 bonds and the case assigned to the court of Superior
Judge Harold Lauderback In tho
Hall of Justice.
The indictment read:
"We, the grand Jury charge to
wit:
"That on or about the ninth of
September, 1921, Roscoe Arbuckle
did then and there wilfully, unlawfully and feloniously and without malice aforethought, kill Vir
ginla Rappe, a human being."
Arbuckle was. not in court.
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PIONEER BAKERY

STREET

207

South First Street.

Special Values
For Friday and Saturday
Outing Flannel
at 17c

Guimpe

Dresses

at $6.50

Outing Flannel in a good
standard quality.
"IT
Special at, yard
y. ... JL I C

Ladies' and Misses' Guimpe Dresses
in wool, jersey, serge, and fancy
wool mixtures.
r
Special

27-in- ch

$U.OU

Madras Shirtings

Pongee

at 35c

Waists

at $4.50

A real value in Madras Shirting, 36
inches wide. A nice assortment to
choose from.
,
$
Qp
OOC
Friday only, yard

All Silk Pongee Waists.
Special

ETA

at.. ........... $4.t)U

...

--

Dates

Silks

Gingham

black Messaline Silk.-

S6-in- ch

ular $2.00 value.

wide Zephyr Gingham in the
popular checks and plaids. A splendid assortment to choose
QK
from. , Special at, yard
UVC

At per yard

h

......

36-inc-

h

black.

4

Keep tho building warm and dry in any weather.
f,
and
storm-tigIi

Gold Ave.

ALBUQUERQUE LUMBER COMPANY

32-inc-

ROOFING

With the average home baked
product. The verdict cannot fall
tobe In our favor. It Isn't the'
housewife's fault It's simply thafc
no home could have the facilities
for scientific baking that we have..,
We don't see why any woman'
should work and worry over bread,
baking when our bread is so much
better, so easily procured abd so'
much less expensive.

.GLASS, PAINT.
CPMENT. PI ASTFR

at 35c
WZATXB&3AU. TrBATBZR"

COMPARE OUR
PERFECT BREAD;

PRINTERS
MonnA-han-

BlovoU

SloyclM
upplltf, kixpeM raftalrlnt. Lwit
BROAD BICtCLB
TRADING
CO
US South Bgooad.
Phone 99.
I

id

"RAIN and COLDER"

PAPERS

Albright

.

72 PAGES

Fillmor Strott
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Corona, N. M., Sept. 15. A
roaring flood in a dry arrovo six
miles north of Carrizozo, halted
and turned back Senator Holm O.
Bursum's party
late this afternoon. Racing back to Carrizosso,
the party reached the station in
time to board the Golden State limited and keep the engagement here
The speech which the
tonight.
senator began at 8:15 tonight was
ths fourth ot the dsy and two yet
remain to be made.
The meeting her attracted citizens who rode and drove from
great distances all around. It was
held In the new high school gym
nasium, which la on ot the largest
auditoriums in tha state and all
available seats were occupied.
After Senator Bursum's speech
there was a big dance, a Jazs or
chestra from Carrizozo furnishing
the music.
Lest night in the Roswell speech
Senator
Bursum explicitly defined his attitude toward organized labor. In explaining his vots
to place farm machinery under a
protective tariff, he declared he
never had voted and never would
vote to put American labor In
competition with cheap labor from
foreign lands.
"The standard of living ot the
American wags earner is ths highest in tha world," he said, "and
must not be lowered under any
circumstances."
,
This declaration was greeted with
cheers.
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of Living
of
American Laborer Must
Be Kept High," Declares
Senator in Roswell Talk;

i

LARRAZOLO
MAKE TOVR FOR
APOLOmO SENA

house-to-hous-
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HEARERS

Alice Deljala la her bathing suit designed by Paul Petrel
Alice Delysla, the French musical comedy ttar who has quite captivated her American audiences, has just returned from France. Soon
after her arrival In this country she appeared on the beach at Atlantic
resentatlves will find It possible to
City i this wonderful creation of black and White satin. It is a smart be
on the date you
at
bathing suit which was presented to her by Paul Poiret, famous suggest,Inverness
September 0.
French designer.
"In this final note we deem It
our duty to reaffirm that our position is and can only be as we
"
PROPOSED IRISH
NO DECISION AS TO
have defined 1 1 throughout this
Our nation has
correspondence.
CONFERENCE AT
CHARGE UPON WHICH
formally declared its independence
and recognizes itself as a sovereign
INVERNESS HAS
ACTOR WILL BE TRIED
state. It Is only as representatives
BEEN
CANCELED
of that state and as Its chosen
FIREFIGHTERS ASK
(Continued from Fage One.)
guardians that we have authority
or powers to act on behalt ot our
CHANGE IN VOLSTEAD'
(Continued from Page One.)
Judge Lauderbaok's oourt was set
people.
LAW AT CONVENTION for Saturday morning, when ha
"As regards the principle of govWill be arraigned, and may plead prtwers to act on behalf of our peo.
ernment
'.
by consent of the gov- ,
pic.'
on
not
waive
if
does
he
the
charge
The
Associated
(B
Pre..)
"I asked them to warn you of erned in the very nature of things
to
continuance.
his
a
rights
It
must
be the basis of
agreeColumbus. Ohio, Sept. 15. Modi
Brady and police officials con the very serious effect of such a ment that will achieve any
the pur
fication of the Volstead law to per- ferred
determine which one of paragraph and offered to regard pose we have at heart that
is the
mit manufacture and sale of boei the twotomurder
letter
the
as
me
not delivered io
and the two manfinal reconciliation ot our nation
and light wines is asked in a reso
Arbuckle In order that yon might have time with
oharges
against
slaughter
yours.
lution adopted today by the Inter
to reconsider it. Despite this Intiwill try.
"we have suggested no Interpre
national Association of Firefight they
mation you have now published
A certified check coyering
tation
of that principle save In
ers in convention here.
cash bail was deposited the letter in Its original form. I
Another resolution addressed to with the bond and warrant
day interpretations, the
clerk. must, accordingly, cancel the ar- every
sense,
for example, in which it was
President Harding and Attorney but it was announced that he could rangements for the conference next
the plain men and
General Daugherty asks for the
not be admitted to bail until thf week at Inverness, and must con- interpreted by world
when on Jan
the
lease of all
political pris- murder charges had been disposed sult my colleagues on the course womenB, of
1918. you said:
oners and full restoration of free ot.
of action this new situation neces- uary
" 'Tho
settlement
speech, free press and peaceable
Arbuckle's second appearance In sitates, I will communicate this to must be based on such of Europe
grounds of
assemblage.
court since his arrest Saturday you as soon as possible, but as I reason
and Justice as will give
night is scheduled for tomorrow. am for the moment laid up here, a some promise of stability. ThereSUGAR DIVIDEND CUT.
He is to appear before Police Judge few days delay is inevitable, Mean
it is that we feel that govNew York, Sept. IS. The Cen Lazarus for a further hearing on while, I must make It absolutely fore
ernment with tho consent of th
a alear that his
tral Agutrre Sugar company, a the charge preferred by Mrs.
majesty a government governed must be the basis of any
Porto Rico corporation, today dJ
Maude Dolmont, one of those an not reconsider ' its 'position, territorial settlement in this war.'
which 1 have stated to you.
The Tierra del Fuegans eat riared a quarterly dividend of $1.50 present at Arbuckle's party.
"These words are the true an
Officials of Judge Lauderback's
of $2 formerly
"If we accepted a conference ewer
soap, finding the fat therein real- a share instead
to tho criticism of our posior
two
be
court
three
it
will
believe
on
with
formal
the
your
paid.
delegates
nourishing.
ly
tion which your last letter puts
weeks before Arbuckle is brought statement of the claim which you forward.
Tha principle was unto trial.
have reaffirmed it would constitute derstood then to
man the right
Arbuckle
declared
that
an
official
ot
his
recognition
Brady
of nations that had been annexed
would be given as speedy a trial majesty's government of the sever- to empires against their will to
as possible, and that the trial would ance of Ireland from the empire free themselves from the grappling
begin as soon as it could be ar- and of tta existence as an lndepend. hook. That is the sense In which
ent republic
ranged.
we understood It. In
It la
"It will be pressed vigorously
"It would, moreover, entitle you your government, whenreality,
it seeks to
we
whichever charge
try him on, to declare as ot right acknowledged render our ancient nation and to
murder or manslaughter," he said. by us, that in preference to asso- partition Its territory, that would
Tomorrow's
appearanoo before ciation with the British empire you give to the principle an interprePolice Judge Sylvain Lazarus is to would pursue closer association by tation that would
undermine the
complete the arraignment begun a treaty with Some other foreign fabric of every democratic state
on
preanswer
the murder charge
power. There is only one
Monday
and drive the civilized world back
ferred by Mrs. Dolmont, a member possible to such a claim as that,
into tribalism.
hotel
his
"The
of the party In Arbuckle's
great concessions
"I am sir. faithfully your,
suite charging the film comedian majesty's government made to the
"EAMONN DE VALERA."
Miss
with' the death of
Virginia feeling of your people in order to
de
secure
settlement
a
lasting
Rappe.
WILL
The procedure calls for inform- served, in my opinion, eome more
response but so far every
generous
ing Arbuckle of his legal rights and
as
us.
the taking of such testimony
advance has been made by
the police judge wishes to hear in
"On your part you have not
whether to come to meet us by a single rtep,
making hie decision
subind the defendant over to the
but have merely reiterated In
perior court for trial.
phrases of emphatic challenge the
Sherman
Lowell
of
letter and spirit ot your original
Depositions
lapaeiA. oibsatoh to monnino jounnam
and Frederick Flshback of Los
claim.
Santa Fe, Sept. 15. lndepend
"I am, yours faithfully,
giving their versions of the
today announced
headquarters
"LLOYD GEORGE."
party in Arbuckle's rooms, vere
former Governor O. A. Larrazolo
received today by Brady, but he
a
make
would
speaking tour In th"
declined to five out their contents, FLXTi TEXT OP
support of Apolonlo A.
REPLY TO liLOVO GEORGE state in
saying he had not had opportunity
Sena, as Independent candidate for
to read them.
15 (by tho Associ- United States senator.
Dublin,-SepMrs. W. B. Hamilton, chairman
His chief speaking dates folof a special committee of eighteen ated Press.) Eamonn de Valera, low:
from the woman's vigilante com- in his reply to Premier Lloyd
Las Vegas, September 16; Santa
to
mittee, and Mrs. Robert H. Dean, George, accepts the Invitation
17,
(afternoon).
Septombcr
another committee member, visit- the proposed Inverness conference Fe,
17,
Albuftjuerque,
September
ed Brady today to lend what as- In tha terms ot the final paragraph
18.
Eelen,
September
sistance they could" offer In con- of Mr. Lloyd George's last letter, (night)
ducting the case. They were told but reafflrma Ireland's independthat their presence at the various ence as a sovereign state and dehearings would be welcome, but clares that only as representatives
that they probably would be chal- of auch have tha Irish negotiators
lenged by the defense If they were arty authority.
Tha text of the reply, Is as folcalled as Jurors.
Anothertelegram from Henry lows:
"We are unhesitating In declarLehrman of New York, friend of
Miss Rappe, was received today by ing our willingness 'to enter a conference to ascertain how the assothe district attorney.
It said:
"Wish to thank you again for ciation of Ireland' with the comknown as the
your righteous, strong and skilful munity of nations
best be reconmanner in which you are handling British empire can
Infants
- national
Irishwith
aspiraciled
the defense of Virginia
Rappe.
Inralids
tions.'
to
have
Justice
Tour determination
"Our readiness to contemplate
Is widely commended around here.
NO COOKINC.
tunity to secure so valuable a cook book abso
You will earn gratitude and ad- such an association was Indicated
foi All Ages.
Drink"
"Food
20.
We
rhe
is
and
it
of
often
not
that
our
we
free,
can
August
letter
lutely
make miration of millions of people who in
Home Offlce,ao4
at
Lunch
are following this tragic case. They have accordingly summoned the
Quick
the offer. It's too expensive.
for
are lining up here at newspaper of- dail. that we may submit to it
of the rep- Fountains. Ak (ot HORUCICS.
fices for latest editions. Have com- ratification the Isnames
72 pages full of the best, most delicious recipes-prep- ared
our intention to
municated with Halsted (the un- resentatives It
Imitations & Substitute!
dertaker) and am wiring him propose. We Ifope that these repby the most noted cooking experts the
Delmont
Mrs.
Wired
money today.
country affords.
$1(0 as newspapers claimed she Is
without funds.
Remember, we do not ask you to buy a can of
"Respectfully,
"HENRY LEHRMANN."
baking powder, or send us one penny. Simply say

Peddlers and

m

n
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MASONIC GRAND LODGE
TO LAY CORNERSTONE
OF HOSPITAL TODAY
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G. ALBRIGHT IS WEDDED

KILLER TO

LORD KITCHENER TO LIVE IN BRONZE

TO BUFFALO SOCIETY GSR

ALBUQUERQUE, N.MEX.

Dean of Journalism in New Mexico Expects to
Return to Albuquerque With His Bride
Within a Few Days Newly Wedded Couple
; Will Occupy New Home cn Mountain Road.
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of the latter's health. The family
had lived here only a short tlm-- i
friendship
when, through the
which existed between Colonel Al
bright and the bride brotner. tne
Mrs. Altwo became acquainted.
bright Is a talented musician, to
though she has always refused
appear in public and but few
had the pleasure of
hearing her during the time she
was making this city her home.
Before leaving for Buffalo for
the wedding, Colonel Albright
completed a beautiful home on
Mountain road, to which he will
soon bring his bride, who already
has many warm friends In the city,
and. through the groom's extensive' acquaintance In the state. In
many other sections of New Mex- co
Colonel Albright was born in
6hio sixty-fiv- e
years ago. He came
to New Mexico while still a young

DISABLED VET.
GETS RAISE
Al

BI

the United Spanish War BOLIVIA WITHDRAWS
and San Francisco's pledge
DEMAND OF REVIEW
organization means that
will spend at least twenty-fiv- e
OF CHILEAN TREATY
thousand dollars for a convention which is not any larger than

of
veterans
to that
the dity

id
Bill in; OF

KDITOIt.

VKTKIt.YN

chased the Albuquerque

Morning

Journal, which he operated for a
considerable period.
It is expected that the bride and
groom will spend a short honeymoon in the oust and will arrive
here to rnako their new home
within a few days.

TOULOUSE SEEKS

ill

ROUNDUP
DIERS

OR

DQFBURSI

the one I secured for Albuquerque.
The coming of the disabled veterans will mean much to Albuquer
que, u wm mean mai we win increase our number of government
that
patients here, possible doubleseven
number, which is already
anniuil
hundred and fifty with an
expenditure of $750,000.
In addition to bringing the disabled soldiers here, I am convinced
that we will be able to anchor the
National' Mothers' Memorial to Albuquerque, it is no dream to say
that there will be built a memorial to war mothers and 1 so much
desire the help of Albuquerque in
doing this.
This morning we are going to
make a canvass of the merchants
Saturfor additional premiums.
day we start our ticket sale. Will
men of Albuyou, the business
Just
querque,' help to the limit?
remember for every man we bring
of
the
order
to Albuquerque
by
public health. Just that much more
Please
new money comes here.
make the canvass of the different
committees easy and pleasant and
if you are not convinced that the
National Disabled Soldiers' league
is getting a big, a very big slice of
the gross receipts we will be glaa
to show you our contract.
J. H. TOULOUSE,
National Organizer, National Disabled Soldiers' League.

"it
i

discharge
tiBAfter
trying to work, his health
Dr.
failed completely, according to who
. "William D. Radclif f e of Belen,
comthe
assisted him in securing

Jrv'mn

x

orvlca department
the
and the Bed Cross took up but
case with the department,
there seemed to be endless delay.
states, and Mr.
Dr. Radcliffe
ground
Campbell continued to lose himself
until
he found
physically,
and
a
wife
with
entirely helpless,
baby, and drawing $22.50 monthly
compensation.
Dr. Radcliffe wrote to Senator
and
sBursum in August, he states, Sunreceived a prompt reply. Last
Belen
was
in
day Senator Bursum
and given additional details about
the case. He at' once sent the following telegram to Washington:
file No.
"Case of George Campbell,
second " class engineer.
of disability, which
Presenty-ratin25
is wrong, la temporary-parti$22.50 per
per cent. Compensation
with tuberculomonth. Is helpless month-olbabjv
sis. Has wife and
neither able to earn anything, and
Radcliffe's
Dr.
After
destitute.
examined in
appeal to me he was 30.
He has
Albuquerque August
now been ordored to Albuquerque
is too
but
examination,
for dental
weak to go. Get after Veterans'
bureau for quick action. H. O.

The following letter has been
received by tho Journal from Major
J. H. Toulouse, national organizer
for the Disabled Soldiers', league:
Editor Journal:
Dear Sir! Next week the
will be
Cowboys' Round-u- p
held. This round-u- p
is truly a
benefit for tho disabled soldiers.
Six months before we planned the
affair, Mr. Watkins, then secretary
of the chamber of commerce, had
been In communication with Garrett & Woolsey trying to get them
to Albuquerque
to put on this
rodeo.
At the time these gentlemen visited the chamber for a conference
with Air. Watkins, I had just returned homo from Washington,
where I had been successful in securing the next national encampment of, the National Disabled Soldiers' league. This convention was
secured at my own expense and I
was glad of the Opportunity and
proud to offer the city as the logical place fcr the next meeting of
the league.
The attendance at that
will number more than two
thousand, and may I say that San
Francisco has Just succeeded in
securing the next national conven- Tri-Sta-

(By The Associated Tress.)

Modern methods, arrangement
and equipment ot the Broad Bicy-cl- e
and Trading company, 220
South Broadway, are highly praised
in an article in the Western Motorcyclist an Bicyclist, one of the
most popular trade Journals in the
country, in a recent issue.
The Broad Bicycle and Trading
company is owned by H. I Broad
and H. S. Patten, who have both
had thorough experience in the
bicycle business. The store and re
pair department w;re opened about
two years ago by Mr. Patten, whr
later entered into partnership
with Mr. Broad, who has operated
a bicycle store in northern Michi,
gan for several years.
The article in the trade journal
especially praises the tire arrangement and the equipment, which
includes the latest power tools and
appurtenances for handling repa'.i
work.

d

The telegram was sent on Monon
and
12,
September
day,
Wednesday, September 14, tho folDr.
received
was
by
lowing reply
from George Curry,
.Radcliffe,
Bursum:
seoretary to Senator'
of
"Pursuant to instructions
Senator Bursum, I called at
,

'

)

;i

It took exactly 15 years
to develop the flavor,
crispness and texture of

l

Children's Fancy Sox
Regular 85c. Light and dark colors,
fancy top, elzes 8 to 9 'a.
(J1
2 pair
tUL

45c
30-inc- h,

Children's Hose

etc.

Includes our best make fine ribbed
hose for children, In
mercerized
black, white and cordovan,
(Pil
tDJL
3
sizes.
all
pair
Light and
-

WINDSOR

PLESSE CREPE

floral patterns, for kimonas,
Special, 4 yards

$1

$1.50 MOTH PROOF BAGS
Medium and large size; moth and
germ proof. Each

$1

(J-

OJ.
to

8,

(J-

-

vil.

Richardson Embroidery Packages
Includes Combing Jackets, Children's Dresses,
Table Covers, Children's Rompers, Fancy
Aprons. Each package contains
(JM
floss for embroidery. Each
, . . P A

Ladies' White Cotton Hose
FIVE
PAIR
'

-

'dj-- j

$1

Reinforced Heel and Toes
Sizes 8 12 to 10

Hair Ornaments
Values to $2.30. Assorted sizes
t
and shapes; Rhinestone
t&A
settings. Special
(j--

for petticoats, in white,
cream, cardinal, tan, lavender,
pink, light blue, etc.
5 yards

32-inc-

$1

THREE
YARDS.

Children's E. Z. Union
Suits

2,000 yards of new Fall Patterns in the 32-iwidth in Plaids, Checks and Plain Colors.
PLAIN

Suits;

$1

25c Children's Summer

it to good

ad-

..$1
n.

Children's Knit Union
sizes 6 to 11; 85c value.
2 for

NewIf It Is Old

Amoskeag Ginghams

h

SHADES JAPANESE

CREPE

t

Imported Japanese Crepe, plain shades df
Copenhagen, autumn brown, yellow,
(Ji n)Jgrey and Reseda green. 3 yards
25c ABSORBENT CRASH

Fine Jersey Ribbed Vests, low
neck and on sleeves; sizes J"
6 to 16. 6 for..v....v... D1

$1.75 .Wool Eiderdown
11
Splendid quality in red
..
only.
Special yard. . P J

soft absorbent crash,
Bleached,
for hand and roller towels. 6 yards

tyl.

$1.75 CHILDREN'S SLEEPERS
Made of cross bar nainsook, in sizes
2, 4, 8, 10. Special

tPJ.

18-inc-

h,

(J"

54-in-

DETERIORATION

regarding

OF YOUR PAINT IS STOPPED

People who know how Simonize preserves the luster of a new car or newly
painted car have them Simonized before using. By so doing the car retains its
beauty and has the appearance of a new automobile.
:

Iet

us show you (without obligation on your part to buy) what we can do for
your car you owe it to yourself and' your car to make this Investigation(
-

'4

Fred W. Kushmer.

,
Tr..- -i
i ir.Hj
cu m . uusnmer,
swimming iutue i am pa, cian i.i'i.
C A. is called the. new
long dia- arimminm
franc a
I. n .
!,.
outh by virtue of his recent vie- -

v

One of Our Best Values for
Dollar Day is
2,000 YARDS SHIRTING
PRINTS
TEN
VADItC

$1

Best quality, light (rronnds, neat
patterns, In pink, blue and black
figures, spots and stripes.

veteran

It.iod the seventh lap of the
mo wianguiar course, ..r

111

West Copper Avenue

Phone

406--

75c WOMEN'S VESTS and
TIGHTS
W

Broken lines, fine jersey ribbed gar.
ments, low neck, no sleeve, high neck.
snort sieeve, vests, knee and
ankle length pants. 3 for. . .

.,81

on,
j

Armour's Bath Soap.
Assorted odor. 20 for

..;.Si

$1.25 Organdie Collars, white organdie collars
in white and ecru, cross bar effects,
embroided with lace edges..
vJ---

......:

Women's Handkerchiefs, neatly
with white and colored
embroidered corners.' 6 for.
35c

hem-stitch- ed

s

$1.50 Mercerized Damask, fully bleached,

HAUSER'S SADDLERY

ouriren,
Utla holder. At Clearwater
Beach,
riaM ausnmer completed the 10- -

J

Women's Summer Union Suits in white and
pink, regular and extra sizes; band and
J"
bodice tops; 85c value. 2 for
tpA

Children's Hose

Children's White Hose

And after yoa taste them it wont taka yotl oat
minute to understand why "Pot Toasties" are wnpnim.

No matter what kind of a car you own, Simonize may be used on
vantage.-

today."

ft

Women's Union Suits

Post Toasties
best cornflakes-

$i

Tuie thread silk, broken lines of Eiffel, Burlington,
Onyx and Gordon brands, in white, light, medium
and dark gray, suede, navy; also fancy lace effects
'
in blue and white; values to $2.70.

Double knee, sizes
35o values. 6 pair

Simonize is not a paint or varnish it is a polish the finest known to the trade
has received tests which place it in a class by itself.

case of George Campbell, and
Urged Immediate action. Am
this morning he has been allowed permanent total disability
from May 6. 1921, at'$100-.pe- r
month, and check will be mailed

ft

WOMEN'S SILK HOSE,
PAIR

Vests

"

bureau

Remarkable Hosiery Values

Regularly sells for 39c.
dark, top, sizes 6 to
pair

MakeltLookNew-BySimonizin- glt

tr

Quantities are limited in some instances. Come
early. No approvals, C. O. D., exchanges or refunds.

Spin-dleto-

Children's Sox

Keep It Looking

al

veteran's

p.

If YourCar Is New

g

Bnrsum."

-

40c Percaline Linings

SWIM CHAMPION

,

SPIRIT

We have prepare'd an unusually attractive assemblage of money-savinspecials in dependable merchandise, priced exceptionally
for
one day only Fi4',r
low,

36-in- ch

NEW MARATHON

ml

WITH A NEW

Friday

Geneva, Sept. 15 (by the Associated Press.) Bolivia today withdrew her demand for the inclusion
of her dispute with Chile in the
agenda of the assembly of tho
league of nations.
apPresident VanKarnebcek
pointed Vittorio Sciatialo, of Italy:
Manuel Peralta, of Costa Rica, and
Senor Uritia, of Colombia, as experts to give an opinion on the
competency of the assembly to discuss a revision of the treaty of TWO VETERANS GIVEN
1904, between Bolivia and Chile.
VOCATION TRAINING
They will render a report at the
next meeting of the body.
Two veterans were placed in vocational training by the local office
MRS. MULF0RD ST0UGH
of the Veterans' bureau yesterday.
George Lynch was sent to the
DIES IN PENNSYLVANIA agricultural
college at Las Cruces
yesterday, after Some
Word has been received of tho
at
the trlnlng center
training
death of Mrs. Mulford Stough at here, and Juan Pacheco was placed
her home In Shippensburg, Pa., in training with the J. A. Garcia
on Monday, September 12. Mrs. Mercantile compny.
Many men who have Interrupted
Stough lived In Albuquerque for
three years, returning to her home training in order to take vacations
in the east with her husband JaBt are now returning, und will resumo
April. Mr. Stough built several their training at the training cen-- l
houses here. He was a member ter or with firms with which thoj
are studying.
of the Albuquerque Rotary club.

Will Help in
Appeal to Bursum Gets Raise Benefit Rodeo
ConvenNational
Staginq
in Compensation
MODERN METHODS OH.
Here-Me- ans
Much
tion
Month
$22.50 to $100
BROAD BICYCLE AND
Money Here..
for Helpless Sailor.
TRADINGC0. PRAISED
As a result of the efforts of Senator Holm O. Bursum in his beof Belen,
half, George Campbell
United
disabled engineer of the an
insecured
States navy, has
crease In his disability compensa- to
tion from $22.50 per month from
$100 a month. A telegramthe Inannouncing
Washington received
by Mr. Campcrease was
bell Thursday.
vMr. Campbell, while in the navy,
and
made a trip across, the ocean durweather,
tack in very stormy
the ship was very
ing whichin time
consequence was in the
wet, and
rheumatism
with
once
hospital with
pneumonia. At hisand again
he was HI with rheuma-

Barring Powder River, the worst
horse in Garrett's string of unbroken buckers will be ridden by
Billy West, champion cowboy of
New Mexico, in front of the governors' stand at the opening of tho
rodeo here next Thursday afternoon.
During the past few years. Garrett, manager of the rodeo which
will be staged for the benefit of
the Disabled Soldiers' league, has
gathered together some of the
worst bucking horses in the west,
including Powder River, the famous cowboy killer.
"111 do my best,"
Billy West
stated yesterday
after Manager
Garrett announced that Billy would
put on a special feature for the
governors, "I believe I can ride the
worst horse you can tote out barring Powder River listen, I've got
a wife and family now." Billy la
boasting a
baby
girl.
"Powder River Is going to be
rode at this round-up,- "
Manager
Garrett exclaimed. "And if none
of the other boys will take a
chance on the horse, I'll ride him
myself."
Powder Plver Is the worst horss
in the west today. The horse has
a wicked buck and also gives a
side motion which has proved the
death of seven of as good cowboys
who ever entered a round-uTwo
of the tragedies occurred at
two
at
Helena; one
Oregon;
at Missoula; one at Cheyenne, and
one at a ranch in Washington. The
wild horse belongs to Idaho Bill,
and was raised at Powder River,
Montana.
Killer, a horse raised near Albuquerque, will be one of the wild,
ones which Garrett is shipping here
his ranch.
Other
today from
famous horses are: Hello Bill,
raised at Windsor, Idaho; Oh My
Hell, from Black Foot, Idaho;
Bear Cat Blood, from the Texas
Pan Handle; U Boat, from Oregon,
and nineteen
other head well
known to every cowboy of the west.

Sore

Tri-Sta-

Hon

1

AN OLD STORE

Powder RiVer, Who Has
Pitched Seven Cowboys to
Death, Will Be Ridden
Here.

John Tweed, sculptor, at work on his model ot Lord Kitchener.
John Tweed, the noted English sculptor, is busy working on a
model of Lord Kitchener. He will make a full length statue of the famous British war lord which will be unveiled on the occasion of the
Horse Guards parade.
,

COL. J. G. ALBRIGHT.
Buffalo Trinity church last night
by the Rev. Cameron J. Davis.
The bride came to New Mexico
nearly four years ago with herj

V,

M'

7

:

' "S

"

nTTHERIUI

man and locating In Panta Fe established the' Snnta Fe Evening
Democrat in that city in 18S0. At
that time there were two papers
published in Albuquerque, though
the city boasted a population of
scarcely 1,000 persona. These were
tho Morning Journal and the Even.
ing Review.
After n year's residence in the
Capital City, during which time hlK
paper proved a great success
Colonel Albright was persuaded by
the leading democrats of Albuquerque "to move his paper to this city
This was done and he issued the
first copy of the Albuquerque
Evening Democrat September 30.
1881.
Within four months after
this time, the Evening Review suspublication, Colonel Alpended
bright purchasing tho plant ana"
good will pf the paper and mergine
It with his own publication.
A few
years inter Colonel Albright pur- -

-

Golden Jiule

155

BE FEATURE

TRINITY CHURCH LAST RIGHT

Col. J. G. Albright, clean of Journalism In New Mexico, and Mias
Jennie Miller of Buffalo. N. Y
were, united In marriage at the

Page Thretf

mercerized damask.
Asorted patterns. Yard...

pJL
70-inc-

h,

(PI
.......:. vJL

in blue and white,
30c Glass Toweling,
red and white stripes and checks.
I"
A
4 yards for...
,
)
18-inc- h,

.....,--
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GIANTS HAMMER

AT CINCINNATI
Boston Bunches Hits in Sixth
Inning and Walks Away
With Pittsburgh Game by
Score of 6 to 3.
'

(By Tb

AiBochtted

Totals

Ciroh, 3b

...
...
....

rf
lb
If

cf .

. . .

......
..
JIarquard.
Coumbe, p ....

1

3

0

1
2

0
0

B

0
3

1
2
2
2
1

2
8
4
5

1

1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2

...

Totals

1

4

x

xHarftrave
Geary, p
sxCrano
Eller, p

5
5
5
4
4
3

"Wingo, c

x
xx

xLmffiXm

!

'

-

0
1

0
1
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

3
3

lift I

5
0
0
0
0
0
0

depth and timing of his breathing. Then Ruth was seated be-

iff

f

ili

i

(

fl

t

iiK.'

xVS

-

Score by innings:
002 061 000 9
York
011 002 2006
Cincinnati
e
hits Groh,
Summary:
Three-bas- e
hits BanFonseca.
Sacrifices
Rawlings,
croft, Kelly.
d
Barnes. Innings pitched By
5, Coumbe 1, Geary 2, Eller
Barnes
1.
Hit by pitcher By
d
Struck out By
(Duncan).
3. Geary 1, Barnes 6. Wild
pitch Coumbe.
New

ii

-

Two-bas-

Babe Ruth "hooked up" with the scientific instrument! for the unique
tests which showed bis superiority.
Hughes (Nixon). Struck out By
Scott, 1; Cooper, 1; Hughes, 2.
I'hillica Win One.
Chicago, Sept. 15. George

Stue-lan-

battery of electric lights

and asked to press a telegraph
key each time one of the lights
flashed. The flashes and pressures were recorded on delicate
instruments. The result showed
that Ruth's muscles responded to
the sight impulse, .transmitted
through the brain and nerves between 10 to 20 per cent faster
than the average person's. Which
shows why Ruth excels in picking the right ball and then lacing
it over the fence.

0
0
3

4,

Mar-quar-

....

.......

Barnhart, 3b'

....

Grimm, lb
Schmidt, o
Cooper, p .......
Zinn. n
Hughes, p
xRohwer .......
L. Bigbee,

....
....

F

AB. R. H. PO. A..E.
4
4

1
1

4
4
3
4

0
1
0
0
0
0
0

3

8
1
1-

- 0
0

0
1

0

p...O

0

1
1
1

0

8
3
3

1
1

0
5
0
3
2
0
1
2
0
1
0
0

1
2
2
0
1
0
1 10
0 8
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 0

1
0
1

0

0

0
0
0
0

8 7 27 14 4
Totals
x Batted for Hughes In eighth.
.
By Innings-000 104 010 6
Boston
23

010 000

Pittsburgh

0023

hits Ca-rSummary:
Robertson, Grimm. Three-bas- e
hit Nixon.
Sacrifices
Holke,
Cutshaw. Double ' play Barnhart
to Cutshaw to Grimm. Base on
halls Off Cooper, 2; Zinn, 1;
Hughes, 1. Innings pitched By
Cooper, I; Zinn, 1; Hughes, 2; t.
Bigbee, 1. Hit by pitcher By
Two-bas-

National League,
W. U

New York

Pittsburgh ,
St. Louis

y,

e,

62
64
63
.77
87
94

.76
.70

Boston
Brooklyn
Cincinnati
Chicago

63
64
49

Philadelphia

Yesterdays Itcsults.

3

GOSHA

CAE

IIESli

Fmt.)

15. Babe
New York, Sept.
Ruth, famous slugger, broke his
home run record as the New York
team held the league lead by twice
defeating St. Louis. Ruth hit his
fifty-fift- h
home run off Bayne in
the fifth inning of the first game
with Miller on base. Ruth pulled
up lame in the second game after
sliding to third and retired In favor of Fewster. Williams, of St.
Louis, hit a home run in each
game, while Meusel got one in the
opener, tying these players for second place to Ruth with 23 each.
Miller and Fipp also hit circuit
clouts.
R. H. E.
Score First game:
9
3
6
St. Louis ...004 101 000
14 2
10
004
40x
020
New York..
Batteries: Bayne, Kolp and
Mays and Schang.
St. louts.
Second game: AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
0
4 0
0 0 0
rf
Tobln,
Lamb,, rf . . .... 0 0 0 0 0 0
2
1
0 1 1 0
Ellerbe, 3b
0
2
2
0
2 0
Mullen, 3b
--

Sev-erel- d;

....

E NEOR

fiisler,

....

lb

...
....

8 10

1

6

.....

p....
...

SPECIAL

01

TODAY ONLY
"

Yesterday's Price $72.00
War Price
$87.00
We carry only a limited
stock furnishing you with
the latest models and
fresh rubber.
When a drop comes you
We
get it right now.
have no surplus stock to
unload first.

1

0

0
S
1
0
3
S
Williams, If
Jacobson, cf . . 3 0 0 2 0 0
0
0
0
0
0
2
Severeid, o
1
0
1
2 0
0
Collins, o
4 0 0 8 1 1
ss
BOXING
0
5
1
1
1
4
McManus, 2b ..
Van Gilder, p.. 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
Palmero,
1
1
1
1
Burwcll, p
0,0
Ed - Chase, Sheriff Tony Ortiz xWetzel
1 0
1
0 0 0
.i
t rp Po.rpA have been Henry, p
1
0
1
0
named by Chief of Police Galusha
coo
as members ot tne newiy
S
5 10 24 10
37
Totals
will
city boxing commission, which enNew Yorlr.
all
of
boxing
have supervision
AB. R.H. PO.A. E.
for
tertainments given In the citycom0
0
6
1
. 4 1
- Miller, cf
fee. The
a t cash admission
.
the Pecklnpaugh, ss 4S 02 02 11 40 00
.n
inH va.a
,iopiriarl unon at
UUnaiUM
Ruth, If
meeting of the city commissioners Fewster, If
. 0 1 0 1 0 0
3
2
6
0 0 0
Wednesday evening, me
Meusel, rf
out
being pointed
ot such a board
0
1
3 10
4 3
i
v.A Chase. Who Plpp, lb
.w.
3
4 1
1
2
4
2b
Ward,
number
a
of
behalf
In
large
spoke
McNally, 3b , . 6 2 2 2 2 0
of boxing fans in mo tiv
3
4
1 0
c
would like to see first rate, fair Schang,
1
O
ft
S
0
0
Plrrv n
InniAnli rr von hprfl.
0
1
0
0
0
0
p
'
.Hoyt,
upon
will
pass
commission
The
w
v
v w
XXKDin
the promoter, the fighters, the ref- Rogers, p
0 0
0 0 0 0
eree and the price ot admission
for
Issued
be
will
before a permit
3
18 14 27 13 2
Totals
the entertainment by - the chief of
x Batted for Burwell in sevpolice.
enth.
xx Batted for Hoyt In eighth.
COAST LEAGUE.
Score by innings:
3.
Portland,
4;
B 10
Seattle,
8
St. Louis ...022 010 000
Vernon, 9; Los Angeles, 2. 2.
405 008 lOx 13 14 2
New
York..
Sacramento, 3; Salt Lake,
e
hlta Plpp,
Summary:
Three-bas- e
Oakland, 12; San Francisco, 10. Ward,
Miller, McManus.
Home
hit"
Ruth,
Schang.
SOUTHERN ASSOCIATION.
runs Williams, Pipp. Stolen basNew Orleans,
At Mobile,
Sacrifices
Ward,
es, Plpp, Blsler.
(Second seven Innings).
Hovt. Lamb. Double plays Hoyt
At Chattanooga, 2; Atlanta, 6. 4. to Schang to Plpp; Mullen to Bls
At Birmingham,
urt fiercy, i;
o. ler. BRse on balls
At Little Rock, 4; Memphis,
Van Gilder, 2; Palmero, 2; Bur- 6. Innings pitched
well.
By van
RFXP THEM HELP YOTJKSELF Gilder, 2
Bur- Palmero,
When you consider the steady, well, 8
t
2; Fiercy,
Henry,
work
continuous,
Rogers, 1.- Struck
Hoyt, 3
demanded of the kidneys, you do out By Piercy, 1; Henry, 1.
not wonder that they must have
heln occasionally to filter and cast
Takes Two.
put from the blood stream the Philadelphia, Pa., Sept. 15.
waste matter that tonus poison Cleveland continued its iasi pac
and acids if permitted to remain, In the American league race by
..ii.lnv ViarVnnViA rhiimatla DAlns. winning a double-headfrom
tlff Joints, sore muscles, dlzilness,- Philadelphia.
In the second game
ana ir- Caldwell blanked the locals with
floating specks, aaliowness
hlniln. ar.flm lTnllV Kid five scattered hits. A new AmerPills
relief
ney
promptly. Bold ican league record for bases on
give
balls was made in the first contest
everywhere,

Mm

...

auvn8
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.638
.629
.607
.497
.481
.479
.421
.348

68

47

Where Tbej Play.

PLAYED AT N. Y.

(By The Auoclnted

62
70
70
70
74
80
88

Detroit at Boston.
Cleveland at Philadelphia.

Yanks Take Double Header;
Ruth Breaks Record; WilHarvester, owned by Brooke Farm,
Goshen, N. x., ana ariven py wn,
liams and Meusel Tie for
Second Home Run Honors.
2:08 class trotting, th governor's
a kiucixiuh
cup eveni, inifrnTifl
Hrrllit meeting
rlo., nf iha
here. "Pop" Geprs, behind Wlki
tne
took
nrsi
neat, ana .
Wikl,
Colorado, driven by Walter Cox,
got the second. Emma Harvester,
however, snatched the third and
fourth, finishing in both no more
than a nose in front. Her best time
was 2: 04i in the third heat.
Geers drove in two races and In
of Governor
addltien was guest
Miller In the hitter's box. Geers
was met at 'the entrance by tha
governor and remained In the box
until called for the governor's cup.
Only three contenders met at the
wire for the 2:06 pace, and one of
them was distanced In the firstheat and withdrawn, iiazei ivbubimar. v.......
fiHvpn hv? Pitman.
- Iiri, a. nay
first
after finishing second in the captwo
and
last
heat won the
tured the event,
potnr pater a hrown gelding, nau
an easy time in the 2:18 trot. .

Pet.

61

88
72
69
65
68

10-1- 3;

CIRCUIT CLOUTS

RACE TRACK

L,

88

St. Louis,
New York,
Detroit, 6; Boston, 1.

Where Ttief Flay.
Brooklyn at St. Louis,
Boston at Pittsburgh.
New York at Cincinnati.
Philadelphia at Chicago.

COMMON IN

y,

W,

Ycsterdcy's Hemilts.
Cleveland, 176; Philadelphia.

Boston, 6; Pittsburgh, 3.
New York, 9; Cincinnati, 6.
St. Louis, 2; Brooklyn, 1.
Philadelphia, 6; Chicago, 3.

(By The AMoclatrd Freti.)

CHIEF

$58.95

.65

American League.

Pet.

.619 New York
.604 Cleveland
.557 St. Louis
.543 Washington
.504 Boston .
.450 Detroit
.383 Chicago .
.343 Philadelphfd

--O-

GOV. MILLER

IT

64

88
84
78

1

0

11

.......1

7;

1111

I

Phone

'Leven-'Leve- n

BUY SELL OR TRADE

120 West Gold
T.

L

& E. L. McSpadden

de-

home runs. The score was 4 to S
The gams was scheduled
a
game, but vith the
score tied at 8 to 8, it was necessary to play two extra Innings. The
Shooting Arrows made three home
tuns, and the .,.hland Bobcats got
one. The two teams will play
again Saturday afternoon at 1:S0
o'cloolt, at the field at High street
and Coal avenue.
Batteries, for the game yiaterday
were: For the Shootinsr Arrows.
James Frater, Guy Dozler; for the
nigniana HoooaiB, Artnur Bulllvan, ,
Glen Morgan.

fr

five-inni-

IRE

MONTHS

A continuation of the Monday
morning swimming classes at the
Y. M. C. A. for another three
months course has been arranged
under the direction of Mrs. W. A.
Gekler, the new recreational secretary of the Young Woman's Christian association. The class will be
assured if only a few more swimmers register before
Monday
morning.
The pool will be open from 7 until 10:45 o'clock every Monday
morning. Mrs. Gekler will be in
charge of the pool and will give
lessons tn swimming and diving.
The course will be conducted under the management of the Y. W.
C. A, as a part of its recreational
program for the coming year.
The swimming arrangement was
announced after a meeting of the
recreation committee of the association last night. Other plans for
riding clubs, tennis and hiking
clubs and gymnasium work are being formed by the committee. Mrs.
Roy Graham is chairman of the
committee which is composed of
Mrs. E. B. Garcia, Mrs. Tom Benton, Mrs. James Gladding and Miss
Bess Gill.
The young woman's council, also
meeting at the recreational center
for supper last night, created a
new' club for employed girls. The
new organization will be named
the "Adelante"
(forward)) club
and will meet weekly for supper.
The council also made further arrangements for the "Spanish fiesta," an entertainment which it will
give for all of the school teachers
of the,, city on next Friday evening.

Licorrr

&

RAILROAD

FROM ALBUQUERQUE TO SAN
JUAN COUNTY, II. M., HOW READY

i

FOR

6

Detroit, 5 j Boston, 1.
Boston. Sent. 15. Bert Cole,
Detroit left hander. led the Tigers
to a victory over Boston. He held
the Red Sox to seven hits. UobO
tripled to left center with the bases
loaded in the nintn.
R. H. E.
Score:

Detroit

001 000
000 010

Boston

1035
0001

12

0
2

7

Batteries: Cole and Woodall;
Russell, Karr and Walters, Ruel.
EASTERN BOYS READY
FOR BOUT AT JUAREZ
(By Th

Auoclatrd PreM.)

Paso, Tex., Sept. 15. Kid
Palmer of Philadelphia and Johnny Celmars of Toledo, Ohio,
will conclude
their
totraining In local gymnasium)
morrow for their scheduled fifteen-roun- d
fight which is to take plac
Sunday afternoon In Juarez,
El

I

ers in
shall be entertained
by phonograph con- certs.
Why not
movie shows? Con-- 1
way Tearle's "Af-

ter

Owen Moor suggest that postal
clerks might enjoy phonograph roc
ord of soma of the old songi
letter in tha Candle"
"There's
and "The Letter That Never Came,"
for instance.

-

After all the investigations and
court proceedings it has remained
for the movies to get "The Man
Higher Up."

..

;

7;

3;

6;

'

'

Fatty .Arbuckle's. "Crazy to Marry" will probably be of special interest to bachelors. It's a title that
cuts two ways.

"f.

irpA.-Ki.vo-

rw

"Scandaf simply tw'B not hi
hushed. First it was a story, then
a movie and finally a stage flay. Note
tomes Selsnxck's revival of the film.
Charley Chaplin's newest is titled
"The Idle Class" in honor of the
great numbers who spend their afternoons at the movies.

-

Comes a photoplay that is to make
us "Good for Nothing." Billy Sunday couldn't do it any cheaper.

Clm-elan-

.

DELICIOUS AND REFRESHING

MISSED

his train

Coca-Col-

is sold everywhere.
THS

COCA-COL-

Atlanta,

a

. , ,. ... ,.
COMPANY

G.

Flashes at New Films
Eugene O'Brien plays an Arabian
Prince in "Prophets Paradise." "Hoi
t Woman Lovti" will bt more or
less explained in a new movie. Fairs
Binney is to be the heroine in Conway Tearle's "Wide-Ope- n
Town.",
,

but not
.

Hi

SEABERG,

RATON,

NEW

MEXICO

Harding's Hard Times

Midnight"

would be timely
and "The Scarlet
Letter," "The Fast Mail" and "Help
Wanted, Moil" would be appropriate to the occasion.

2;

I

'

post-offic- es

3;

nrwi s i

HUGO

T is proposed
that night work

' "Miss' Lulu Bett" is to be shown
on the screen if the censors do no!
WESTERN LEAGUE.
object to the title as an incentive ',
Dea Moines. gambling.
At. St. Joseph,
.
j
(second seven innings).
At Tulsa,
Oklahoma City,
While Elaine Hammerstein ;is pre(second seven Innings).
paring "Yesterday's Wife" for the
At Joplin,
Wichita,
screen countless other girls are thinkseven
(second
innings).
At Siou City, 7; Omalui, 8; (ten ing about tomorrow's husband,
Innings).
The screen is soon to show the difference (if any) - between ' "Wise
Husbands and 'Foolish, Wives."

-

DELIVERY

This Is Albuquerque's Opportunity.

LfKEPOSmU

000 000 000 0
hits JamSewell.
Stolen

e

IMMEDIATE

Ninety miles of standard railroad track almost new, equipment of
every description to operate the same, including two hundred freight
cars, twelve Baldwin locomotives, etc. Worth two and a half'millions
Will Sell for FIVE HUNDRED THOUSAND

2

Summary:
ieson, 2; Gardner,
bases
Wambsganss. Sacrifices
Johnston, Gardner, O'Neill. Double
play Galloway to Dykes. Bases on
balls Off Rommell, 2; Caldwell, 2.
Two-bas-

grow$4

Myik Tobacco Co.

FILM

Philadelphia

tht good tobatc

i

and forth
Hi Speed

33 0 6 27 7
Totals
Score by innings:
..014 010 000
Cleveland

Cigarette

from down where

--

FILM SMILES

3;

8;

cYiX$m&

'

3;

8:

...

that's Piedmont

'

112

3.

8;

never-Interrupt- ed

JLJLJUL

The Shooting Arrows suffered

feat yesterday afternoon at the
hands of the Highland Bobcats, despite the fact that they made thres

tobacco
ripe and
sweet and mellow . . .

when twenty-seve- n
passes were
issued. First gams;
R. H. E.
Score:
Cleveland ..140 020 44217 15 1
3
7
2
Philadelphia.201 000 000
Batteries:
Mails ayl Shlnault,
Miner,
O'Neill; Taylor,
Bishop,
Wolf and Perkins, Myatt.
Second game:
Cleveland.
AB. K. H. PO. A. E.
Jamieson, If... 6 0 2 1 0 0
Wambsganss, 2b 4 1 1 3 3 1
1
3
1
0
0
6
Wood, cf
f.
0
0
4
Smith, rf
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION, ,
1
1
4
1
4
1
Gardner, 8b....
.
1.
7;
Louisville,
3
2
Indianapolis,
4
0
3
6
Sewell, ss
'J.
Mlnneapolls-St- .
Paul; rain.
Johnston, lb... 4 0 2 11 1 0
1
6
0
3
0
1
O'Neill, c
After dinner In Argentina many
0
1
0
8
3
0
Caldwell, p
housekeepers serve, instead of cof37 6 12 27 14 2 fee, a basin of soup, which strangTotals
ers find some difficulty in
Philadelphia.
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
2
2
0 0
0
4
Witt, rf
0
3
1
0
0
4
Dykes. 2b
4
0
0
0
0
0
.
.
C. Walker, If.
1
0
0
1
c
3"0
Perkins,
0
0
0 1
6
4
-so
Collins, cf
1
2
0 0
1
4
Brazill, 8b
0
0
5
3
1
0
By
Aelloway, ss...
J. Walker, lb.. 4 0 1 8 1 0
3
0 1
3
0 0
Rommell, p
SOME

Two-bas-

THE EXCHANGE

highland bobcats
Win victory over
shooting arrows

Straight as a string
. . . straight Virginia

AT THE

THE DOPE COLUMN

0

Pittsburgh.
Bigbee, If .. .
Carey, cf
Maranville, ss..
Robertson, rf ..
Cutshaw, 2b ..
C.

GUEST

GEERS

6 12 27 13

39

4.

FIGHT HIS BEST

naa

TOSlfl

d,

recruit pitcher from Sioux
Falls, S. D was unsteady In the
first inning, and after walking two
mon was touched for four hits,
which gave Philadelphia the final
game of the scries with Chicago.
R. H. E.
Score:'
1006 116 01
Philadelphia .600 000
Pirates Drop Game.
200
.
0103
...000
Pittsburgh, Sept. 15. Boston Chicago
Batteries: Winters and Peters;
defeated Pittsburgh by bunching
and
Jones
York
and
Steuland,
two
of
with
hits
the
three
errors In the sixth
locals'
Inning. Cooper gave way to Zinn
St. I.ouis, 2; Brooklyn, 1.
'ho allowed two runs and was reIB. Smith's
St.
Louis, Sept.
lieved by Hughes, a recruit from
home run in the third with Lavan
Raleigh, S. C.
Louis
the final
on base gave St,
Boston.
AB. R. H. PO. A. E. game of the season with Brooklyn.
2
0 Excellent pitching by Grimes and
0
3
0
5
Powell, cf
1
3
0 Haines was a feature.
2
0
0
Nixon, rf
R. H. E.
4
1
0
0
0
0
Score:
Barbare, 2b ...
1
4
Christenbury, 2b 1 0 1 0 2 0 Brooklyn ...000 000 1001
Boeckel.' 3b ... 4 1 0 8 1 0 St. Louis . . .002 000 OOx 2 6 1
Grimeo and Miller;
Batteries:
Nicholson, If i. . 3 2 1 3 1 0
0
0
0 Haines and Clemons.
0
0
1
Cruise, If
1
3
10
4
Holke, lb
0.0
0
4
4
0
5
1
Ford, ss
1
0
2
6
Gibson, c
IS
2
0
4
3
0
1
Scott, p
Totals

6,

4,

WILSON DID NOT

Jersey City. IV. J., Sept. 15. The
New Jersey boxing commission
Thursday adopted a resolution ac
Wilson, middlecusing Johnny
weight champion, of failure to put
forth his best effort in the Labor
day match with Bryan Downey of
Cleveland. The commission decided to place the Wilson sHare of
the purse in a depository pending
further consideration of Us final
disposition.
Wilson told the commission that
a blow on the. chin in the first
round had kept him In a dazed
condition for five rounds. He further declared that the crouohjng
position assumedtby Downey failed
to give him an opportunity to do
much
Charges that Wilson's seconds
Journal Want Ads bring results. had warned him to be cautious

II T

Mar-quar-

lil

4,

3,

Washington, Sept. 15. Inauguration of a permanent policy to
combat unemployment throughout
the country In future years, was
said authoritatively today to be one
of the purposes of the administration in assembling In Washington, a national conference nn
employment.
Primarily the administration is
understood to be anxious to meet
Immedlata
unamnlnvmAnt
and avert any hardship from this
uurce curing tne coming winter,
but beyond
the remedy of the moment, it was asserted, thn adminis
tration would look-t- o
the confer-- 1
ence to develop a constructive Diwhich
could be followed In
gram
the succeeding years.
On the basis nf statistical dnta
it is believed the conference can
take up quickly the problems of
seasonal scarcity in the demand
for labor, thn lncalttlea mnt in
need ot assistance, the underlying
reasons lor tne variations In the
number of workers.

were dented by Harry Meyers-anwho
handled
the
champion. Kelly declared be had
told Wilson to try and get Downey
up from his crouching position.
Wilson declared he thought he
was the aggressor, and Chairman
Doherty of the commission pointed
out that previous testimony showed he led. but eleven times,

Harry Kelly,

BOARD DECIDES

Davls-Klnse-

&

6 12 27 13

39

.today William T. Tilden II, of Phildefeated
F. Gordon
adelphia,
Lowe, of England,
Wallace F. Johnson, of Philadelhis townsman.
phia, eliminated
J. O.
Craig Biddle,
Anderson, of Australia, won frprri
Francis T. Hunter, of New York,
3
and Willis E. Davis,
of San Francisco, triumphed over
Robert G. Kinsey, also of that
city.
Tilden, Anderson and Johnson
won with comparatively ease in
y
straight sets. The
contest was a hard, grueling strugwhich
left
both
gle,
players exhausted, so much so, in fact, thst
Kinsey had to receive first aid
treatment.
Johnson
and Anderson will
meet in
match tomorrow, while Tilden and Davis
are contestants In the other.
6,

1

Batted for coumbe in sixth.
Batted for Geary In eighth

round

al

4,

4

0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0

titular tournament.
In reaching the semi-fin-

3,

fore

0

(V,j Tti
tiorltd Vint.)
Philadelphia,
Sept. IS. Three
one
American and
Australian tennis
tomorrow
and
will
battle
player
Saturday for the national singles
championship. They are the survivors of the 108 entrants in the

:i&3r;;:.

'

(By The Aaaoclattd Preaa.)

NATIONAL TITLE

straps about his torso and electrical connections, recorded the

Cincinnati.
AB. R. H. PO. A.iK.

Bohne.' 2b
Kopf, f
liressler,
Daubert,
Fonfieca,
Duncan,

with two devices. One recorded
the exact time of his home run
swing from the time he started it
until he met an imaginary ball.
The other device, by means of

9 16 27 14

43

WILL FIGHT FOR

'A

Tresi.)

Cincinnati, Sept. 15. New York
wade it three straight from Cincinnati by winning a free hitting
game. Four Cincinnati pitchers
fiiilad to stop the Giants. Score:
Now York.
AB. K. IT. PO. A. V.
fi
1
1
0
Burns cf
Oil)
1
Hancroft, ss . . . B 2 3 1
fi
1
3
2
0
2
Krisch, 3b
0
5
0
1
0
r
t
Young,
1
3 13
5
0
2
Kelly, lb
4
1
1
0
6
0
Meusel, If
2
0
0
2
1
4
Rawlings, 2b .,
0
1
5
1
1
5
c
Snyder,
0
1
4
0
1
2
Barnes, p

might test his power of muscle
and speed of brain and eye. For
the tests Ruth was connected

BabaJRuth, world's, greatest
swatter of baseballs, has become
a matter of Interest to science.
He has just undergone some in
terestinff tests at the department
of psychology at Columbia University that scientists, who have
little interest in the mere playing
of baseball might make a study
of him as a human machin- e-

FOUR PITCHERS

COMING CONFERENCE
TO START POLICY TO
FIGHT UNEMPLOYMENT

4 TENNIS STARS

SCIENTIFIC TESTS MADE OF RUTH'S EYE, BRAIN AND MUSCLE

191,

September 16,

Hitting Our Hprnes Hard

A Republican Campaign Committee circular claims that Bursum got the
' Such claims does not
$50,000,000 livestock fund and saved the industry.
conform to following market quotation facts
Feeder' lambs, $12.00 to $12.65 per 100 lbs.
, Denver, Colo., Sept. 13, 1920.
1921.
Feeder lambs, $5.00 to $6.25 per 100 lbs.
s Denver, Colo., Sept. 12,
These are the quotations which include our New Mexico fall lambs.
and feeders, $7.10 to $10 per 100
Denver, Colo., Sept. 13,
& feeders, $4.25 to $6.25 per 100
Denver, Colo., Sept. 12, 1921.
These quotations covers the usual run of New Mexico cattle.
Boston, Sept. 10, 1920. Scoured territory, fine and fine medium, $1.05 to $1.10
Boston, Sept. 9, 1921. Scoured territory, fine and 'fine medium, 60c to 63c.
. Copper
prices, Sept. 13, 1920. 18c to 19c per pound.
. Copper
prices, Sept. 12, 1921. 12c to I212C per pound.
Zinc prices, Sept. 13, 1920. $7.75 per 100 pounds.
Zinc prices, Sept. 12, 1921. $4.25 per 100 pounds.
What, yes what, net. benefit or relief does the distressed cattleman who
had borrowed even 75 (many of them had, or got more) on their cattle
basis? In May, 1920,
prior to this year, get from a loan NOW on a 75
good yearlings were worth from $37 to $42. In May, 1921, the best yearlings!
brought only from $20 to $21.
Remember that both branches' of Congress has been Republican for more
than 2 years. What did they do? Why?
George A. Kaseman, (our local coal baron), signed said circular. If
the drop, as above, was caused by this $50,000,000 fund, might it not be
worth while to get Bursum during his remaining days in the Senate to procure a like fund in order that the present exorbitant price of coal might be
similarly affected (yes, we are serious in not only wanting, but needing the
present exorbitant price of coal materially reduced) and thus bring relief to
another desperately needy class and cozy comfort this winter for all. Who
Profits? Who Pays? With What Results?
Read page 13, Literary Digest, Sept. 17 How the Republicans are
the farmers and stockmen.
ers

Cattle-stocker-

s-

,

t

"gold-brickin-

(Advertisement)

g"

'

;
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Bj JANE PHELPS,

CHAPTER 88.
"You must take Mr. Williams
His
away.
lungs are affected and
ha must live, at least for a time,
In a different climate."
"You mean "
"Just what I say no more.
With care he will Bet well in a
different climate. Here, well, in
olden times they would call it
quick consumption. Now don't let
what I have said ir.ako you lose
1 ou asked
your grip on thniRS.
for the truth. I have given it to
But if he goe9 to Southern
you.
California, lives quietly out of
doors as much as possible, he will
outlive both of us, perhaps."
"Isn't it terrible to think his
sicknetn is the result of a good
His life, perhaps,
deed, doctor?
for that of a tenement house
child."
"The ways of God are Inscrutable. Your husband is a fine man.
a brave man. He will fight to get
well, and that is half the battle.
Now go home, tell him as much
or as little ns will persuade him to
Bet away, then good luck to you.
I'll run in this evening and hear
what ho has tof?ay."
"I nm afraid it will be hard to
Ret him away. He is already talking of getting back to work."
"It is alwws hard to make a
man give up working. Don't get
You
discouraged, little woman.
must take matters in your own
hands for a time. A Rick man is
not the one to decide matters,
vital not only to himself but to
his family."
I left, the doctor, struggling to
keep bnok my tears, my emotion.
But I did not dare to go directly
home, my heart was too full. Dick,
my big. strong husband had I
couldn't bring myself to even whisper the dread word. He had saved
that child, but at what a cost! I walked for half an hour, then
turned toward home. I had again
scourged myself as being to blame,
as being the cause of Dick's Illness. He wouldn't have saved that
child, and so exposed himself if I
had done right. I prayed silently
for forgiveness and for strength,
as T walked homo.
"Where In the world have you
been, dear?" Dick asked when I
went in. "I have been horribly
lonely. I should have started for
the bank in a minute. I don't understand how anyone can be
with nothing to do. This
hanging around the house is awful."
"You won't hang around much
longer. Dick; we are going away."
"Going away? What do you
mean, Nan?"
"The doctor told me I have
been to see him, Dick that if we
went to a warmer climate-wheryou could be out of doors most of
the time, you would get well
quickly. While If we stayed here
you wouldn't be able to work for
sometime."
"Oh, Indeed! Well, where are
we going?" There was a querul
ous note In his voice as well as
sarcasm.
"You ...know It, .costs
'"'money' to travel, I suppose; and
that the bank can't be expected
to go on paying me forever.
"I know, dear. But the shop
has made money. We hnve some
saved, a little, but someway it will
be enough. We will go to Santa
Barbara, and you can roam around
,

eon-tent-

me?"

ise

"All right," ho said wearily In a
hopoless sort of voice that said
more plainly than words that he
had no faith in my Idea, no hope
that we could get away.
He laid down and closed his
eyes. As I looked at him in the
light of what Doctor Hill had told
me his thin face took on a different look. I thought I already
saw signs of what the doctor had
said might come did he not get
His eyes were terribly
away.
sunken, and the dark circles were
so heavy they looked almost black.
His hand on his breast, hanging
down a little, and I noticed the
ring he always had worn hung
loosely on his long thin finger.
"He shall go!" I said to myself.
I knew only too well how hard
it would be to get him to go without me. But he must. I knew
also that If he went alone It would
take him much longcr.to get well.
His was a nature that required
Not that
human companionship.
of strangers, but of Bomeone he
loved. I had a hard task before
me. I must keep brave and cheerful, must not let him see my
heart-breaand I must find a
way to make him go to California
without me.
,

k,

,

A

personally

conducted

through old Spain, with

grape-tendril-

two-qua- rt

Spanish Pickles: One peck green
tomatoes thinly sliced, 4 large onions also thinly sliced, 1 cup salt,
2
ounce cloves,
ounce all2
ounce pepperspice berries,
corns,.
cup brown mustard
seed, 1 pound brown sugar, 4 green
peppers finely 'chopped, vinegar.
Sprinkle alternate layers of the
sliced tomatoes' and sliced onions
with the salt and let stand overnight. In the morning drain and
put In a preserving kettle, adding
the remaining Ingredients and' Just
enough vinegar to cover all. Heat
gradually to the boiling point, let
boll 2 hour, then put in hot glass
Jars which have been boiled 10
minutes in clear water. Seal at
2

1-

tour

.
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THE!

suit

three-piec- e
Vi

It'll

a
itUO,

i bit At
IlCIVl

is always

In
lit

ratirJ
IVI

rrxAo
I C 0. 1

numbers, to be sure, but still It Is
is ever present. Fall seems to be
the Ideal season to wear the three-piec- e
suit, for one never knows
just what the day may be as to temsuit
perature. With the three-piec- e
one may. be warm or cool at will.
which
designers are
Embroidery
always telling us "Is going out"
Is far from that stage. In
Beems to be Just as much
embroidery as ever, particularly on
suits and wraps. This stunning
three-piec- e
suit here is made of
rich brown velour trimmed with
dull gold embroidery.
The wide,
loose sleeves of the coat, together
with the embroidery, give a hint
of the orient to the coat. The
frock Is a straight.model made with a low belt and
For the low rlass of seed pearls slight blouse.
constant
demand
a
is
among
there
oriental physicians and apotheThe Church of the Holy Ghost at
caries, who grind them Into a pow- Heidelberg la said to be the tmly
der and administer It to patients one In
the world In which both
Protestant and Roman Catholic
services are held at the same time.

Compels

SINGLE RELEASE

So many unusual scenes In Albuquerque and this vicinity are begether and let boil 1 hour, then ing filmed by the camera crew of
put In hot, sterilized Jars and seal the Burton Holmes Travelogue
at once. (If any reader can not company that it is being planned
buy Curry powder from her local now to run tho film in one release
grocer I can send her tho address instead of combining it with scenes
of a firm that will sell it to her by of other cities and sections of the
southwest. If this is done,
mail. Send stamped,
and Santa Fe will be the
envelope to me for this
only cities in the United States
which have been given a single release by the travelogue company.
WATERFALL TRIM
The camera crew arrived here
from Santa Fe where they
IS NEW HAT MODE Tuesday
filmed the fiesta and a number of
interesting features of the Ancient
city. It is expected that they will
remain here over Sunday in order
to film the native dance at Mar
tineztown. If this is done, it will
be the first flr.nce of the sort ever
turned by a motion picture company. The dance is an allegory.
showing the victory of good over
evu ana nas been handed down
among the Spanish speaking peo
ple lor many generations.
Albu-querq-

onco.

India Relish: Three red peppers,
2 '
pounds either of citron melon or of watermelon rind. 2 heads
Cabbage, 5 Spnnirh onions, 2 cups
brown sugar( 1 tablespoon salt, 2
teaspoons ea9T of ground cinnamon, ground mace, paprika, mustard and white mustard seed; 1
tablespoon each of curry powder
and celery seed, and 1 quart of
vinegar. Remove green rind from
melon (if watermelon In used discard all the soft portion) and cut
Into 'strips or dice. Cover with
brine made of 4 cup salt and
Just enough water to cover; let
stand overnight and in the morning rinse in cold water, drain, dry
on a cloth and chop fine.
Puf
peppors,
and
onions
cabbage
through meat grinder (or cho"
fin by hand), and let these nls
stand overnight with a similn
brine as that used for the melon
In the morning drain and squoo7
In cloth.
Mix all Ingredients to
'

1-

fact-ther-

-

one-pie-

partition In the center
arates the two congregations.

X
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SHAPING THE FINGER NAILS, skin underneath too far back, for
this makes the nail seem rathe;
An Immense amount can be short.
'
dona toward Improving the actual
R. Bobble: Discouraged Girl
shape of the hand and fingers by Whiteheads come from
digestlv
shaping the finger nails In differdisturbances .and would becom
ent ways.
blackheads
if
It
not
were
for th
For instance, If your fingers are fact
skin forms a little crus
very short It Is obvious that a fair- over the
the enlarged pore. Bath'
ly long nail will make the fingers the face where
they appear witl
seem longer, but you must be very
after which prick the
peroxide,
careful about the length of the head of each
with the point of n
nail. A nail that Is too long will fine needle, that
has been steronly be ugly and vulgar looking ilized.
Follow
this with more
and will not be an Improvement peroxide.
even to the prettiest hand.
Mrs. J. O. M.; Frieda; Waiting,
A blunt finger will be Improved
by a pointed nail which will give
a tapering erfect, but hpre again
you must be very careful, for a
pointed nail can bIbo be very ugly
and only a detriment to en otherwise pretty hand.
A very long finger should never
have a long nail, at the same time
It should not have too short a nail
because this will bring the finger
to such a sudden end as only to
attract attention to Its length.
In other words you must be
very moderate, you must never
have the nails too long or too
short, too pointed or too square.
Tet by varying very slightly the
shape you can always Imnrove the
The nallr
shape of the fingers.
should be rounded to a slight point
which should extend beyond the
length of the finger when the fingers are short, and- - about to its
edge when the fingers are long.
It should be more sharply pointed
on a blunt finger, less sharply on
a tapering finger.
Always be careful in cleaning
the nails that you do not push the
j
.

No man can fight the battles
of life and hold his own if his
blood is not pure, for rich red
blood is what strength is based
upon. When you see a strong,
vigorous man, who never knows
when he is licked, you may
wager that such a man has
coursing through his veins rich,
red blood. Many people have thin, pale blood. They
are weak, tire easily, become discouraged quickly,
and sometimes feel like giving up the struggle. Such
folks need Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery,
which is sold by druggists in liquid or tablet form.
Contains no alcohol.
It adds vim, vigor and vitality, tones up the nerves
in a wonderful way.
This "Medical Discovery" of
Dr. Pierce's i3 made from Blood root, Oregon Grape
root, Stone root, contains no alcohol yet tones up
the stomach, stimulates the liver and puts the
g
glands in the best of condition.
blood-makin-
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is scarcely anything
definite which can be said of the
new fall millinery. Shapes, colors,
trimmings and fabrics are many
and varied. Black is very popular
because of the new vogue foi black
frocks and suits. Brown is a'so
good and there seems to'bs a silent
tendency to favor purple and henna. Feather trimmings are popular, but one could not call tl.em tho
favorite trimmings for ribbon, ornaments and other features are often URed.
This charming hat which makes
such an attractive frame for the
face is a drooping brimmed shape
made o( brown pressed beaver. A
matching- feather ornament of uncurled ostrich is suspended from it
In waterfall style, making an unusual and decidedly smart trimming. A large hat such as this is
wear with the
always pretty
lovely costume suits and afternoon
frocks which are so much worn in
winter.
As yet

fr

Cut out tho picture on all four
sides. Then carefully fold dotted
line 1 its entire length. Then dotted line 2. and so on. Fold each
section
underneath accurately.
When completed turn over and
you'll find a surprising .result.
Tho honey-be- e
has been so prolific in Australia that It would be
possible to gather honey In tons If
it were profitable.
A diamond known as a "brilliant" has fifty-eigfacets. A
rose diamond Is faceted only on
top and has a flat base.
ht

Today and Tomorrow
Last Days of "Home-Baking- "
Week
An opportunity cannot last forever, and so we say, go to your Grocer today and
receive free a copy of Dr, Price's New Cook Book with your purchase of

.

DR. PRICE'S

Phosphate Baking Powder

25c
only
For a
can,
large size

come into the home wholesome baking, economical baking, easy baking.
Recipes for every occasion, breakfast, lunch, dinner. New hints, new delights,
all are included.
Just one of the Recipes from this New Cook Book
LUNCHEON OR SANDWICH ROLLS
1

t

d,

.
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Dr. Price's Baking Powder is guaranteed to contain no alum. It is the most
'
wholesome
d
baking powder: you can buy!
low-price-

.

,

;;7'

tablespoon shortening

Vi cups milk
teaspoon salt
6 teaspoons Dr. Price's Baking Powder
Sift together flour, salt and baking powder; rub in shortening; add milk, and mix with
spoon to smooth dough easy to handle on floured board. Turn out dough; knead qrickly
a few times to impart smoothness; divide into small pieces; form each by hand into
short, rather thick tapering rolls; place on greased pans and allow to stand in warm
place 15 to 20 minutes; brush with milk. Bake in very hot oven. When almost baked
brush again with melted butter. Bake 10 minutes longer and serve hot. If a glazed
finish is desired, before taking from oven brush over with yolk of egg which has been
mixed with a little cold
watery
These rolls make excellent sandwiches, using fc fillings either lettuce and mayonnaise,
sliced or chopped ham, chopped seasoned cucumbers, egg and mayonnaise with a very
little chopped onion and parsley, or ottier filling desired.
1

Keep. the Nails Nicely Rounded.
Send an addressed stamped envelop and the direction will be
mailedi you.
Ai W.J R. a.; Helen M. To reduce tjhe legs and ankles, massage
thfai jeach night, using a strong
solution of rock salt or that made
from Epsom salts.
Bobby--Yo- ur
oily hair shows a
sluggish condition of the scalp.
Massage the scalp each night until, the blood circulates through
It freely or. send - a stamped addressed envelope for a tonic.
Blue Eyes If you reduce all
over (he bust and stomach will bo
more,, shapely.
.Practice deep
breathing, and. .dash cold water
over ;. chest
nd r stomach each
morning, working up a glow after-warby use of a coarse towel.

12 oz.

With Dr. Price's Phosphate Baking Powder and this Cook Book, a new joy will

4 cups flour

At Plant Fruit Avenue and R a i 1 r o a d Tracks
"'
PHONE 57.
T; Z''-:-

Miss-Grac-

By making Dr. Price's Baking Powder with Phosphate instead of Cream of
Tartar, we are enabled to offer it at a surprisingly low price. You now pay only
z.
25c. for the large-siz- e
can of this pure and wholesome baking powder.

- Oj

PURE DISTILLED WATER FOR SALE -I- OC. A GALLON

offi-ve-

The Great Purchasing Power of

(

Western Ice mm
Bottlin gCoo
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there

By Edna Kent Forbes.
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STATE COLLEGE.
and third grades; Miss Alta MorMiss Leota Ross of McGaffey, N. gan, fourth and fifth; Miss Julia
M.t a last year's student of the col Gazicr, and Miss Ada Belle Thack-e- r,
and eighth
sixth, seventh
lege, returned Sunday morning
from her home and is visiting at grades. The, five teachers have a
of
205.
total
enrollment
of
home
Miss
at
Velma
Bell
the
The high school teachers are E.
Mesllla Park.
MIhs
The New Mexico College of Agri A. White, superintendent;
I'ettlgrew; Miss Myrtle Rendon,
culture and Mechanic Arts opened Mrs.
Miss
Iva
Nunn,
Mary E.
on Monday with a large attendance.
The old students began to return Wagner and Frank Wlmberly. Tha
school has a total enrollment
a week early and the new students high
thirty-sevemaking a total of
came in great numbers from that of
241.
time on.
W.
M.
Tho
met on WednesII.
A general assembly was held In
Methodist
day afternoon at the
Hadley hall MPndav afternoon and church.
various members of the faculty conductedThe business meeting was
the president. Mrs.
spoke to me student on me college. C. W. Currybyand several
necessary
Rex Truman, federal board of- plans were mado for an ice
cream
the
at
ficial with
headquarters
supper and a program which was
New Mexico College of Agriculture to have been held Friday, but wo.)
and Mechanic Arts, left Monday postponed. Plans were also made
evening on an overland trip to the to reoutfit a girl who Is living at
University of Minnesota, where he the Waco orphanage.
will attend the school there this
Tho L. C. club met on Tuesday
year. He will take up work in afternoon with Mrs. Menoud cm
farm management and rural eco Cottonwood row. Election of
nomics. Mr. Laughptn, who was
was held and Mrs. DeWeeso
formerly head of the vocational was
president; Mrs. C.
department for the federal board G. How,
vice
at this place, will return and take and Mrs. L. It, Burck waspresident,
elected
Mr.
tnat
irunmn
the
up
position
Mrs. Fife, the former
secretary.
leaves.
secretary, will leave soon for KanMr. and Mrs. W. M. Ellison, Jr., sas where the Fife family will lowho have been visiting at Mr. Elli cate.
son's home In Marfa. Tex., have
Among the Hagerman
youns
returned to the college and Mr. El people who have recently left tor
llson will take up his work as in school are John Henry Slater, who
structor In agriculture for tho fed will attend Park college, near Kaneral board for vocational education. sas City;
Cole, Carries
Carlos Hawkins of Albuquerque, Anderson and Florence Jacobson
over here on his and Earl Trult, who will attend
N. M., stopped
way from San Antonio, Tex., and tho S. D. A. Southwestern Junior
vteited a few days with his cousin. college at Keene, Tex. Others aro
Mrs. O. W. R. Smith.
planning to leave later.
Director C. F. Monroe of the
The many friends of Miss Ireno
state college returned Monday Witt, who
made
her
formerly
morning from Curry county, where home here, will be Interested to
he met the Curry county tarm learn of her marriage at Las Vebureau and met with the Curry gas to Dr. William Howe.
Misa
county board of commissioners. He Witt, who is a graduate of the
also went Into Quay and Union
later
high school,
graduatcounties and met with the farm ed from the normal university
nt
bureaus there.
ana
was a
wis
last
vegas
year
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Prugle, who! teacher in the Ias Vegas schools.
have come here to make their
Rev. Will West, who has been
home again after an absence of seriously ill for
some
is now
three years, are visiting at the very low and no hopestime,
are enterhome of Dr. G. W. R. Smith and tained for his recovery. His mothfamily until they get settled down. er, Mrs. Elizabeth West, and brothFred Llndou of Hurley, N. M., er, J. F. West, came in last week
has been the guest of Clint Smith and are with
him.
at his home at state college during
Dr. Rowell and family
havo
the past week.
moved to the W. E. King house,
Prof. J. W. Carlson, Jr., who where
they will reside.
during
taught at this institution
Apple shipments are still contin- s
the last year and was at the Uniand
alfalfa seed threshing-iversity of Chicago during the sum- uing
mer, was here visiting friends on ers being rushed on. Three threshare very busy now. The hay
his way to the University of Arimarket Is improving some.
zona during tho past week.
Rich Carter of Loving Is looking
after his orchard Interests hero
HAGERMAV.
The first week of school h'ts this week.
The Menoud family,.
ended and the pupils are getting
Mr. and
settled down to work although Mrs. O'Dell. Mr. and Mrs. Alter.
Miss
are
the
L.
Esvner James,
lack of
It. Burck
hampered by
they
room and the fact that work is go- and M. Ryerson are among the reing on on the new building. It is cent visitors to Roswell.
not known definitely when the
building will be finished but it was
Experienced
shepherds declare
hoped to have it ready for use that sleep turn their heads to the
when school began.
wind when the day Is going to be
The grade teachers are five, Mrs. fine: if they graze with their tails
Stella B. Palmer, primary and first to windward it is a sure sign of
grade; Miss Ola White, second rain.

12-o-

BEAUTY CHATS

A Man Is Just as Young
and Strong as His Blood

Picture Funnies

Moving

s,

salt.)
'

Miss Ethel

Hickey and through" ; new Spain
with Miss Erna Ferguson, Is a
promised treat to the. Woman's
It is "travel
club this afternoon.
day according to the calender, and
Mrs. Inez Wastlake is the leader.
Misses Elizabeth
Zelgler and
Niles Strumquist, will give a Spanish dance, Miss Jane Walsh will
sing "La "Golandrina" 'and "La
Louis Hesselden will
Paloma;"
sing some local Spanish songs, and
Miss Margaret White will dancp a
Spanish dance.
Mrs. Dixy Owen, of Oakland,
California, will speak briefly in the
interest of the Clara Barton memorial.
A board meeting at .2:30 o'clock
will precede the regular meeting
which begins at 3 o'clock, Mrs.
E&lly'F. Lafielle, as president of
the board, presiding.

MAY BE USED AS

nt

OLD AND NEW SPAIN
ARE ON ITINERARY OF
WOMAN'S CLUB TODAY

Strength

3St

Reception of Kappa Kappa Gam
SOME GOOD TICKLES AND
ma alumnae at 504 Luna boule-var- l,
RELISHES.
from 3 to 5 p. m.
Woman's club meeting at 3 p. m.
Mixed Pickles: One quart small
Dance for PI Kappa Alpha fra white onions, 8 large red peppers,
ternity at Country club at 8:30 p. 1 quart small cucumbers, 1 quart
m.
sliced green tomatoes, 3 tableSchool Marm'B dance at ermory spoons white mustard seed, 1 taat 8:30 p. m.
blespoon ground cloves, 1 teaspoon
celery seod. vinegar. Select small
green tomatoes and slice these)
thinly, discarding the first slice
EMBROIDERY STILL from
the stem end; soak these
sliced In a brine made of 1 cup of
TRIMS NEW SUITS, salt and 1 gallon of water, overnight. In another bowl soak over
night. In a similar brine, tho red
peppers cut in attractive looking
pieces, the onions whole and the
Cucumbers whole. In the morning
drain all these vegetables, rinse
In cold water, and drain again.
Then put them into hot, sterilized
fruit jars mixed, with, the spices
sprinkled through them and fill
the Jars to the top with boiling
not vinegar. Seal at once. (These
are very crisp and delicious when
first opened, but they grow softer
after being opened a little while,
so for this reason it is best to put
them up in pint-siz- e
Jars or even
in half-pisize, so that they will
be used quickly after being opened). This makes a pretty pickle
In the Jar, especially if care is
taken to have the red pepper
pieces evenly distributed.
To. Put Up . One Quart of Dill
Pickles at a Time: Fill a glass Jar
with pickles the size of a finger
and between them sprinkle a few
dill seeds. When tho Jar is filled
add 1 tablespoon salt and pour
cold water1 to top. Put more dill
seed on top ot pickles and a few
then seal airtight.
Each day put these closed Jars In
sun.
The water will get cloudy
the
and then, In time, it will clear
again. When It clears the pickles
are ready for use. (If you use a
Jar, add 2 tablespoons

.
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PERSONAL NOTES OF THE STATE7

FILM

LAURA A. KIRK. MAN.

Friday.

among the flowers Instead of
walking back and forth in these
little rooms."
His eyes brightened longingly,
but only for a moment.
"Don't talk nonsense, Nan!" he
said more sharply than I had
heard him speak for a long time.
"It Isn't nonsense! We are going."
He
"Very well, Mrs. Fixit."
turned away. Then: "Forgive mo,
Nan, I didn t mean to speak so
crossly. But, it's such an impossible scheme, and yet so attractive.
I couldn't help It." He bent and
kissed me.
"It Isn't impossible; it shall not
be! It will take a few days to
arrange matters, but, Dick, please
don't oppose anything I do. Prom-

Dura

EFFICIENT HOUSEKEEPING

Social Calendar
AX ULTIMATUM.
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at all Grocers
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GREENLANDERS GET FIRST GLIMPSE OF DANISH KING

ROTARIAMS TALK
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two
amendments
Suggested
four, five, six, seven and eleven to
tho constitution of the state were
discussed by members of tho Rotary club at the luncheon of that
organization yesterday noon. The
first speaker was Carl C. Magee
on two, four and seven, Col. O. IS.
Bieoce spoke next on five and
eleven, while Ciipt. V. C. Held
closed the discussion with talks
upon six and seven. Amendment
seven, the land office amendment,
was tho only ono upon which a
d
discussion had been arranged.
Mr. Magee first urged the adoption of amendment two, preventing aliens not eligible to citizenship
from owning or leasing lands In
tho state.
"The orientals and the whites
cannot intermingle,"
he stated,
"and if thj.y are ullowed.to settle
they will make a separate class
and set up their own civilization,"
to amendment
With reference
to
four, allowing the legislature
soldiers'
exempt
property from
taxation up to $2,000, he argued
that it should lie defeated since it
helped the soldier who needed it
least and failed to help the one
who needed it most.
"Defeat this," he advised, "and
the soldiers will fo'ree something
more equitable."
seven,
Taking up amendment
Mr. Magee warned his hearers thnt
he was extremely partisan on that
question.
Showing that the great
trust involved in the public lands
of the state amounted to J35.000,-00he insisted that it wns of such
size that it should not be left to
one man to administer. He urged
that It was bigger than the biggest
bank in the state and that it should
have several officers as big banks
find it profitable to do.
"Many have urged the adoption
of the short ballot," said Mr. Magee, "because the end of the ticket is frequently forgotten in conventions and elections. The land
commissioner Is the most important officer in the state, yet usually the tail goes with the hide and
the land commissioner follows a
gubernatorial candidate into office. He urged that the governor
be made solely responsible for the
acts of those administering the office.
Captain Reld, later dlscusslntf
the same amendment, stated his
belief that it would be a mistake
to divide the authority and responsibility for the Administration
of the land office.
"The president of a bank," he
said, "does not know what all his
clerks are doing, but he directs the
general policy of the bank and it
is this that a land commissioner
should do."
In discussing the budget amend
ment, No. 6, Captain Reid said that
it would smooth out the present
practice by permitting the govee- nor to take office a month earlier
and having the legislature convene
a month later.
Colonel Breece
discussed first
Amendment No. 5, to transfer the
control of public utilities to the
state corporation commission. He
Insisted that this was bad since It
would deprive cities of all control
and leave their rights up to the
legislature.
The
speaker alio opposed
amendment eleven, the road 'ond
amendment.
He stated that roads
were worthless without sufficient
income to maintain them.
He
urged that present taxes were alact
and
bond
that
the
ready high
would mean added expense. He
pointed out that six millions of
dollars would not be a drop in the
bucket on the road program of the
state, since he had been informed
that $80,000,000 would be required
to complete the Job.
Announcement was made that
Kenneth Baldridgo and Oscar
Lewis would attend the district
of
conference as representatives
the club. Moving pictures of the
members were taken after the
luncheon.
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MUTUAL COAL MINES
OF GALLUP MAY BE
SOLD TO ARIZ0N1ANS
,

MOT
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FIRST ASSEMBLY

ID

M'GHEIGHT DIES.
87

Theaters Today

I

Gallup. N. M., Sept. IB. Officials of the Verde Extension Copper company of Arizona arrived in
Gallup today to close a deal for
the purchase of the Mutual Coal
company properties located at the
outskirts of town. The property
involves about 350 acres of excellent coal land. It Is the intention
of the Verde Extension people to
develop the property and mine
coal for use in their smelters and
for the general market.
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and the first
Deceased Was Daughter of Tho firstof classes
the 'Varsity's
2
assembly
Early Settler in Kentucky
year wil be held this mornand Was Cousin of Presi- ing, Dr. P. G, Cornish, Jr., being
the principal speaker at the asdent Zachary Taylor.
sembly In Rodey hall at 11 o'clock.
1921-192-

W. T.

McCreight, advertising
manager of the Journal, left yesterday afternoon for Shelbyville, Ky.,
in response to a telegram from his
brother, Harry McCreight, that
their mother, Mrs. Bettle McCreight, died yesterday morning at
1:45 o'clock.
Tho deceased waB
nearly 87 years of age, and was
the thirteenth child of Col. William
Taylor, who fought in the battle of
Tippecanoe of northern Indiana,
and was ono of the early settlers
of Kentucky, coming from Virginia
during the days of Daniel Boone.
The deceased was a cousin of
President Zachary Taylor.
Last year Mr. McCreight, with
his wife, was called to Shelbyville
on account of his mother falling,
suffering a compound fracture of
the hip. It was feared then that
she sustained some internal
but she partially rallied, although she failed to gain back her
she
strength. A short time ago
suffered a relapse, held her own in
her fight against death, but death
finally resulted.
Mr. McCreight left for Shelbyville, Ky., and the funeral will occur after his arrival, probably
Sunday, September 18.

Dr. Cornish, who is a graduate
of the state university and of Yale
university, wilt address the students on the subject of "Modern
Ideala In a State University." Miss
Mary Brorein and John M. Scruggs
will represent the graduates of the
university.
John Milne, superintendent of
the Albuquerque publlo schools,
will speak briofly In welcome to
the new students. Brief announcements will be made by Deans
Mitchell, Clark and Eyre, and by
the general supervisor of women,
Dr. Edna Mosher.
Dr. David S. Hill, president of
the university, will deliver a few
remarks by way of Introduction.
The assembly will be held at 11
o'clock this morning.

MEETING OF OZARK
TRAILS ASSOCIATION
BREAKS UP IN ROW
(By Tb

Lionel Barry-mor- e
Theater
starring in "The Groat Adventure," a First National corporation attraction; also a two-paMermaid comedy, "High and Dry."
rt

Pastime Theater
Al Christie
presents Max Marcin In a six reel
comedy drama, "Sco My Lawyer;"
also Jimmla Aubrey in the comedy, "The Decorator."
ACTl'ATi
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Journal want ads get results

TRIED

IT?

Wings of the Morning

Coffee

ROSEN W AID'S

All Week
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IF NOT REGISTERED
is

reported that republican workers are telling
that they will be deprived of their vote and

that the vote will not be counted if voter

ia not
registered.
Regardless of what has been or may be said to
the contrary, any voter, otherwise qualified, can
vote next Tuesday, "whether registered or not. An
affidavit, regular blanks and an official to take
acknowledgement' will be at all polls. Don't be
deprived of your right, or intimidated in your vote.
W. C. OESTREICH,
Chairman Democratic Central Committee.
(Adv.)

Have a Longer Life

,

of the new umbrella.
The umbrella world Is hailing Miss Beulah Louise Henry
as the "lady Edison" not because she asks questions, but because she has at last invented
something: really new In the umbrella line, the first real improvement in years. The sew umbrella is so designed that the coyer
may be snapped on and off the
ribs, thus allowing the usa of.

several colored umbrellas or parasols to match the owner's
;
gowns.

for the. very sound reason that they contain a
high percentage 0 white lead, and the proper
the cans
proportion of zinc. Check the labels-bof paint yourself and you will find that McMurtry Mixed Paints DO have a large amount of
white lead.
f

DISAPPROVE ACTS

.

Thirty-tw- o

years

experience

in manufacturing

paints has proven conclusively that more white
lead IS necessary to longer life as well as what
that greater amount should he. The percentage
which experience has proven correct, goes into'
McMurtry Mixed Paints and results in the wearing qualities which make this paint last several
years longer.
When you paint this fall consider the. economy
of longer life and insist on

OF CAPT. HEIMTZ

McMurtry Mixed Paints
eIecommended by Qood 'Painters Everywhert
For Sale by 'Reading Teaers
Manufactured by

MMURTRYMFaCo.
Paint and Varnish Makers
1533

Arapahoe Street

'

DENVER, COLORADO

measure.
Regardless

of how a member of
committee of the
American IiCgion believes, we believe that we want a man to represent us in the senate who is fit
both by educational
preparation
and past record of sorvice.
We realize that the evening
endorsepaper prints numerous
or
ments of this act by
ganizations at Washington; how
ever we are unable to find any
posts in this state making any such
therefore we urge
endorsements;
the voters of this state not to be
come blinded by this propaganda
Into believing that this candidate
the
has monopolize
man's vote In this impending

the

national

We trust that the great organi
men have not
zations of
so far completely forgotten their
purposes and constitutions as to
voluntarily aid and assist such a
candidate in such a campaign.
We hope that this instance Is

without authority and that' this
Heints 67 who we are informed
is a paid employe of the republican
campaign committee, will be called back to headquarters to greater
and more worthy service.
Charles 8, Caldwell, John Mc
Caffrey,

Thomas

E,

Boyd, Alex.

s,
Perea, Pat Koulazlon, Paul
Beth A. Usury, Robsrt San
chez. N. C. Padlllo. W. It, Martin.
Tor-res-

George E, Howes, C. E. Austin,
Lew la Lockett, Allen B. Williams,
Crespln Garcia. Roy I Keeter, S.
K. Nelson, F. C, Harsten, Lee B.
Atwood, Esequlel Sandoval, Mar-tinL. Garcia, Sabador E. Baca,
Edw. J. Stacey, Jesse C. Hudger,
James H. Howard. H, A. Cudabac.
Ala J. May, George Kurhajlan,
John Kincanan. C. M. Sherrill,
Jesse Burlinzane, William E.
Tomas Smith. John Lehner,
W. J, Shanphan, Ed MoGulre,
Juan D. D. Costillo, Frank Butt,
James K. McCaffrey, J: A, Segura,
T. A. Chaney. M. B. Ned, James L,
Chapman, Joseph
Smith, AdoUo
Perea, Jr., D, Madrid, Gaspar
Crispin, Frank Gadlnaro, Isidore
Carlos
Mora, Paulino
Armljo,
Jaramlllo, J. Aumrine, Roman
Antonto
Gonzales,
Bamero, Louis
Marlniz, Miguel
Anaya, Torlblo
Gutierrez, R. De Herrera, J. M.
Solly, Ed Stacey. Salvaroro Ruiz,
Juan J. Gallegos, J, J. Barreras,
Felipe Chavez, H, H. Stone, James
Mann, James Chapman, M. J. Wagner, Pascual
Fayardo, James A.
Conway. R, Pierce, A. Herlbert, S.
Sanchez. (Adv.)
es

READY TO HELP YOU.
If you are subject to biliousness,
gas, bloating, sick headache, sour
stomach or other Ills that result
from Indigestion and constipation,
you can get relief from Foley Cathartic Tablets. They are a generous, wholesomj physio that affords
prompt, sure and safe relief without griping or pain. J, T. Osburn,
R. F. D. 1, Lucasvllle, O., writes:
"Foley Cathartlo Tablets are fine.
I had stomach trouble. I took Foley Cathartlo Tablets and now I
can eat anything." Sold

YOU CAN VOTE Oil AFFIDAVIT

use is

McMurtry Mixed Paints
'

,

an

TUSSLE

Fee Demonstration

It

the
factor that determines whether your painting is
costing you the right amount or too much money.
If two paint jobs cost the same amount of money
and one lasts a year or two longer than the
other, it is a very simple problem to determine
which is the h as expensive.
The longer the life of a paint, the less the cost.

MEN

Editor Morning Journal:
The publicity the evening sheet
has given the voters of the state
No longer is the charge true that
regarding the activities of one
producers for the screen resort Capt. Victor Heintz, said to have
to cheap subterfuge in deplcltlng been sent out by the national counLegion to
certain scenes. The' producer has cil of "the American
reached tho point where he no speak in this state in behalf of the
of
come to
has
candidacy
Bursum,
longnr Imitates. He duplicates.
our notice. Because of the fact that
Photographs of the chambers of the
constitution of the American
District Attorney Swann were obtained by tho research department legion emphatically states that it
snail
in re
remain
of Realart for tho court scenes in
we
candidates
"Out of tho Chorus."
The court gard to political
sot in which tho late action of the question the propriety of the acpiece takes place, was made after tions of this gentleman. The Veta careful study of these photo- erans of Foreign Wars and all
similar organizations) takes a like
graphs.
No difficulty was experienced in stand in the matter of political
Therefore, we, as
obtaining the photographs of the candidates.
men, acting not in the name
district attorney's rooms, but when
of
consame
any
was
the
made
organization, want the
request
cerning the grand jury room it was voters of this state to know that
others may
rofused. A photograph has never whatever course
been made of the grand Jury room choose, we are unalterably ugalnst
of the New York criminal court this candidate in this campaign.
We have received no recognition
building the authorities refused to
break a precedent even for an from the present administration.
from tho recent actions of its
and
Alice Brady picture.
However, sketches revealing the leader, we expect none; however,
general nature of the latter room we are opposed to any candidate
were taken and carefully followed for the United States senate who
in the erection of the scene in the is unable to stand out and vote on
a measure until he knows the restudio.
In sult of tho entire vote on that
"Outside of tho Chorus,"

TOWN STARS

sea-po-
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The wearing quality of the paint you

COST Dt'PI-TCATRMAUY PICTUHE IV
"OI T OP THE CHORUS"

Aocli.led Pri.)
Shawnee, Okla., Sept. 15. Amid
scenes of excitement and disorder,
the Ozark Trails association was
divided tonight when the Mangum-Hobar- t,
Oklahoma, delegation and
supporters from New Mexico left
mo. convention hall and started a
new organization.
TO GIVE
The trouble
started with tho
election of the president when J.
C. Hearne, of Mangum, was
placed which Miss Brady Is supported by
in nomination
to succeed J. fi. Vernon Steele,
Charles Gerard,
of
Tulia. Texas, a can- Emily Fitzroy, Edith Stockton,
Swepston,
OLD
didate for
Richard Carlyle and other screen
While thn Mnnpnm.TTnHnri flnla. favorites,
comes to the "B" theater
gates were demanding that their today for a two day run. Herbert
candldata be elected, R. C. Harvey, Blacho directed tho production.
A HARD
of Montene, Ark., moved that the
convention ne adjourned.
BAIlllYMOltK TS
Fist fights
threatened when MOXETj
STAR IX STAGE COMEDY,
Chief of Police
Sims was
Ira
"THE
GREAT ADVENTURE"
The Old Town Stars are working lushed lo the hall and
adjourned
hour schedule the meeting.
on a twenty-fou- r
The
section
other
"The Great Adventure," which
Ltheso days in pioperation for their then mot. tpftmA WpnrnA nrrLlnnr
came wnn uie jieien Mars ar.
of their new organization and made marks tho debut of Lionel Barry-mor- e
Manfield Sunday afternoon.
as a comedy screen star at
plans to light the Ozark Trails asager M. C. Ortiz issued instructions sociation.
.
the Lyric theater, beginning today,
to his men Wednesday that they
is from tho Arnold Bennett
taga
wore to put In every spare minute
comedy of the same name, which
for the rest of the week in prac- MEXICAN GOVERNMENT
run.
marked
successful
a
such
up
tice for tho biggest gamo of the
From all reports, the picture is
INVITES DR. HILL TO
Stars' season.
surpassing tho stage production,
The Old Town" Stars have not
STUDENT'S CONGRESS and It Is predicted that this Lionel
played the Belen Stnrs this
released
production
Barrymore
so they are unfamiliar with
Dr. David S. Hill, president of through Associated First National
the qualities of their opponents,
a new record
but are taking no chances on al- the state university, has received Pictures, Inc., will set
in
lowing the game to go through a telegram from the Mexican gov- forIn entertainmentMr. Albuquerque.In
Barrymore
announcing
ernment asking his presence and
lack of practice.
of Mrs. Hill at the interna- a comedy role, the Lyric theater
According to a wire received
to
takes
occasion
explain that
which
of
tional
here last night by Manager Ortiz,
students,
congress
the Belen Stars will have with convenes in Mexico City the latter "comedy" does isnot mean "comic."
role
dignified and the
them a number of players from the part of this month. AH expenses, The star's
Bclon regular team, and are ex- including transportation, would be comedy refined, and no custard-pi- e
are
Suffice it
line-umeslaughs
promised.
the
a
to
the
have
strong
government,
pected
paid by
to say that Mr, Barrymore, in part
n
TlM Old Town Stars played the
sage added,
of the picture, plays the part of
Dr. Hill will be unable to
regular team early in the seaattendson, and suffered a defeat by a
the congress, however, due to his own valet, incidentally
15 to 4 score.
ing what is supposed to bo his own
pressure of business at the
funeral.
Tho Old Town Stars will have
three pitchers ready for use in the
game Sunday. Lucero will probably be In the box when the game "LADY EDISON" INVENTS UMBRELLA
opens, but Gilliam and Gonzales
will be ready for use in case his
WITH A QUICK DETACHABLE COVER
arm. goes back on him. Guovara
will be behind the bat.

Schillings

voters

MMBBsaMIHI
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Makes Painting Either Costly
or Less Expensive

Colo-rad-

Bo-le-
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A Difference of a
Year or Two

1

0,

'

TO

Santa Fe, Sept 15. Governor
M. C. Mechem has received from
Governor Shoup of Colorado an inW
i
lit
vitation for the state of New Mexico to take such action as may be
with the state
proper
of Colorado and other western
states in a proceeding to be instituted before the Interstate Commerce commission to bring about a
reduction in freight and passenger rates in the western states.
After conferring with the state
corporation commission and AttorGeneral Bowman, it has been
Denmark
of
Good
school
Greenland.
Christian
ney
children
at
King
reviewing
Hope,
decided that the state of New
Natives of Greenland recently
Greenlanders turned out in gala
Mexico, through the corporation
many parts of the island, inspect,
saw their ruler, King Christian
costumea to greet the monarch,
in? the homes of the natives and commission, represented by Attorof Denmark, for the first time.
who is popular in all parts of hit
ney General Bowman, will interadmiring the beautiful needle.
vene in the proceeding instituted
The royal family stopped there on
'Work of the Greenlander housekingdom, judging by his recepby the state of Colorado, to bring
its tour of the Danish possessions.
tion. Th royal party visited
,
wives,
.,
,
about an immediate reduction in
passenger fares and freight rates
in New Mexico and the other western states.
Governor Shoup has been adOF
vised by the state corporation com
mission that the state of New
Mexico will file an intervening pe'B" Theater The Realart cor tition Just as soon as
notice is red
poratlon presents Alice Brady as ceived rrom the governor of
tho leading star In ' Out of the
that the complaint of the
Chorus," adapted from a story by state has been filed with the Inter
r V Mary Chandler and William D. state Commerce commission,
e
Iaubi also presenting another
AGED
YEARS
of "The Son of Tarzan,"

two-side-

TO

I

Governor Mechem Decides
to Join Shoup of Colorado
in Fight for Cut in Passenger and Freight Costs.

Two, Four, Six,
Seven and Eleven Discussed by Members of
Club at Noon Luncheon.

Proposals

DISPATCH

1

RAILROAD RATES

CONSTITUTION

tPtCIAl

September. 16, 1921.

POUND SALE
On Saturday, the 17th day of
September, 1921, at 10:00 a. m., in
front of the city hall on North
Second street, I will sell one hay
mare 8. years old, 16 hands high,
weight 700 pounds, all feet white,
white star In forehead, branded on
'
left shoulder,
J, R, GALUSHA, City Marshal.

and Thoroughbred
THE newfor Worth
Fall show some interest-

ing departures from last year's styles.
We honestly believe that the new Thoroughbred and Worth line this season
represents the biggest hat value on the
market today.

The Thoroughbred or Worth dealer in
your town has a complete assortment of
these new models. He will be glad to
help you 6elect a hat which will please
you, at the price which you desire to pay.
You will find him a good man to know,

T J DEALERS H
both Thoroughbred
Hats and Worth Hats
are not told in your
locality, uk ui about
our unusual dealer
proposition.

fUMTlaUn.U,M.'

AND

U1IKI MMF,
For Quick and Certain Results try the Journal Want Ad Columns.

J
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EDUCATIONAL

Pajre Seven

ARMY PLANE, SCOUTING IN MINE WAR,
DROPS ON HOUSE; PILOT ESCAPES INJURY

AUDITOR SHOWS

SCHOOLS CANNOT RUN ON TAX

PS.

LEVY OF FIFTEEN MILLS ONLY
San Juan, Torrance and Currjr Imperatively
Need More Than Maximum" Allowed ' by
Amendment Eight; Teachers' Salaries Already Cut to Stay in 18 Mill Limit.
Official figures upon the amount
of the tax levy to conduct the
schools In the various counties of
the state have been compiled by
John Joerns, state educational auditor, after a trip through the
state in his official capacity, and
are presented to the public in a
statement recently given out. The
statement is regarded as a refutation of claims recently made by
the Taxpayers' association In its
support of the proposed eighth
amendment.
Three counties have been selected by Mr. Joerns to illustrate the
the
of
running
Impossibility
schools properly under the protax limit. These
posed
counties are Torrance, Ban Juan
and Curry, each of which is Imperatively in need of more money for
the schools than will be provided
under the amendment.
"In San Juan county," Mr.
Joerns states, "a levy of not Jess
than 17 mills will be required.
The county municipal boards In
that county made strenuous efforts
The
to keep the rates down.
teachers In the rural schools are
not overpaid, the rate of pay. in
that county being $85 and $90 per
month for nine months for first
There
grade certificate teachers.
is no chance of adding to the taxable wealth In San Juan county
to such an extent as to make it
possible for them to conduct their
senoois on a Id mill maximum.
The taxable wealth is not there."
After he had completed his visits to the eeveral counties in the
state, Mr. Joerns was called to
Torrance country for the purpose
of again passing upon the budget
estimates in that county. "The
original estimate for this county
provided for a gross sum of
tho statement continues.
"After a rexlsion was made the ac
tual amount necessary for tha
maintenance of the schools for
the coming year was fixed at
$101,705, a reduction of over $45,- 000 from the original
estimate,
The final estimates are composed
Items:
nf the following
$127,610
Teachers' wages
2,260
Miscellaneous items
enumPoll tax and census
680
eration
275
Compulsory attendance . ,
6,736
Janitor's wages
6,305
Fuel
$236,-763-

Water

."

1,361
50

Light
Insurance
Books
School supplies
Janitor's supplies
Library

t,090

Transportation

Loase of school houso ...
llepalrs to school house..
U;:.irs to equipment....
Inter county Bchoola
Gtnerul fund

....

70
2,140
601
2,613
23,872
938
4,219
951
5,683
4,600

$191,705
T:.tal
"T!u amount for teachers' wages
Is not nn estimate, but is the exact
turn that will be paid to the teach
ers employed. The item for mis
cellanoous has been based at the
rate of $10 per school room in the
rural schools with a somewhat
larger allowance In the case of tha
three municipal districts. For the
and census
poll tax collections
enumeration an allowance of $15
in
rural
school
the
districts,
per
with a slightly Increased allowance
for the municipal districts. Jam
tor's waees. an allowance of $4 per
month per room for nine months
In the rural schools ana tne actual
amount paid to janitors in the muWater and light
nicipal districts.
In accordance with past expend!
tures. The items for insurance are
For
based on actual necessities.
school supplies an allowance of $15
and
schools
In
room
rural
the
per
in the municipal schools according
For janitor s
to past expenditures.
supplies an allowance of $5 per
room for the rural schools and
actual necessary amounts for the
municipal districts. .UDrary, paseu
for each
on a small allowance
rurnl district.
"The cost of transporting pupils
In the rural districts is on a basis
of about $1,200 per truck,
"t do not believe that the estl
mates as finally determined can he
reduced with anv degree or safety.
"There should be collected from
other sources than the tax levy
Deducted
$20,000.
from the gross needs would leave
the tax
from
$171,705 to be raised
levy.
"The assessed valuation for Torrance county is at this time not
known, but it Is estimated that it
tUU not exceed $9,500,000. A.low-in- g
for a 10 per cent delinquency in
tax rate
tlia tax collection, therevenue
rejiecesnary to raise 20thi
or two
be
mills,
would
quired
mills in excess of the maximum
rate now estublished by law.Is nlno
that the valuation
ml'llun, and allowing
nnd
by
for ten per cent delinquency rate
maximum
applying the
be
produce!
of tax there should
from the tax' levy approximately
than is
less
$18,000
$154,000.
needed for the maintenance of the
schools in the ensuing year.
"At the time of my visit to
Clovls for the purpose of passins
upon the budget estimate of Curry
recounty, there was submitted
consideration estimates amounting
to approximately $245,000. The assessed valuation was at that time
not known.
"There should he received from
sources other than the tax levy
hnut $20,000. which would leave
$225,000 to be raised from the tax
levy.
"The assessed value of Curry
eountv for 1921 is $12,288,929.
fnills would produce
Eighteen
$220,300.72, on a hundred per cent
collection. After considerable effort the budget estimate for that
county was reduced to approxi
mately $220,000, a reduction of
esti$25,000 from the original
mates. Taking the revised figures,
the gross needs, being $220,000.
0
and deducting approximately
that may be received irom
sources other than the tax levy,
would necessitate a tax levy to
produce $200,000.
"Allowing for a delinquency of
10 per cent, an 18 mill levy will
produce $198,270.66, which would
be approximately $2,000 short of
the required needs. However, as
in this i lunty tax collections have
exceeded on the average 90 .per
cent collection, it might be safe t
one-ha-

Womanhoods Appeal and Rights in This Election

OF INTEREST TO WOMEN
lKlflii!!!!'i

ifefffl

nt

(Special Correspondence to The Journal.)

Roswell, N. M., Sept. 16. As
election day draws nearer Interest
in amendment No. 11 is becoming
a close rival of Interest in the sena
The wrecked plane lodged on the roof of the house at Logan, W. Va.
torial race. Men In both parties
are urging an affirmative vote on
low ove Logan, W. Va., while scouting during the recent
the road bond amendment, ana mineFlying
war there, an aviator lost control of hf machine and plunged onto
from a condition of opposition exthe roof of a house. He was flying ilowly at the time, however, and
isting three weeks ago it now look3 escaped
injury in the plunge.
as though the bond amendment
would receive a substantial ma
People in
jority in the county.
Dexter, Hagerman ana Lake Ar
EL PASO SEEKS TO
in
their supare
enthuslastlo
thur
FORTY QUARTS OF
meet
CHECK KU KLUX KLAN
and
amendment
the
of
port
8
'
LIQUOR CONSUMED
&
ings are being hem tnrougnout tne
AT
FATTY'S
PARTS"
(By The Associated Frets.)
county. While all the amendments
are discussed Interest in this county
El Paso, Tex.. Sept. 15. The
Los Angeles, Calif., Sepf?
centers on the eleventh.
More than forty quarts
city council today, by unanimous
J of liquor
were consumed in. vote, adopted on first reading an
the three-da- y
OFFER OF ROADSTER
to prevent
ordinance
party in Roscoe
designed
(Fatty) Arbuckle's suite in a
parades or other demonstrations
FOR $450 LEADS fO
9 San Francisco hotel which
by the Ku KIux Klan. The ordipreceded the death of Miss
ARREST IN ROSWELL Virginia
nance forbids gatherings In other
Rappe, according to
information given federal of.
than a private home of two or more
Roswell, N. M., Sept. 16. Beficials here tonight by Fred- persons masked, and forbids the
cause he offered a 1921 Chandler
use of etreets, parks or other puberlck.Fischback, a member cf
roadster at $450, J. L. Vance will
the
was
it
lic
party,
announced
places for parades of masked
be returned to Duneu.i, Okla.. for
by Robert Camaiillo, assistant
Fines up to $200 are
persons.
the theft of a car. 11 3 arrived in
United States district attor- provided for violations. ExcepRoswell yesterday, offircd the car
.
ney.
4, tions are made of masked balls,
to a second-han- d
dia.er at tlila
carnivals and similar events where
1
on
was
and
arrest
suspicion,
I
price
permit from the police chief
Communication with Dummn
obtained,
established the facv that the
c.a' had been stolen tin. ten lays
Journal Want Ads bring resuTta
with the PROF. FEASEL BACK
ago. When confronted
telegram Vance admitted his guilt.
8

'

(Bjr Tho AunrlHtrd

fresi.)

f

ls

FROM TOUR THROUGH
MEXICO AND C. A.

Frederick Feasel, professor of
economics at the state university,
returned yesterday from a three
months' trip through Mexico and
the Central American republics.
Mr. Feasel left Albuquerque
in
June. ana visited a number of state
in
Mexico
capitals
Mexico,
City,
turn an 11 me capitals 01 tne rive

Los Angeles, Sept. 15. Lowell
motion picture actor,
Sherman,
guest at the Roscoe "Fatty" Ar
buckle hotel party in San Fran- Cisco on labor day was released
from a contract with a large mo
tion picture production company republica of Central America on
his tour. The purpose of the trip
here, It was announced today.
was to enable him to gain an insight Into the economic and politiBIOLOGICAL SURVEY
cal conditions In the various counTO MOVE OCTOBER 1 tries. While on the trip he talked
with officials of the countries
which he visited and with a numThe biological survey is prepar- ber of bankers
In order to gain
ing to move into its' new office in
d
information on the presthe Chamber of Commerce build- ent day conditions.
ing about October 1.
Mr. Feasel states that conditions
The new quarters will be more
throughout the Central American
conveniently situated and It will be countries and Mexico are very
poor
able to keep in touch with the cat- at
in some places to
tle growers and the agricultural the present, due
of
In
the
and
closing
mines,
men more easily. The office will others to the
poor crops and marbe on the second floor, across the kets. He
takes a pessimistic view
hall from the room now occupied of the
situation in Mexico with
by the wool growers' association, reference to the
n
security of
Investments.
NEGRO IS HANGED.
Mr. Feasel arrived In New OrCenterville,
Ala.,
Sept. 15.
leans several days ago by boat
Clyde Thomas, negro, was hanged from Cristobal, Canal Zone,
ljut
here today for the murder of a
was delayed In coming here by the
white girl, August 9.
floods In Texas.
first-han-

for-elg-

CALOMEL

BIG
.

SOUTH

IW

FAST

"Dodson's Liver Tone" is
Taking the Place of Dangerous,

Drug.

Sickening

Sou're bilious, sluggish, constipated and believe you need vile,
dangerous calomel to start your
liver and clean your bowels.
Here's Dodson's guaranteel Ask
's
your druggist for a bottle of
Liver Tone and take a spoonIf It doesn't start
ful tonight.
your liver and straighten you right
calomel and withbetter
than
up
out griping or making you sick, I
want you to go back to the store
and get your money.
Take calomel today and tomorrow you will feel weak and sick
Don't lose a day'e
and nauseated.
work. Take a spoonful of harm
less, vegetable Dodson's Liver Tone
tonight and wake up feeling great,
it's perfectly harmless, so give it
Jo your children any time. It can't
salivate, so let them eat anything
afterwards.
Dod-jon-

THE HEN

mm SHE HAS

GOOD PRODUCT

A

SO SHE

there. wlU be
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Women's Rights

MICHIGAN WOMEN APPEAL TO

What About

If women have equal rights,
why not begin to assert them
on next Tuesday by voting for
Judge Hanna a man that can
be trusted to do the right thing,
and whoso record is beyond
question.
Holm O. Bursum made a
long plea for the passage of
amendment No. 7 for the
road bonds. Did you
notice any plea he made for
women
equal rights?
giving
TO THE WOMEX VOTERS OF NEW MEXICO:
As representatives of a great body of organized women of Michigan.
wo extend grectings.to our sLsters of the Ktntc of New Mexico, and who
will soon bo nrlvlli-gcto cxerclso their rights as full cltlwns in the
of a member of tho United States Senate. Wo believe that tho
women of New Mexico sought the bnllot with tho urns
as did those of Michigan and Vvcry other state. Thei high aspirationsof
elections nnd tho furtherance of those reforms whichpurlflrat'on
appeal most
to our sex were tho chief motives Inspiring our long
and sucWhen they asked of his per- strongly
bnttlo
cessful
for
equal rights.
sonally bossed State Legislature
In no state lins tho sanctity of elections been moro
an equal right with the father
In
in the guardianship of their ours. In campaigns past whenever there has been outraged than or
He broke another primary corneals for public office between men of wealth and
children?
high com.
party pledge and failed them. iiicrtial standing It has been the Invariable rulo that he who or for whom
tho greatest amount of inoilcy has boon cxiriidcd has been tho victor.
In throttling Intelligent examination Into the qualities and fitness of
eandldiiefcjmd the deliberate, purchase of such influences as have long
dominated "republican politics of our state, the Newberry activities of
1918, both prior to tho primaries and In tho
campaign
The most glaring instance of eclipsed all former scnnduls and enshrouded Michigan with embarrassment
and shame which years cannot efface. Tho admitted expenditures
politics in educational matters of more
than $250,000 to land the reactionary candidate in a scut wlthlii
was the removal of Dr. Frank
H. Roberts, from the Presidency the highest legislative !dy In tlie world constitute within Itself a
for which rcpnhllcnn leadership must be held absolutely responof the Las Vegas Normal. Do,
women want that system fol- sible. We citizens of Michigan know that this sum Is but a fraction or
lowed up In all the branches the total poured out to control both tho primaries and the elections, and
Bursum did It, men brazenly parade the stnto today boasting of their part In this
educational?
an instance of another one of
fraud npon our electorate.
his alleged expediences.
Contrast, If yon please, this deliberate and vilely conceived method
of forcing npon the people an unknown, unfitted and grossly selfish aspirant for senatorial honors with tho attitude of Honrr Ford in that
contest! Declaring at tho outset that tho honor was one justifying a fair
and impartial expression on tho part of the
he refused to expend
a slnclo dollar to obtain tho scat. Contrast,people,
If you please, the relative
of New standing of tho two men in
To the womanhood
of
point
character, energy Industrial, comMexico to expect them to vote mercial and philanthropic vuluo
to the nation!
for Bursum In the face of the
The trial of Newberry and his hired attaches proved every allegation
fact that he helped "whitewash" Newberry of Michigan, which hod been made as to tho methods employed and tho money exof pended. A jury of republicans convicted him and sixteen of his camthe most reprehensible
Tho disclosures, while sufficient in themselves to
The paign mnmigcrs.
corruptionlsts.
political
Washington Sear"hllght, a non- brand the scundal as the worst In the history of American elections, are
far
short
of the facts as known to every informed voter In Michigan.
Bays,
publications
partisan
"There can be no two views The activities of individuals hired In every community, and the means'
about the attitude of any sen- used to compel Newberry support, are only known to those of us who
ator who favors a "whitewash." were In the midst of tho orgy and witnessed Its ensnaring allurements.
Newberry and his associates are not now outside the clutches of the law
becauso a court has held that he committed no wrong. He is free because the highest court, by a vote of five to four, has held thnt Own..
bus no power to enact a law controlling primaries. THE C1UML
CHARGED STANDS, AND CANNOT BE EVADED by either pretenses
of innocence or claims of justification.
Remember he obtained the
nomination
not us against Ford, but by crushing the ambitions of other
republican aspirants through the profligate use of money.
The remaining chapter of this colossal outrage Is the contest of Mr
Ford against Newberr, now pending in the senate. All of the testimony
taken
at tho trials and such additional proofs as were introduced before
At the last session of the
senate committee conclusively confirms the declaration thnt NewState Legislature, one of the the
berry's claimed election was the result of the use of money by the hunbills urged by the Woman's dreds
of thousands Of dollars, and New Mexico's junior senator. Holm
Legislative Committee, made up ). Uursnm,
as a member of such committee, HAS ALREADY VOTED
of representative women of
TO
GIVE
TRUMAN II. NEWBERRY A "CLEAN BILL OF HEALTH,"
both parties, was the Child
Welfare
One evening and which means that he (Bursum) is in sympathy with the acquireBill.
members of the committee were ment of scats In the senate by the use of unlimited sums of money for
assured of che passage of the tho debasement of the electorate and tho compiling of results satisfacbill. The next day, the mem- tory to that clement of our citizenship fwhivh believes in the Supremacy
bers were advised that its of the Dollar.
passage was more than doubtWo appeal to our Now Mexico sisters to consider the MICHIGAN
ful. They were told, "Some- CRIME OF
1918, and its deadening effect npon election purity before
over
thing has happened
vote
for a candidate for this high office who has expressed full apnight." That afternoon, a meet- you
of
the
proval
We
employed to elect Truman H. Nowbcrrj.
ing of the committee was called cannot hope formethods
sympathy of the honest citizenship of any state If
at wheh Mr. Bursum presided. wo fail to advocatetheand
insist upon the application of that essential prin-cipThe committee was told by him,
of free government the Purity of Elections.
"It looks like the Child Welfare
Bill can't pass. If you don't
(MRS.) ETTA COMSTOCK BOLTVVOOD,
(Signed)
accept the compromise bill, you
Michigan Member Democrat lo Nation il Committee.
won't
get anything."
probably
(MRS.) ELLEN ROGERS ANDERSON,
There was much opposition
Vice Chairman State Central Committee,
to acoeptlng this compromise
, (MRS.) CAROLYN KEY,
bill, but every member realized
of Education, State. Central Committee.
Director
what such a statement meant
from Mr. Bursum, and the
Detroit, Mich., September 9, 1921.
compromise bill was agreed to.
(Advertisement)
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For Mothers?
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See the little b'rown Ken
strutting about, advertising the fact' that she has
just laid a warm, white
egg, guaranteed strictly
fresh, Sir.

It Is An Insult

iYou

patronize

the Ken

that

advertises. Accord the
same fairness to the merchant that advertises. Read

the advertisements
pleasure and profit.

for

advertisement
Every
small or large,
the

points
a
to
way
saving of money
or time, an increase of your

daily comforts.
You can't afford to' miss'
a single ad. Read them all.:
Read them every day.
'Advertising Is the lighthouse that keeps
budget off the rocks of
'
commerce.
the-fam-i-

ly

Advertising is for YOU as much as the advertiser. So

READ THE ADVERTISEMENTS
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ST BURSUM, WHO WHITE- -

Another Outrage

$20,-00-

that

Will the women voters of New Mexico go to the polls and endorse these methods and policies?
Will the women voters of New Mexcio lend their support to the selfish' ambitions of a man whose
chief lieutenant in the Republican party administered this insult to the women of the City of Las Vegas?
New Mexican.

Do

18-m-

also be possible

nowledged.
The boss of San Miguel County (Sec. Romero) rewarded by H. O. Bursum with an important and
lucrative federal position administered a slap in the in the face to every woman in Las Vegas.
Mr. Romero is Mr. Bursum's right hand man in San Miguel County, where he expects the vote to be
delivered figuratively bound and gaged as ususal. The Secundino Romero educational policies are thus
those of H. O. Bursum.

What Did Bursum

lf

state that an additional S percent
ol the taxes will Be collected, Which
would produce an additlopal sum
of about $6,000 plus and enable the
county to conduct its schools on the
estimates as finally revised. It may

There are innumerable reasons why the women voters of New Mexico should vote against H. O. Bur-sufor United States Senator. Broadly speaking, every ideal which the new feminine factor in politics is
supposed to represent finds its antithesis in the character, record and ideals of Mr. Bursum. Women are
supposed to espouse progressive, modern, social welfare and humanitarian causes and forward-lookin- g
legislation, clean political methods and practices, efficient popular government, things looking to the better-meof men and women and children, a better chance for them mentally, physically, morally, spirtually.
Such ideals are not in accord with those of reaction, "practical" politics, bossism, gag rule, chicanery
of one kind and another, the use of immense sums of money in elections, control of legislation by special
interests, using important state offices like that of the land office as political weapons, using what is virtually public money for a club over, or a bait for influential banking institutions and so forth.
Everything with which Bursumism has been identified in New Mexico is in radical contrast to what .the
new women voters have been expected to advocate and to those things for which we believe they stand.
Bursumism means backwardism; our new voters are looking to the future. Bursumsim means machine
control and ruthless abrogation of the principle of majority rule; the women voters stand for independence
in politics and the control of Conscience at the ballot box.
The contrast might be elaborated at great length. But nothing is more important, for the consideration
I
of New Mexico women voters than the matter of education, the effect of Bursumism upon education in
New Mexico, and the attitude of the reactionary and special interest bosses and their henchmen m educaI
tional matters.
.
There is no more impressive instance than that of the discharge of Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, president I
of the New Mexico Normal University at Las Vegas at the behest of Secundino Romero, one of the leader:
of the Republican ring, whose influence represents the very worst in politics that New Mexico has ever,
seen. Dr. Roberts, despite his splendid record of efficiency in building up' a great school at Las Vegas,
was incontinently ousted for no other reason than that one of his able faculty happened to be a Democrat,
and Dr. Roberts would not fire him when the county boss so ordered.
No more brazen nor outrageous injection of gang politics into education was ever seen in the
country.
The attitude of the women of Las Vegas was immediately shown: Members of twenty-eigh- t
women's
organizations in that city signed protests against the ousting of Dr. Roberts and making a political football
of a big state school.
Their protests were absolutely ignored and even the receipt of their petitions it is said was never ackm

ROAD BONDS LIKELY
TO GET FAVORABLE
VOTE AT R0SWELL

MEMBER OF PARTY IN
ARBUCKLE'S ROOMS
LOSES HIS POSITION

l

to Purify Politics and Make it Worthy of Womankind?

small balance on hand at the close
of the coming school year.
"This county has a highly devel
oped system of public schools and
I cannot oeueve mat it is possioie
to conduct the schools as they have
been on a maximum levy of 15
mills. The difference of 3 mills
would amount to $30,000 plus and
no reductions can be made in this
sum without either closing somu of
the schools or reducing the salaries of the teachers."

off-cia-

la

Legislation?
Legislators Roehl and Garcia,
both Democrats from Bernalillo
County, each Introduced a bill
in the last legislature providing
for free school books in the
state. What happened to both'
of these bills? One was killed
in committee, which committee
was controlled by republicans
and the other was killed In the
House, which House was con- trolled by Republicans.
In the
1919 Legislative session, Legislator Padilla introduced a free
school book bill In the House
vhich he succeeded in getting
passed by the House, but same
was very promptly and effectsame
when
ively "buried"
reached the Senate, which was
As is
notoriously republican.
well known, there are many
unable to properly clothe and
equip their children for school,
much less buy books for them,
and especially so, in view of
the high price thereof Free
School Books would cost but
little In the aggregate. The
cost of Free School Books to
"big interests" tax paying element would amount to only a
few dollars, yet Mr. Bursum,
the notorious representative of
such
has always
Interest,
"blocked"
such
legislation.
WHY?

Bursum's School
Book Hecord
How will the financially unfortunate woman pay for her
children's school books. Bursum has always had ft In his
power to provide for such
need. Did he do it? In 1919?
In 1920?
When the school
book question was before the
What is woman's
Legislature.
obligation to vote for such a

friend?

HAD BURSUM "SAID.
SO," THE POOR AND
NEEDY WOULD NOW
HAVE THE NECESSARY
FREE SCHOOL BOOKS.

Why the Hurry?
Instead of "passing on" the
old books to younger children
as former!)) and save unnecessary expense in these hard
times you are forced to buy
(whether able or not) new
books at a high price.
The
Republican officials who are
responsible for the change In
books did not see fit to "pass
this change" on to even another
set of Republican
official!.
Some Republicans going out
of office and other coming in
within a few days when there
were many months to spare before any action thereon was
the
needed to either keep
old, or contract for new books.
wonSuch has caused many to
der WHY? There was a, reason.
The people's rights are not as
sacredly guarded as they should
be.

r
n

DANISH ROYAL FAMILY VISITS COLONIES IN ARCTIC REGION

mm insists

-

Ad-

I

SURPRISED OVER

HERA'S

SEI lATE AGAIN

SPLITJISMR
Asserts in Las Vegas
dress That Sena Is Developing Strength There; Hits
Press Bureau.

J-

'

-

rill

Telegraph that the dall eireann
bases its attitude on the results of
the past election, in which the nation declared its independence; but
it asserts a change in the mind of
the electorate has occurred and the
Irish people now are ready to surrender their demand for an independent republic, but that de
and his associates are unable
to drop their Independence policy
without involving, themselves in
contempt and ridicule.

vent a break in the truce and give
the Irish people a chance to De
consulted.
The Times thinks a situation of
the utmost gravity, has arisen.
"Thero can be no question," it says,

LONDON PAPERS

QLDIERS NEED
BURSUM INTHE

SAN MIGUEL IS

S

September 16, 1921.

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL

Eieht

Fa

of the govern-

"of the sincerity

ment's desire to meet an Irish settlement, nor is there reason to
doubt that they have gone to the
limit which this country would
sanction." It adds that Mr. Lloyd
George's action Is .not lightly to

REPLY

be questioned.
The Daily Telegraph

The Associated Press.)

Va-le- ra

Blue diamonds have been found
d
ones in
India, and
South America.

expresses

(By
over Mr. de Vadisappointment
Caot. Victor Heintz, World Txindon, Sept. 16. Surprise and lera's
letter, "for there seemed to
War Veteran, Says Eigh disappointment are expressed by be a chance that the point had
of the morning papers today been reached at which Mr. de
teen Months', Work Lost most
and those acting with him
over Eamonn de Valera's reply to
to come
unless Bursum Returned. Premier Lloyd George. But hope would find it advisable
realities."

i

In

red-tinte-

Va-le- ra

"If Senator Bursum is not re
Las Vegas, N. M Sept 15.
to the United States senate,
turned
a
on
j
Judge Ilichard II. Hanna,
disabled soldiers will have to
the
2
.Mexf
wlnrlwind tour through Now
begin work over anew on the pas
Ico, turned his attention to San
J
sage of the bill which they have
ol
on
second
the
day
county
Miguel
been pushing for more than a year
j lus campaign, and spoke to over nix
J J hundred people,
and a half," Capt. Victor Heintz,
nuiny of them
? Spanish-speakincitizens, at the
who speaks at the high school au
J""' armory last night.
Jlanna was
ditorium tonight, told the voters
he said he heard
i "'cheered when
of Dona Ana county at a meeting
; 3 there was a big split in San Jlis;uel
held there recently.
i, and that A. A.
8ena, progressive
Captain Heintz, who has been
J ''candidate
for the U. S. senate, was
working to secure the passage of
f '..(developing "great strength."
the bill which will take care of
There was wild enthusiasm an
the disabled men, appealed to tne
J; the
to
voters to return Senator Bursum,
Albuquerque jurist proceeded
handle the "Kumero problem," ex- explaining that the bill introduced
plaining that Itoinero was not his
by Senator Bursum upon his own
initiative has been returned out of
opponent and therefore he could
kid
with
gloves.
dispense
the senate military committee, but
"Down wltli tiio King."
J
that the disabled soldiers fear toauout See
"There is nothing
ask for a vote on the bill in the ab,
senco of Senator Bursum. Captain
Romero," began Hanna, "to justify
than
other
J
his assumed leadership
Heintz said:
I his alleged ability to deliver the
B-- ..
U?-.
"Now, let mo speak a few mo
yMfcW1
ments about the soldiers. I was
J vote of San Miguel county. And lei
me add that the people of San
one of them; it is really because of
J
that that I have come to New
Miguel now have the best opportu-- l
':
niiv to destroy the man claimed lo
Disabled soldiers have
Mexico.
In town of
arch
and
entourage-passinand
the
with
triumphal
through
Christiaa
queen
!'
chapeau,
King
been trying tor a year and a half
J be its king.
of
decorations.
as
wound
about
moss
Note
Thorshavn.
poles
part
to cot certain relief anfl had been
J,(K0 liolters In County.
;!,
? ' '
"Sec, as you probably know, haa
making very slow progress. We
are being royally received at all
Greenland. Their visit to those
The king and queen of Dena substantial revolt in his own
had been working principally witn
where
the
the
be
will
tho
Arctic
on
now
of
Thorshavn,
tour
mark
a
are
places.
possessions
We
least
the house of representatives.
J
party this time. There are atunder
is
in
the
was
the
which
first
made
colonial
Danish
taken,
capital
family
royal
picture
by
possessions
felt that the senators were so 1m
J; one tliousand republicans
Faroe
islands.
of
end
The
and
the
will
to
tbem
Iceland
take
queen
king
many
A.
years.
A.
so
Sena
that
of
and
they
pledged
dignified
the leadership
portant
J;J to the overthrow of Sec.
would not listen to us unless we L
Any my
V
had the bill passed first by the
friends, it is high time that the
So you
was over-I- t bargo on the goods for Europe.
house of representatives.
!; rule of this pettythe boss
can imagine our surpriso when we
American peo-- ! We hear much about tho way the
thrown and that
!v
were working with the house and
pie of this county were given that grand old party is protecting the
Ul .liberty which should be held by woolen manufacturer, but where is,
making no great progress, to find
that one day Senator Bursum InJ every true American citizen."
tho protection for the wool growtroduced a bill in, the senate the
':
rlllzen
vot
uesan
should
on September 20. It Is Important
ins luui
Every
er'.'"
JUUge llanna
that every one vote for senator: It Is vltnl Hint nil express their
very bill that we wanted, without
J
"The republicans now ask, as
by saying that until a short time
our having asked him to do it.
convictions on tho proposed changes in our fundamental law.
ago the republicans were talking of formerly, for another chanco and
"
sure
"From that time and for the
Those proposals are somewhat confusing. The .Ton run I has deeidetl
Jiursum's election as "u
promiw to reduce taxes and
to carry a list of recommendations until election day. We naturlast three months. Senator Bursum
I i ting," but he said the Albuquerque they
better condition. There Is one
has been ready to go to the front
are
However, we urg?
ally regard these recommendations as wise.
J Kvening Herald suddenly woke up charm of
promises they
any time that we called on him.
npon nil the duty to vote regardless of whether or not yon agree
Saturday and found that the peo- cheaper than purchasing votes."
Is
the opinion nf the .lourniil:
The Bursum bill takes care of diswith lis. Here
Krdticlinn of Taxes.
pie are likely to elect Hanna.
inabled
officers, those
of
emergency
tho
How To lllwt Hanna.
Discussing reduction
VOTE FOR H. O. BURSUM FOR UNITED STATES
men who 'are crippled and woundV
The speaker said that to elect come tax. Judge Hanna said that
SENATOR.
ed. This bill has now been reportJ him senitor and defeat llursum the on incomes under $5,000 a year,
ed out by the Benate military comAmendment No. 1.
democratic men and women mux. there will bo a saving to the aver-ag- j
t
mittee, but we do not dare call
a
year.
f ' tee that the voto is polbd Tuesday.
family of perhaps $30
amendment gives to women voters equal rights
This
the bill up on the floor of the sen-aIn holding office. It should pass unanimen
with
Then, he added, there will be no The $2,000 exemption of the$ 2 marf 00;
and ask for a vote on it in the
VOTE YES
J, question of tho result. Get the vote ried man ia to be raised, to
mously.
absence of Senator Bursum.
tho amount for each dependent is
out.
2.
No.
Amendment
"If Senator Bursum does not
to $100.
to be increased from
lltli Hour Appeal.
This amendment presents aliens who arc Ineligible
come back to the senate, we not
ap-- f
''Hut in the higher class we find
it
"There is an eleventh-hou- r
Is InIt
or
land
leases.
to
from
cltl7.ciislilp
owning
only have got to start all over
p. has developed lots of
or effort of tho republicans. the O.
VOTE YES
tended to anticipate and prevent an oriental Invasion.
" peal
again, but it would mean a black
I They have realized their clanger. friends," he continued, "for those
Amendment No. 3.
eye to us and the responsibility
have sounded r the trumpet with Incomes above $5,000 had to
''
would be with tho people of New
This amendment was Intended to permit the state
t ''They
call for workers and they are try-- 1 contribute by an Increasing rate
Mexico. You will not have done
must up to fia per cent. I do believe that
superintendent of public Instruction to hold office an
ing to cover the state. theWeadvantnow
However.
ti!
your duty to the soldiers unless
that
cent Is too high
Indefinite number of consecutive terms.
overcome
per
not
them
let
i!
vou return Senator Bursum. You
It contains provisions conflicting ,llh proposals 6
the war Is over but I think we all
age we now have.
VOTE NO
can very readily see what the arand 7. which might nullify them.
I do not should be treated alike. Tho G. O.
'Jt.,
"As to my opponent:
us:
gument would be against
I
Amendment No. 4.
tn Hinruss nr comment on 1. never played the game that way
r
friend;
'Senator Bursum
and
it is owned,
body
or
becaupe
hia
to
record
qualificHlons
tho
authorizes
exempt
amendment
This
legislature
J' his cast
....
.
1,
r
hs was their champion; ho fought
soul, by a few men of largo infrom taxation to the exthe property of
lor this otiice. juui i uu
their battles and what happened to
!li necessary t3 say a few words about comes and wealth, possesping a
tent of $2,000. It "docs something" for the soldier
of
him? He went back to his people
,v.
rsnnhlirnn nress bureau. Min 'kind heart' when contributions
who has property, hut does nothing for his property-les- s
for election and was repudiated.
VOTE NO
huddle. It seems Inequitable.
vou. 1 do not charge its work up to huge sums wore needed to keep
"You can see for yourselves Just
O. (). P. in power."
No.
5.
Amendment
my republican opponent uui iu " the
whore it puts tho
Judge llanna discussed la condiof
republican party he represents tions
the
ennctnienl
for
the
amendment
way
This
paves
getting
?
raying the farmer
Consider some of its promises
laws putting real power to control public utilities
lesn today than ever before: the
NEW CITY TELEPHONE
nf nil tho drainace of swamps
VOTE YES
Into tho hands of the corporation commission.
starlner
tho
sheriff
us
havo
cattlemen
Let
of the Kio Grande valley.
No. 6.
Amendment
sheriff
DIRECTORY WILL BE
-.
the
and
the
thorn
in
eye
iiuun.Btudv this Deautiiui picture
This amendment provides an ndennnto budget sysits pop- - will take all if something is not
of Albuquerque doubling
DISTRIBUTED TODAY
r,t
tem, which will bring the financial affairs of tho
u. "till thiS done and very soon.
uiaiion, as n. icwun
VOTE YES
As to tho $.ri0,0o0.000 for "restate to a business basis and effect great economics.
1
(Laughter).
drainage.
The new Albuquerque directory
Amendment No. 7.
1
"These lands can not bo rtrainefl lief," the speaker said that any
of the Motintnln States Telephone
H as they are not under the McNary stockman of New Mexico needing
This amendment provides for a honrd of three comwill be ready for distribt
this
company
relief
corappropriation
through
missioners In the land office and Is Intended to
irrigation project at all even if this
to his nearest banktion today. The directory will put
In the managehave
which
evils
rect
np
the
grown
i McNary bill ever becomes a law. had better go
an end to a great amount of In
VOTE YES
ask about getting a part of
ment of this great trust.
There must be something wrong er and
has resulted
convenience which
'Tnless this banker Is a liar
No.
8.
Amendment
with a position which has to be he will
the past few months from a
tell the stockman ho can
of
talk.
' !!l
during
kind
this
with
limit
tax
amendment,
school
Infamous
la
tho
supported
This
not help him with a loan," the
change in n great many of the
Emergency Tariff Hill.
which would greatly cripple our public schools. It
Distribution of the diadded.
numbers.
s
VOTE NO
"Then consider the emergency speaker Vie
must
fail.
Got
It.
Culberson
will S9 completed rapidly.
have
rectory
which
you
bill
about
Notariff
'Amendment
9.
Hanna said ho had to admit
' 4 probably heard a good deal recentthero was one stockman who got
This amendment permits special elections In cities to
ly. It was passed a few months relief bv tbiii means
Vie. Culber- lie
not
voted
voto bonds. At present bonds can
upon
8 go and we were told the cattlemen
ron. one nf tho biggest cattlemen
except at regular elections. The cities need this
would be saved. The republican In tho state.
VOTE YES
power.
years was
party for two and a half What
Amendment No. tO.
"nut," he continued. "Vic had
has
In charge of congress.
F.l
Taso, outside his statp.
the to go to
This amendment allows county superintendents of
it been doing ell that time for who
because there was not a .bank in
schools to succeed themselves In office for an Indefisheepman and the cattleman
to
make
enollch
ntroni?
Vniv
Movirn
VOTE YES
nite number of terms. It seems wise.
have been in serious financial tho loan. And I nresumo Vick
11.
No.
Amendment
straits, facing bankruptcy?"
of
thousands
needed hundreds of
"What a republican senator, Mr. dollars, for he is a
This amendment permits the Issuing of $2,000,000 of
big cattleman.
VOTE YES
v
Gooding, from the state of Idaho, And thin is Mo Culberson who
good r ads bonds. This Is necessary and wise.
thinks about tno repunncaos the went l'p and down this stato of
Note.
to help the great west,
Mexico last year saying:
Amendments No. 1, No. B, No. 6 and No. 7 are the "vital four."
Judge New
far west, and the southwest,
Vote "Yes" on these without fall. No. 8 is pernicious! be sure to
'Vote for Harding and you will
Hanna told by reading extracts of have fifty dollar
vote "No." Voto for No. 11 and permit good rond9 building.
yearlings.'"
in congress
speech
Gooding's
.1
charging that the west had been
treated.
badly
SLATED FOR JOB
Discussing copper. Judge Hanna
the Iowa agriculture college, has
AT ARMS PARLEY IOWA MAN SELECTED
t.. said:
been elected to the position of inIn
"Tho Chlno Copper company
structor in botany and horticulture
INSTRUCTORSHIP
FOR
and
down
closed
has
Mexico
New
at the New Mexico college of agri' if if the republican party does not
AT AGGIE COLLEGE culture and mechanical arts. Since
i b s, w.enmwas.4 as w. txxiux.
change its policy this company's
his graduation he has been engaged
mines may be closed Indefinitely.
work and
in experiment station
af-- .
to
Tbe
be
Journal.)
will
too,
(Special
Correspondence
coal
mines,
The
,
commercial orcharding and as deLas Cruces, N. M., Sept. 15.
tocted.
monstration
agent in orchard
"Of nearly every product, one-- i
Qktti
In
a
Walter
R.
Nauman,
graduate
spraying and pruning, poultry cullis produced for
third or
club
work.
1920
at
of the class of
and
horticulture
reing
the
but
consumption
foreign
publican party would put an emt

Advertise in the Morning Journal.
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THE JOURNAL'S RECOMMENDATIONS
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He needs it "The Iron
Food for Vitality"
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Seeded
1 eupa
Raisins
1 cups water
H teaspoon salt
2 tablespoons lemon Julc
1 tablespoon corn starch
1 tablespoon sugar

nifot

V

Tired Man's Dessert
Digests almost immediately

Wash the raisins, put
in saucepan with 1 cup
cold water and bring
slowly to a boil. Add
sugar, salt and corn
starch which has been
mixed with 1 cup cold
water. Boil 3 minutes;
add lemon juice. Pour
in pie tin which has
been lined with crust,
while hot cover; brush
top with cold milk and
bake in moderate oven
until brown.

ts
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Stewed Raisins
Sam for brtakfost every

Men are grateful
TIRED man's first need at
night is new energy to
revive his lagging spirits and his
strength.'
Give it to him in this luscious
pie. Effective and incomparably

.

RaiCover
sins with cold water and
add a slice of lemon or
orange. Place on fire;
bring to a boil and allow to simmer for one
hour. Sugar may be
added but is not neced
ssary, as
Seeded Raisins contain
r.
75 per cent natural
Sun-Mai- d

Sun-Mai-

fruit-suga-

SUN-MAI-

RAISINS

D

Use
Raisins, made from
California's finest table grapes
American raisins, processed and
packed immaculately in a great
'
modern California plant.
Seeded (seeds removed); Seedless
Sun-Ma-

id

(grown without seeds) ; Clusters (oh '
y
.
Also a fine,
'
dessert.
Raisins are cheaper by thirty per
cent than formerly. See that you '
get plenty in your foods.
the stem).

Afail lk coupon for frtt look o toted recipes which

dcrit

CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATED RAISIN CO. Dept.
Umbenhip 13,000 Grown

All measurements for
these recipes are level.

Delicious ratsln pie
and rftisln bread are
sold by bake shops
and srocers everywhere. Buy of them
to save baking; at
home.
Real raisin pie Is
read with lots ot
raisins. Insist on It.
First-clas- s
bakers do
not stint.

.;

;l

'

ar

.

if

digested form) so require littl
digestion and therefore the en'
ergy is felt at once.
Raisins are rich in food iron.
The "Iron Men"
the men of
healthy blood need but a small
bit of iron daily, yet that need

delicious!
You get almost immediate is vital.
There's no better way to imresults.
of iron than,
For this pie note the recipe part the vitality
is made with tender, juicy, through a luscious raisin pie.
Remember these facts when
meaty raisins furnishing 1560
calories of energizing nutriment you choose dessert.
per pound.
Give raisin pie to tired men
Raisins are 75 per cent pure in the interest of their pleasure
(in practically pre- - and success,
fruit-sug-

ing and gt your daily
iron this way

Revives his Vim

for a pie like this

A

1

it

Ml

a free book to
anyone who mailt coupon
below.

recipet

g

Raisin Bread
Add rairitu to "tho ttaffofltfo"
and you havt a porfoctood

ever-read-

100

attractive ways to serve

10--

Fresno, California.

""cUT THIS OUT AKP SEND
I
-

'
California Astoclsted Raisin Co.
1ept. "lu-P- r Fresno. Calif.
ot
me
Please send
copy
tout free book,
"Sun-Mai- d
Recipes."

StateJ

j city

"I Never Thought
of That"

,

one-ha-

You buy

lf

-

RHEUMATISM
Treatment
A

Remarkable Home

I

Given

br One Who llnd It.
In the yfur of 1SS3 I a attacked . II
Itheuma-tlmby Muscular and
I suffered as only those wh"
over
know
three
for
are thus afflicted
tried remedy after remedy,
years.
1
was
only
but sueti relief as obtained
temporary. Finally. I found a treatent that cured me completely and
uch a pitiful condition has never re
turned. I have given It to a numner
who were terribly afflicted; even
of them seventy to
aom
eighty years old, and the results ver
the sama as In my own case.

r

I

.

"

"

111
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Shoes Are Sold For Less Where Quality Boots and

I

$3 Misses' School
Shoes

Boys' School and
Dres Shoes

Button or lace, good
soft G. M. uppers, flex
ible oak leather soles.
All sizes,

'i
and
$1.69
Up
Sizes

14

)

Sizes

6

$1.98 and Up
$9 Women's Fine
Quality Boots
IH.

i
IV

$1.98

301 North First Street.

Save

the

Difference

$8 Women's New
Low Shoes

suede.
calf,
satin and fine kid
The best In leathers F.
s ono of a chain operating through leathers,
new
strap
B. kid, vie! and dull This store
New York, Pennsylvania, Massnchnsets styles; imitation bronze
of
tho
states
9
In. lace boots,
kid,
Sizes
Louis heel?. All sizes Ohio, Indiana and Illinois, spet'lallzlnjr on Men's, or ' ball straps.
2i-S- .
widths AA to E Women's and Children's Boots and Shoes. Hence
our nlilllty to unacrscu nil competition.
Russian

something-or-othe- r,

How did he get more for
his money?
He read the advertisements.
Right home in your easy-cha- ir
you can view the
wares of the worlds

--

Rear Admiral Robert E. Coontz.

hit-or-mis-

s.

Contented, you visit Mr. 'Nextdoor.

But alas! He has bought
better. Blankly you admit, you never thought
of that.

You know

what you
want when you want it.
You know when you are

getting the real thing or
a substitute.
You'll find the man or
woman who follows the
advertisements has the
best the country offers.
Besides, his bank balance keeps growing.

8.

"I Hod Sharp

1'iilns Like Mirhtnlnit

Flushes Sliootlnx Through My lolnls"
I want every sufferer from any
form of muscular , ari'l sub. acute
(swelling at the Joints) rheumatism,
to try the great value of my Improved "Home Treatment" for its
Dm't
remarkable healing power.
send a cent; simply mall your name
send
will
fret'
It
and
I
and address,
to try.- After you have used it, and
to
be
It has proven Itself
that long
looked for means of getting rid iv
uchforms of rheumatism, you may
send tbe price of It, One Dollar, out
understand I do not want your mn
ey unless you are perfectly satisfied
to send it.
Isn't that fair? Whx
suffer any longer, when relief
thus offered you free. Don't delay
write today.
Durston Blig
Mark H. Jackson, J12-Syracuse, N. T.
Abovr
Mr. Jackson Is responsible.
statement true.

Rear Admiral Robert E. Coontz
chief of naval operations, is promi-

nently mentioned as tne naval
member of the advisory commission which will supplement America's delegation to the conference on
limitation of armament at Washington this fall. Admiral Coontz
hat served in the navy since J887.

Cuticwa Soap
SHAVES
Without Mug

Ol floor
BJ..U

Soap

i

h the fsverite
I

JLJ

fi

fseyreser shatlaf

$4.98
$6 Women's Fine
Low Shoes

$6 Men's Fin
Dress Shoes

$3 Men's

Work

Shoes

$6 Women's New
Brouge Boots

laca
Russian calf,
gun metal boots, military heels,
oak new brouge or ball
leathers,
good
soles. Scout styles. All strap toe designs. Sizes
sizes
n.

Brown and black kid Calfskin, doodye'ar
oxfords.
High Louis welt soles, English and
and military heels. All Blucher styles; brown
or black. All sizes
Blzes

$2.98

$4.98

WE UNDERSELL EVERY DAY

$3.98

Elk and

Read the advertisements. They are tips whicK
will help you pick the winners.
"I never

your vocabulary:

8.

$1.98

thought

$3.85
1IMM1

of

a

t

...

ta

,

j

Name
I Street

'

WHY NOT. Y$U?

It"1

that" can he dropped front
,

.

v
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Current Business Conditions
.

BREAK

(From the Monthly Letter Issued by The National City Bank of New York for September)

FACULTY LIST

of the trouble which is
experienced over wage
now results
adjustments
from the reckless methods which
prevailed in governmental expenditures during the war. Governmental expenditures dominated the
industrial situation, and they were
met in the main by the use of credit.
There was no pretense in governmental finance of making ends
meet, but private business cannot
be carried on in that way.
Even more of the present trouble
results from the vague talk that was
common in the war, and is common
now, to the effect that a radical
change was taking place in
trial relations and that the
class in the future would
have a larger share of the industrial
product than in the past
This declaration doubtless has expressed a kindly wish or hope that
g
the position of the
class would be improved, but those
who utter it seldom have any definite idea about how the wish may
be realized. They expect somebody
else to realize it The fact is that
the distribution of current production takes place according to natural economic laws, and those laws
are the same now as they were before the war. In Russia an attempt
has been made to increase the distribution of wealth without regard
to economic law, or the facts of
human nature, with the result that
industry has been paralyzed, pro- duction ftas come almost to a stand- still, and the notion has been re- duced to beggary.
Another error is in enormously
exaggerating what might be done
for the masses by seizing the in- comes of the rich. In the first place
we masses now get so large a snare
of all that is produced that if it
was possible for them to get all the
rest it would make no great change
in their condition: and in the second
place every attempt to seize the rest
by arbitrary' methods causes it to
disappear, as it has in Russia.
The fallacy is in thinking that the
leaders and managers of industry
and business are not worth as much
as they get, for every experiment
m getting along without them shows
that they are worth a Rreat deal
more than they get.
Everything
goes to pieces without them.
does not, of course, mean
that the individuals now holding
positions of leadership1 and manage- ment are all indispensable. If they
all pass away others would
found to take their places, but
there must be leadership and recog- nition of ability and reward for
and service, or society goes
to pieces. Even 'the labor organiza- find it necessary to have lead- ers, and pay them salaries much in
excess of the average earnings of
members.
Professor David Friday, of the

MUCH

Football Prospects Are Excellent and Stiff Schedule
Is Arranged; Many Old
Players Back.
(Special Correspondence to The Journal.)
Roswell, N. M., Sept. 15. The
N. M. M. I. has opened its twenty-fo-

session without a break
In its faculty from the , previous
year and with an enrollment which
is exceedingly gratifying to the
authorities, especially considering
the present financial condition of
the country.
The enrollment of cadets up to
date is 245 with yet others to enter. Hagerman Barracks is full and
in order to admit additional cadets it will be necessary to place
three in some of the rooms, or else
a few of
according to custom,
those who have entered may be
found disqualified and dropped.
One of the great features of the
Institute and possibly the main
fact that explains the success of
this state school, is that the faculty
The board
is almost continuous.
of regents, headed by Mr. E. A.
Cahoon,' who has had long service
as a regent, are exceedingly careful in selecting the officers and
professors and when once a good
man is secured he is continued
from year to year, thereby becoming familiar with the work, becoming a real part of the school, and
thereby advancing its interests.
The faculty this year has been
greatly strengthened by the addition of two new army officers.
The detail from the war department consists of three majors of
who
cavalry, and one lieutenant,
will have charge of machine gun
work. In addition to these four
officers there are on duty at the
institute three sergeants and a
detachment of enlisted men to care
for the cavalry horses.
In addition to the academic
work which comes first, and the
military drills which serve their
purpose of organizing the cadetB
and in teaching discipline, the athletic department is one of the big
features of the training. This department is now headed by Captain Wonsetler, an expert coach
In this
and athletic oretmizer.
work he is assisted
by Captain
Fflcklnger, who is an expert on
football. All cadets are required
to take part in some form of athletics.
This year the outlook for football is especially good. Already
there is a squad of more than fifty men practicing on the gridiron
every arternoon. The cadets are
determined to win the southwestern championship for 1921.
Games have been arrange with
the University of Arizona, the A.
and M. college of New Mexico.
Texas School of Mines. West Texns
Normal school, and Simmons college. The first game of the season
is to be played against Simmons
college on September 24.
The old players who have thus
far reported are: Hlnkle,
Corn,
Godfrey, Wllfley, Bowyer, Jacob-soTJhll, Lackey, Bell, and East-haWard and McKemy of last
year's team have not yet reported
but are expected to be here in ample time to train with the squad
for the principal games of the season. Rome extra good mntetfal Is
available from last year's second
line and several excellent prospects
from among the new men, several
having come to the institute with
splendid records as high school
stars. The football squad is a big,
husky bunch, and with the usual
N. M. M. I. spirit a successful season is practically assured.
urth

CARBUNCLES
Piles.

Pimples, etc., quickly
relieved by

BOILENE

dicates little general confidence in early business revival,
Bond market showing good strength.
MONEY New demands light. Bank clearings off about
as
compared with last year. Evidently people have their minds
fixed on getting out of debt
IRON AND STEEL Activity still low, with both' wages and
prices yielding to the strain of
TEXTILES-Industry
shows conspicuous exception to prevailing depression, and is making very good showing. Prices,
particularly for cotton goods, have moved upward.
GRAINS Late estimates make total yield of wheat for U. S.
and Canada about same as last year. Movement to markets
unusually heavy. , Corn crop about 3 billion bushels, with
large carry over and market price unprofitably low,
COTTON With acreage reduced about
and low yield per
acre, predictions are that this year's ciojjjawll be from 7 to
of some 7 milTi million bales. Estimated that carry-ovlion bales is held in this country, but much of this is low
grade.
LIVE STOCK Market recovered. during July but lost in August
Undesirable feature is light movement of feeders and stock
cattle from central markets to farms,
v. ,.
fiif
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FISCAL EXPERTS ARE
COMPILING MILITARY
AND NAVAL BUDGETS
(By The Associated Preaa.)
Washington, Sept. 16. Govern-

ment fiscal experts are at work on
reports for the state department
setting forth the complete military
and naval budgets of the leading
foreign powers for the use of the
American delegation at the disar
mament conference, it was said to
day officially at the treasury.
The treasury, officials explained.
customarily keeps In touch With
the various expenditures and fiscal
estimates of other nations, includ
ing the amounts apportioned to the
forces and
army, navy, aviation
other branches of war service.
The reports now In preparation
officials said, will present the latest official data in the hands of
this government as to the present
ana proposed expenditures for the
leading powers for military

25,
er

University of Michigan, has made
,tud of corporate incomes in the
Unite(f States during the war
pcriods when profits are supposed
to hay4 been iarffcr than ey be.
fore. He found lhat m7 was the
year vf largest profits, and that the
combined earnings or proceeds of
the manufacturing, mining, railroad,
and public utility industries in that
year were divided as follows
Per cent
54.3
Wages and salaries
Taxes
11.5
4

'

Interest

5.8

Dividends
Surplus

15.1

13.4

Total
100
.
Til tMal roirl tn ififAref nA
dends was 20.8 per cent of the
values created. That is what went
as compensation to the people who
provided the capital employed in
these industries. It did not all go
to rich people. The interest
ments went for borrowed money,
and many of the securities of these
corporations are owned by savings
banks, insurance companies,
e
ployes and small investors. The
distributed surplus is not personal
income, but a part of the capital
employed in the business. I is
ing used to enlarge the business,
increase the product and afford
ployment to more labor. As long
as it is so employed it is a common
e
fund, rendering service to the
ployes and the public as well as to
the owners.
.4mm--
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WANTED

IN SOUTHEAST

PARTJDF STATE
Sowing of Fall Wheat Starts;
Fodder Crops Are Good;
Range Is Generally Good
to Excellent. (Special Correspondence to The Journal.)
Santa Fe, Sept 16. The follow-lu- g

report relative to the crop,
and harvest conditions of
the state has been made by the
state weather bureau office here:
"Warm, mostly dry favorable
weather obtained during the week.
range

Local showers occurred f rem Sun
Savings banks were invented bv day to the close, mostly in south
and southeast districts. They were
light and more rain is needed.
Harvest made rapid progress, cutting and shocking of corn ere be
coming general along with harvest
and threshing of beans and threshing and marketing of small grain,
good yields being obtained. Range
is generally good to excellent end
stock doing well, but certain of

a clergyman.

-

winter.
"Black

Lake: Good weather
during the) week and harvest is
under way; everything sis looking
fine.
Farmers In the
"Springer:
midst of threshing and marketing,
favorable
with
weather for rapid

IIP
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Here is a paint that has been tested in
the heat of twenty western summers
and the storms of twenty western winters. A proven article!

It was originated IN this climate
especially FOR this climate. It is
made here in this mountain and plain
region by men who live here and
know the conditions. It is a "native
son," acclimated and reliable.' No
other paint is so SURE to give you
satisfaction here.
v

Superior Lumber & Mill Co.
Corner First and Coal
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

'.

'

Furthermore, it should be considered that not all of the 20.8 per cent
which goes to interest and dividends
is retained by the recipients for their
personal use, as a part of it is reinvested for the development of industry. In fact all that the owners
receive above their living expenses
is returned to industry and disbursed in some form to labor.
After making allowance for that
proportion of the 20.8 per cent
which is
upon personal savings, and that portion of the remainder which is returned to industry for the common service, how
much of capital's remaining share
can labor reasonably expect to get,
and how much of a disturbance in
industry can it afford to make in
order to get it?
The great lesson of the present
situation is that there is a certain
fair and proper adjustment of relations between the people employed
in all of the various occupations. It
is a natural adjustment, made by
the people themselves in selecting
the work they shall do, taking account of their abilities, inclinations
and all the conditions surrounding
When natural and
employment.
just relationship is disturbed, the
industrial organization slows down
until whatever is wrong is made
right. It is like an automatic loom
which weaves cloth without a tender until something goes wrong,
and then stops and will do no more
until that something is fixed.

The First Automobile
Starting Battery
Not so long "ago all automobiles were cranked by hand."
The year 1911 saw the first car
regularly furnished with electric
starting andlightingequipment.'
It had an Exide Battery. Today millions of cars are

JF..

Exide-equippe-

progress. Excellent crops secured.
ileirview: Preparation or wneat
ground continues and much ready
for sowing. Weather dry; grass
and range good.
"Pearl: Very dry, some light
showers but not sufficient.
'Cerro: Weather fine and crops
maturing fast. Slight frost at the
beginning of the week, little damage. Second cutting of alfalfa very
wheat,, oats and
good. Spring
barley are good.
"Barton: Harvest of beans con
tinues and a good crop; good crops
also of corn, wheat and oats; wheat
harvested and oats mostly harvested. Grass excellent and stock in
fin condition. Plenty of moisture.
"Stead: Light local showers occurred during the week, but pastures are dry. Bean threshing begun. Some row crops need rain
badly.
Hot days and rather
"Hermosa:
cool nights, without rain. Corn and
cane are excellent. Cutting Sudan
grass begun. Range Is good and
stock In excellent condition. Sun
shine has been adequate.
The week was hot
"Roswell:

5Elfilei
tike

kaa aktalate araof Mat t.iarnl.ila,
MtM la all annual ay thi in.
MCTHOD.
RauRs ira aanaa-wiTHI INHAlNr
far tarlaar aarttoalira aaartN
.
balM Um
JHTHOS cauSalta.-Kit ISo. ti, to Aog ele, Calif.
Or.
M
MAL4NT

Jill.

d.

'

Not so long ago farms were
lighted by kerosene lamps
dim and dangerous. And farm
work, like pumping; churning,
washing, was done by human
hands. Now thousands of farms
have the modern comfort and
economy of electric light and
power and most of such plants
have Exide Batteries.

The first automobile battery
tut AaAU jwgji uiV) dill
t.
successful farm lighting battery
was made possible) through
the experience of, the manuyC,y
facturers of Exide in building
batteries for every industrial
aiiu guvcumiciit purpose since
the bepinnino'a , of th.- , arnraor
batterv business!
The result of this experience
is a battery for your car that .
gives the maximum combination of power, reliability, and
long life.'
Nearby there is an Exide
Service ' Station that can be
7
useful to you. ... ,
--

'A

"
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-

-
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and dry; daytime
temperatures
averaged higher than for any preof
Ranger-arsummer.
the
week
:,
ceding
fair to good west, poor to fall
east of the valley. Farm crops excellent; corn cutting general. Th'.
week was favorable for cotton and
Z
fruit, and cotton is in excellent
condition.
"Tres Piedras: Moderate temperatures
nd
favorable harvest
Wherever you tee this aim
weather. Spring wheat is fine, oats
you can b confident of tkilnil
are good; truck crops and potarepair work on every make of
W 1
toes fine; corn w:U hardly mature.
battery; and. when you need
a
new
the
is
and
stock doing
battery,
right
Range
good
for your car.
well.
All crops are fine;
"Cundiyo:
stock is in good condition and
range fine. Farming well alonir,
with harvest
completed,
nearly
rapid progress being made because
VISIT THE NEAREST EXIDE SERVICE STATION
of fevorable weather.
"El Paso: Stock and range In
Arno
Huning Electric Co. 418 W. Central Gallup, Watson-Paig- e
Albuquerque,
Garage.
good condition but a good general
L. G. Qusler.
Belen, C. N. Cunningham.
rain would be helpful. Picking of
Grenville,
'
cotton and the harvest of corn
Clayton, Pioneer Auto Company.
Raton,- - Gates City Garage.
Considerable fall plowcontinue.
C.
Las
East
F.
Ave.
1111
Santa Fe, Closson & Closson.
Vegas,
favorable
Orth,
Douglas
under
done,
ing being,
conditions. A good crop of tomaFort Sumner Motor Company.
Fort
Sumner,
Texico, Texico Garage.
toes being harvested and marketed.
Stock good, range
"Bland:
rather dry from a beautiful week
of sunny weather. Wheat and corn banks on both aides of the canali. to the faculty, all of whom are col' NOTICE OP SUIT.
23, 1893, and recorded In Book .
in the valley below par; yield of
The machine, operated by Rons
i"o. 12.996.
Mortgages, page I7, of the records
potatoes will be good. Third cut- O. Smalley and Thomas J. Will- lege graduates with considerable State of New Mexico, County of of
Bernalillo county. New Mexico,
teaching experience.
ting of alfalfa is fine."
iams, is equipped with a half-yar- d
Bernalillo. In the District Court and to have declared
paid and satThe work In the commercial de- Enriquieta Rlbera,
bucket. The average dally digging
vs. isfied and released
Plaintiff,
of a
was 42S yards, at a. cost of eight partment has been Increased beCarlos Rlbera, Defendant.
DITCHING MACHINls
tax
certain
sale
made
on the 8th
cents a yard. The highest run in cause of the great demand for
To the Above Named Defendant: day of June, 1896, for
taxes
the
of
RECORD
MAKE SPEED
You are hereby notified that a 1893 and 1894 upon said
any day was S00 lineal feet of
work.
real estate
bottom ditch. The .performsuit
been
has
tn
filed
to
A.
F.
you
to
remove
against
WJiite, and
The work In the physical educa- the said
(Special Carreapono'ene to The Journal.) ance In August is credited with
Court and County by the cancel the record" of said deedsand
of
a new record for this class tion department has also been in- above named plaintiff,
Las Cruces, N. M., Sept. 15.
setting
which
in
trust
and
tax sales as clouds upon
What officers of the U. S. re- of machine on this kind or woik. creased this year. The splendid the said plaintiff prays for divorce the title of the
plaintiff to said
The reclamation service also has gymnasium and swimming pool is and care, custody and control of real estate.
clamation service say is a world's
record for ditch digging and shap- a Ruth dredger, operated by O. M. being used to Us fullest extent. minor children, on toe grounds of
And
each
of you are
and
you
ing was accomplished last month Austin and B. F. Hess, at work Julius Kuhnert is director of phys-ic- abandonment and
hereby notified that unless you
education and hi is assisted in And you are further notified that enter
dred4. Rearing and shaping Irrigation
when a P. & H. drag-lin- e
your appearance In oald
this work by Miss Carolyn Thomas unless
or cause to be cause on or before
operating In the Brazlto lateral,
the 24th day of
This department is probably the entered you enter
south of Las Cruces, removed
machine, equipped with a
In
said
appearance
your
October,
will be
230 cubic yards of earth and built
the school cause on or before the 10th day of rendered 1921. Judgment
gasoline engine, re- most popular among
you
against
by default.
This year the children October, A. D. 1921,
moves an average of 850 yards of children.
will The names of the attorneys for the
earth a day at a cost of 10 cents a will have the opportunity to learn be rendered In Baid Judgment
cause
plaintiff are Simms & Botts. whose
school hours. you by default and the reliefagainst
yard. The high run for one day Is swimming during
GAY OLD NEPTUNE
pray-e- d office and postoffice address is AlThe department of physical educa.
1,700 lineal feet.
for will be granted.
buquerque, New Mexico.
of con- tlon also promoted the health work
IS HUDSON MAXIM C. M. Ainsworth, chief Butte
of the plaintiffs
Witness my hand and the seal of
ir. In the schools, through health clubs The name
struction of the Elephant
is Thos. J. Mabry. whose said court on this the 8th
day of
rigation district of the Rio Grande and medical and dental examinaIs Albuquerque. September, A. D. 1921.
address
postoffice
N. M.
project, says the operation of the tions.
FRED
(Sea!)
CROLLOTT.
with
Art and muslo also has excellent (Seal)
dredger has been observedreclamaFRED CROIXOTT,
Clerk.
great deal of Interest by
supervisors and better work is lookClerk.
IN
By HARRY F. LEE. Deputy.
officials.
tion and Irrigation
ed for In these departments. Miss By HARRY F. LEE, Deputy.
KOT1CE OF SUIT.
"It Is expected," he added, "that Bemlce Palmer heads the art deNo. 12,995.
NOT1CK OF SUIT.
In the near future all the oleanlng partment and Miss Howard the
State
new
of
New Mexico. County of
In
the District Court, State of New
of laterals will be done by the
musio department. Miss Howard
savBernalillo.
In the District Court.
a
means
of
Mexico,
methods. Tbja
Bernalillo.
large
is a new teacher but excellent reCounty
will sults are expected from her work.
Eugenia
No. 13,004.
Barra, Plaintiff, vs.
ing in reconstruction cost and
Barra, Defendant
permit of the employment of Ti per- All special departments in the Henry Huning, Plaintiff, vs. F. A. ToErnesto
the Above Named Defendant:
manent maintenance crew through-n- schools are doing
White, if living, and his Una more extensive
YOU
hnrnhv nntltitkA iha art.
without
vear
Interfering
known
if
he be dead; W.
the
Heirs,
work this year than last.
S. Strlckler, Trustee for Bank of suit has been filed against you in
with the flow ot water In the canals
Andrew W. Anson me saia uourc ana county by the
and ditches."
Commerce;
i
of
and Sarah Anson, his Wife; E. above named plaintiff, in which
It is announced that a numberinto
the said plaintiff prays for absothAiak riradmra
will be out
B, Swope. as Treasurer and
of Bernalillo County, New lute divorce and care, control and
operation In the Mesilla valley with.
w
in the next ninety aays.
Mexico, and all Unknown Per- custody of minor child, on the
AnA
sons who have or claim any flrroumln of nnn.Hiinnnrt
that a saving of $8,600 on
the
in
is
or
possible
title
the are further notified that unless you
in
Interest
right,
very five miles
Name
on
Genuine Premises adverse to the plaintiff. enter or cause to be entered your
"Bayer"
reconstruction of the Las Cruces
appearance In said cause on or beDefendants.
canal.
To the Above Named Defendants: fore the 10th day of October. A. D.
You and each of you are hereby 1921, judgment will be rendered in
notified that the above named said cause against you by default
PUBLIC SCHOOLS
for will ha
plaintiff has tiled suit in the above and relief nraved
ALREADY
AT RATON
named court and cause, the gen- granted.
name
The
of
the plaintiffs ateral nature of which action Is to
IN WANT OF ROOM
quiet the title of the plaintiff in torney Is Thos. J. Mabry, whose
and to Lots Thirteen (13). Four-tee- n postoffice address Is Albuquerque,
(Special Corretponder.ee to The Journal.)
(14), Fifteen (15) and Sixteen N. M.
Raton, N. M.. Sept. 15 The pubFRED CROLLOTT.
in Block lettered "N" of .he (Seal)
(16),
lic schools in Raton have opened
Clerk.
Mandell Business and Residence
with the largest enrollment In the
HARRY
F. LEE, Deputy.
By
addition
to
of
the
city
Albuquerfirst
the
for
schools
of
the
history
que, to forever bar and estop you COULD ILltDI;Y STRAIGHTEN
week. There are more children
Beware I Unless you see the name and each of you from having or
and
than
capacity
on
this
on
seating
year
or
"Bayer"
tablets claiming any title or Interest therepackage
When the kidneys are overwork
Hudson Maxim as he appeared In it will take a week or eo before
you are not getting genuine As- in adverse to the title of the plaint- ed or disordered and fall to throw
the tola of Neptune.
The
themselves.
will
matters
right
pirin prescribed fcy physicians for iff, and to declare paid and satis- out waste matter from the system,
been
years and proved safe fied a deed of trust from Herman it causes aches pains, lame beck,
Hudson Maxim, greatest of run faculty in eath school has the twenty-on- e
considerably by
Take Aspirin only as Bernstein and wife to Vf. 8. Striok-le- r, swollen ankles, tare Joints, dizziby millions.
snd explosive Inventors, laid aside strengthened
addition of several new teachers, told in the Bayer package
as trustee for the Bank of ness, floating specks, etc J. W.
for
his studies long enough tha other who come highly recommended.
Colds, Headache. Neuralgia. Rheu- Commerce, dated June
1892, end Seabock, Chester, Pa., writes:
My
day to play tha tola of Neptune,
The high school enrollment also matism, Earache, Toothache, Lum- recorded in Book No. 7,
3, page 309 kidneys and back hurt me so when
tht is somewhat larger than last year bago and for Pain.
grand old man of the sea, in
of
boxes
the
tin
of
I got out of bed In the morning I
records
Bernalillo
Handy
county,
Atlanbeach revue and pageant at
for the first week. The principal, Of twelve Bayer Tablets ot Aspirin and to have declared paid and sat- could hardly
straighten up. Had
tic City. Beaming and smiling, W. L. Trimble, reports that a large oost few cents. Druggists also
tell isfied a certain deed of trust from to rub tho small of my back before
beard and number of students have come from larger packages.
with his snow-whiIs the the Albuquerque Real Estate and I could walk. I could hardly butAspirin
twinkling eyes, he made a striking different parts of the county to trade mark of Bayer Manufacture Improvement company, a corpora- ton my shoes. I haven't felt the
likeness of the famous king.
eompltte their high school course. ot Monoacetlcacldester ot
tion, to VV. S. Strlckler, trustee for soreness since I took Foley Kidney
Five new teachers have been added
the Bank of Commerce, dated June Pills. Sold everywhere.
e

the drier eastern districts report
range fair to poor. Alfalfa and
native haying continues with good
yields. Potatoes promise well In
northern counties, and vegetables
generally are excellent. Cotton In
the lower Feoos and lower Rio
Grande Is fine and picking Is be
coming more general. Preparation
of fall wheat land is well along and
some sowing done. Fodder crops
are good and the state should have
an abundance of roughage lor the
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wage-earnin-

or your

6uo at drusflata,
money beck.
or hy mall postpaid.
THE BOILENE CO., Albuquerque, N. V.

"
AT THE BUSINESS SITUATION
GENERAL CONDITIONS Little change during August as
compared with July. Numerous 'bad earning statements and
dividend suspensions by big concerns show that industry
and trade are taking their losses as well as the farmer.
STOCKS AND BONDS Weakness of whole list of stocks inA GLANCE

wage-earni-

n,

Bolla.
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ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL
crime, the practical question is whether
does act as a deterrent.
Some
unusual outbreak of holdups in
the city of London impelled the authorities to re
Vive whipping as a punishment.
Before that terms
of Imprisonment had been given, without effect.
Almost immediately the holdups were seduced to
a minimum.
According to a Scotland Yard official the average criminal can stand anything but a sound
thrashing. When It comes to physical pain he is
the greatest of cowards. The London police were
well satisfied with their experiment, which it was
not necessary to continue for long. Nobody likes
the idea of whipping criminals, but nobody likes
their brutal methods, either.) Society has to defend
itself and there is no reason why It should be any
more particular than its enemies In the matter of
weapons.

September 16, 1921.

courage

whipping post
Albuquerque Morning Journal .the
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"The Morning Journal has
higher circulation
rating than is accorded to any other paper in New
American
Mexico." The
Directory.
Newspaper
The only paper In New Mexico Issued every day
in the year.
THE WATCH ON THE RHINE.
MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
If and when the American forces of occupation
the use, (or republication ot all news credited to
it or not otherwise credited in this paper and also shall be withdrawn from Germany are practical
herein.
news
local
the
published
Sentimental considerations should have
questions.
FRIDAY
September 16, 1921 little weight In the making of decisions. The military forces were assigned to the Rhine stations for
BE WISE.
speclflo purposes. When these have been achieved
withdrawal will be in order. This indubitably is
The Journal has insisted that the declaration of what moved the president to intimate an early
the republican convention at Santa Fe, regarding homecoming of the Americans now that formal
Its state policy, is all that any progressive, repub- peace with Germany Is in sight No undue tenderlican or democrat, can wish. Senator Jones, in his ness for the late enemy Is to be read into the stateThe sena- ment that the administration Is unwilling to saddle
speech here, confirmed our statement.
tor said:
Germany with the expense of maintaining the American army of occupation after the necessity for its
"So, too, my friends, I observe in your
morning publication a boast as to certain
being has been extinguished.
,
The maintenance of coercive forces on the soil
things which had been put into the regular
Certain declarations for
of a nation whose pledges we profess to have acrepublican platform.
for equal
for equal opportunity
equality
cepted as made in good faith, is tantamount to rejustice for legislation In favor of the masses
pudiating our own good faith. Difficult as It is to
of the people as against the few. That was a
put trust In German honor, remembering her past
part of the platform about which your Morning
conduct, it is nevertheless essential that we do so if
Journal boasted, and I say to you, my good ' we are to regard the war at an end and the objects
friends, that there was never better democratic
of the allies and our own defensive efforts achieved.
doctrine anywhere than those few paragraphs
If the military defeat of Germany has been Ineffective In reforming her manners and temperament,
put into the republican platform."
This being true, according to Senator Jones' own then the victory we won was an empty
thing and
statement, whence comes all the democratic prop- the work will have to be done over again. But
aganda that this campaign Is being conducted in a having entered into treaties with her
peace-tim- e
relations the victors are bound to disreactionary basis by the. republicans?
In view of the fact that Senator Bursum stands pense with war measures.
can
he
The treaties were designed to put Germany in
upon a platform which Senator Jones says
accept and in view of the further fact that Senator chains, as was just. If she may too easily escape
Bursum can be more useful to New Mexico in the from her shackling obligations it is the fault of
senate than any democrat, why should not all peo- those who drafted the conditions of peace. The
ple, republicans and democrats, lend Senator Bur- keeping of an armed guard over the Germans on
sum their support?
their own soil will not conduce to the development
The Journal goes a step farther and Insists that of better feeling on the part of any. And better
it is the duty of voters to put the stamp of their feeling throughout the world Is indispensable to
approval upon this progressive step of the repub- safety in the future.
lican party by supporting Senator Bursum. Show
that party that it pays to take a forward-lookin- g
stand. To repudiate the advanced position taken
would be to encourage the cynicism of the reactionaries who seek to regain control.
SEWING HANDS.
AN INDEPENDENT

ef

m
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VERSE OF TODAY

WORTHY OF HELP.

are motion;
They are the foam
Borne with a wave to
Hurled back, borne
My hands

take note of
People View
gives vigorprevails and

The Journal invites its readers to
an article appearing in our "As the
It" column this morning. Mr. Wilson
ous expression to a condition which
which should be remedied.
Quite aside from the rodeo, which occasioned
the writing of the article, its sentiments are worthy
Albuquerque has made strides
of consideration.
commercially In the Past few years. With better
teamwork these advances would have been greater,
However, wo
put they have been very substantial.
fail to do those things In the way of public functions and entertainments whloh tend to build up a
city consciousness, a city pride and city
of a high order.
The rodeo is promoted by the soldier boys. This
fact alone should command public sympathy and
Aside from that, it will be a spectacle reminiscent of the frontier days which will be
of fascinating interest to thousands of people to
whom It is a novelty.
As a business proposition to the city It is well
worth while. As an interesting public entertainment, it is worthy of support.
Let us get behind the rodeo and push it to
success.

they cannot rest.
upon the sea,

a fleeting crest.

on, unceasingly.
They are existent and made whole
In their unrest, as tho entity
Of foam is spun where waters roll.
Back, and on, eternally.
Hazel Hall.

RIPPLING RHYMES
By WALT MASON.

OLD AS YOC FEEL.

I know a lot of sprightly men
whoso toll of years Is weighty, for
all have passed three score and
ten, and some are nearly eighty.
They pass my cottage ever day,
on divers errands spinning, and
some are bald and all are gray
old gents who've had their inning.
They've settle down beside the
sea, where life Is calm and easy,
and hero they'll dwell until they
flee this vale so vain and choesey.
But they don't sit upon the sands
and shrink and sigh and shiver,
and wait, and wait, with folded
hands, the call to cross the river.
They're up and coming all the

time to give Old Age a trimming,
and up the mountainsides
they
climb, and in the sea., go swim
in
olden
times
the
patriming,
archs sat waiting dissolution, and
thoy were prone to grim remarks
When
retribution.
concerning
they'd achieved three score and
nine, they felt their graft was ended, and each one then took in his
sign, and to the shadows wended.
But now the old boy won't say
die, or grant that he's a fogy;
he'll ride an airplane to the sky,
and fool with Colonel Bogie; he'll
send his motor up the pike until
the speed cops nail him; this
young old man I greatly like, and
with much ardor hail him.

AS THE PEOPLE VIEW IT
ALL FACTS.
N. M.,

Albuquerque,
September 14, 1921.
Mr. Carl C. Magec, Editor, Albuquerque Morning Journal, Albu- querque, N. M.
Dear Mr. Magee: I have been
reading the news Items on the
Rodeo which Is to be staged
here September 22 for three days.
Very little reflection is necessary
In order to recall the bl times we
used to have at Albuquerque durand cat
ing state fairs, round-up- s
tlemen's conventions, etc. When
the old Albuquerque spirit prevailed to the extent that it bubbled
effect.
over with
It seems to me, and I voice the
opinion of a great many citizens
when I say. that this three days'
exhibition which is to be a future
annual event, Is Just what we need
and that all Albuquerque should
unite in an effort to develop an an
nual New Mexico rodeo equal to
the nationally advertised Cheyenne
Trl-Sta- te

affair.

We have the Indians, cowmen.
cowboys and cowgirls. The rope
artists, bull doggers and steer riders. Tho Spanish entertainers, wild
horses and steers and in short we
have everything needed to make
such an annual exhibition a factor
in the west.
Albuquerque is progressing commercially. She can't help it. But
are we not overlooking a good bet.
Are we not missing something big.
Are we not slumbering.
Our climate is a gift of God and
it is a big gift, a glorious blessing.
To get up In the morning every
morning 365 days in the year and
ha able to step out of doors ana
find a pure atmosphere and as a
rule, warm sunshine, Is a health
treatment that doctors prescriptions
and drug store medicine can not
It is free to all who
duplicate.
live here but let's have Albuquer
advertised as some
and
que known
thing more than a health resort.
Ten or twelve years ago Albu
querque mothered a great big

m

and that makes
candy flowers."
like
look
flowers, 'cause
"They
they're the same color," said Susie, "and tho pieces of candy smell
But of course
nice, like flowers.
it's really candy. Uncle Wiggily,
and after you look at the little
flower bouquets you can eat 'em,
if you like!"
( "Oh, I see," laughed Mr. Long-earThen he gave each of the
rabbit children a penny and Sammie and Susie bought round, long
and square pieces of candy at the
store. They stuck sharp toothpicks in the soft parts of the
candy and tied these toothpick
Frtems together with pieces of ribbon grass.
All this they did on their way
to school, Undo Wiggily watching
them and before tho last bell rang

For Little Ones

THEY'LL XEKD STIMULANTS.
There may be a "wet district" In Washington
when the foreign peace deleuates arrive; also, a
mighty American rush to help them feel at home in
it. Atlanta Constitution.

g.

in little bunches,

Bedtime Stories

CRISP PARAGRAPHS

booming Btate fair. A whole week
of real entertainment and I have
known people to come from far
eastern points to see it. Six months
before the opening of these fairs
we began to talk and plan for
them. Everybody, merchants and
In
citizens and all jumped
the
band wagon and we pulled together for a big time and we had it.
This was the' spirit of Albuquerque
and the west.
Then after It was all over we
talked about it and enjoyed the
memory of it for another six
months, while the Indians returned
to their reservations, the cowboys
went back to work, and the visitors returned east with stories of
the big events pulled off in Albuquerque.
Now, the limit of our amusement or annual entertainment
soems to be the big ball game between the Klwanis and Rotary
club at which time sedate business
and professional men and other
dignitaries dress or undress In kilt
skirts or "come and see me alls"
for one big day of fun, and it is
fun.
Thero is strife among many of
our business men and unrest
among citizens. We have substituted that former lively action
with a mere slogan, "Step Lively,"
which has been set to both poetry
and music. Now let step really in
fact.
Kntlrely apart from the fact that
this first rodeo is for the benefit
of disabled Roldlors, if merchants
and citizens will get behind It with
hnlf the pep and push we used to
show a few years ago, the good results will be
I am writing this letter because
for a long time and like many other citizens, I have thought of the
pep and punh that used to abide
with us the sleep period and strife
among some of our citizens that
hnt taken its place and I think it
will do us all good to practice
on this occasion.
Yours very truly, G. A. M. WILSON.

By Howard B. Garl

Copyright. 1921. by McClure
Newspaper Syndicate.

s.

.litely, holding out the candy bouquet.
"Pooh! Flowers! As if I'd ston
from nibbling your ears Just for
nowers: ' grumbled the Bear. "I
hate flowers!"
"But these are different!" said
Sammie, trying to smile, "They
are god to eat!"
"What's that?" Flowers good
to eat! I never heard of such a
thing!" cried the Bear. "Let me
see!"
Sammie handed over his candy
bouquet and when the Bear chewed it and found it sweet (being
very fond of honey, molasses and
such) the Bear rolled up his eyes
and said: "Yum-yum"Here, take my candy flowers
and let my ears alone!" cried Susie. She tossed over her sugary
blossoms and when the Bear was
eating them, and closing his eyes
becaime he loved sweet things so
much, Sammie, Susie and Uncle
Wigg.ly ran far, far away and
were safe.
Then uncle Wlgglly gave the
animal children two more pennies to buy more candy and make
other flowers, and they took them
to the lady mouse teacher just in
time, and she liked them very
much.
So this shows us that candy is
good for something else than just
to eat, and If the tomato doesn't
tie the string bean in such a hard
knot that the puppy dog can't
make a cat's cradle out of It, I'll
tell you next about Uncle WIggily
and the clover.
!"

turbed condition of European ex.
change, although it was pointed out
that sterling is 20 cents higher than
a year ago and that francs are only
slightly lower, whereas cash wheat
here is more than $1 a bushel
down.
On the other
hand, German
marks are severely depressed, but
this failed to make much headway
with reports of freezing temperatures in Canada and with adyices
that unseasonable wet weather in
the Dakotas was spoiling wheat in
the shock.
Rallies proved tran
sient and the market closed at the
lowest figure of the day.
Corn and oats descended with
wheat notwithstanding
that for
eigners did some buying of .both
corn and oats.
Provisions were weighed down
by eastern selling of lard, presumably to undo spreads against cotton
seed oil.
Closing prices:
Wheat
Dec, $1.28; May,
Corn
Oats

Globe-Democr-

3s.

THE MARKETS
(By

The Associate

4s,

Press)

New York. Sept. 15. Profes.
sional Interests dominated today's
lees active and more restricted
stock market. Efforts of bull pools
in several prominent industrial and
special Issues proved abortive,
leaders showing losses of one to
two and a half points at the heavy
close.
Baldwin Locomotive again fea
tured the dealings at an extreme
rise of one and a half points, but
closed at a loss ot slightly more
than a point. Among affiliated Issues, also oils, steels, motors and
rails, heaviness prevailed. Sales,
600,000 shares.
Apart from the operations of
pools, stocks were Influenced large
ly by the money market. An opening rate of 5 per cent for call loans
gave way to 4 k Per cent at noon
but belated borrowers forced the
quotation Hack to 5 per cent in the
final hour.
There was no other explanation
for the unexpected stiffening of the
money market. Local banks evidently having taken all necessary
measures yesterday to meet today's
very large income tax payments.
Dividend omissions by sugar
companies' and one of the minor
steel producers indicated further
readjustment of the industrial situation. This was balanced in part,
however, by the higher prices posted by independent steel manufac-

4s,

4s,
4s,

4s,

8s,

New York, Sept. 15. Prime merto 8 per cent;
cantile paper, 5
exchange irregular; sterling demand, $3.70; cables, $3.70.
Time loans Steady. Sixty and
90 days, 6
per cent;, six months,
5
per cent.
Call money Easier. High, ruling
rate and last loan, 6 per cent; low,
4
per cent; closing bid,
per cent.

45

NEW YORK METALS.
New York, Sept. 15. Copper
Steady.
Electrolytic,
spot and
nearby, 12c; later,
Iron Steady, unchanged.
Lead Steady. Spot, $4.60.
Zinc Quiet. East St. Louis spot,

1212c.

$4.20194.25.

Antimony Spot, $4.60.
Tin Easier. Spot and futures,

$26.60.

KANSAS CITY PRODUCE,
Butter
Creamery lo higher, 43c; packing
unchanged, 23c.
Eggs Firsts lo higher, 32c;
seconds unchanged, 22c.
Poultry Market unchanged,
Kansas City. Sept. 15.

-

LIVESTOCK MARKETS.
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A 850 Liberty Bond on atreet ot

FOUND

this city. Owner please call at ManCo., corner Third and Cen

i

i

x
i

k--

.

-

tral, and Identify same.
OST Between Fourth and Twelfth, on
p.ni,ol Mnnrinv nftnrnnnn. hrawn
leather pocket book containing keys nn
blue ribbon and small change; (Inder
please return to 810 South Arno. or call
23H-and receive reward.

FOR SALE

Poultry-Eg- g

five-roo-

,h,

FC

to cover local

territory sellf
Guaranteed salary
Ttffth

dealers.

ing

.

rt '

BrtlA.

.

r,

,,

...a lr.il.
.1,1
,iuu ncrn mi n,..i ....
snlj Cn., 200 Fifth ve., Ne
--

-

-Th
York, N. Y.

WANTED Salesman and solicitor for an
old and well established real estate and
Insurance agency; a good chance for the
right man. Address Insurance, care
Journal.
j

MONEY TO LOAN
TO

UONEK

LOAN

watohee.

On

OILDERSLEEVE

ELECTRIC CO.

ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTOM
WE CAN save you money oo electrical
service. Call up and gat Our estlmatee.
1720 West Central, phone 1720-- J

SEWING MACHINES
M A CHINE 3
and
SEWINfi
repaired
cleaned; parte and auppllea for all
C H.
makea; all work guaranteed.
420 West Lead.
Mnrehead. phone 718.

TYPEWRITERS
All makea uvirhaui.il
and repaired Rlbbona for every machine.
Albuquerque Typewriter ffn-rt.
III Sooth
phone 903-- 3

WANTED

Agentt

Responsible people aTl over
the West to represent the Red Arrow
Kodak finishing service. Address Albuquerque or E. Las Vegaa plant
WaNTICD

WANTED

Apartments

d
or
WANTED
unfurnished apartment with furnace
heat, cloae In; man and wife; good
health; no children; permanent. Phone

804.

MTTTTTlESTTlENOYATrNlfi
RENOVATING
83.60 and up.
Rug cleaning, furniture repairing, furniture packing, stoves repaired. Phono
471.
Ervln Bedding Company.

MATTRESS

By Gene Byrne
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witches

and gold Jewelry) liberal, renaoie. con.
Identtal. Onttlleb Beer, 108 North nr
CONFIDENTIAL loans on Jewelry, dla
monds, watches, Liberty Bonds, pianos,
automobiles. Lowest rates. Rothman'e,
Bonded to the state.
117 South First.

MTf

,

s,

guns and everything valuable.

Mr. B. Marcus, 818 Bomn nrst.
MONET TO LOAN on diamonds,

J(rwerL

.

Jour-

Salesmen

WANTED
SALESMAN

car

Address

small payment.
nal.

raff

ny--

i

Gray hand purse containing small
change, two keys and brown envelop
containing address. Finder pleaaa phone

0.

,

ft

LOST AND FOUND
LOST

ten-ac- re

said

er

1438--

FOR SALE Dressers, dining tables,
porch awing.
chairs,
refrigerators,
Singer machine,
chlfferobe, wardrobe.
roll-to- p
desk. Ivory dressers, desks and
chairs, shotguns, rifles, everything in
825 South First.
used furniture.

6Z--

able-bodi-

wife-beat-

,

FOR SALE Dining table and alx chilrs.
ltugs, rockers, bed, crib and other ar819 West Haieldlna.
ticles. Phone 872-FOR SALE Cole
heating stovo
and Cole range: also few pieces of furniture and 9x12 Brussels rug; bargain If
sold at once. lMt West Central, phone

2421-R-

tear

For the first time in nine years the whipping
post has been used at the Baltimore Jail. The
In
punishment' was administered to a
Delaware also
accordance with a legal sentence.
has the whipping post for certain classes of offenders. Whenever the suggestion Is made in other
states to go 'back to the old form of punishment,
opposition Is expressed by some persons on the
ground of "brutality." Criminals may employ all
the brutality they desire in attacking their victims,
.but It is felt that the law should not fight them
with their own weapons because it might degrade
its dignity.
Since the object of legal punishment Is to dis

Sixths

turers.
Chicago Livestock.
International remittances again
Chicago, Sept. 16. Cattle Retook their cue from London, That ceipts 12,000. Fat yearlings and
SALE Nice fat fryers, large, 8Sa
market sent over lower quotations best handy weight steers steady to FOR
nound: dressed fryers. 40o pound; also
for all leading exchanges, including strong;
to
lower.
slow
others
Early fat hens, 300 pound. Phone 1815-tit
marks, which duplicated the early top yearlings, $10.50; ' fat medium North Second.
week's low record. Later rates weights, $9 75; bulk. $6.759.60; FOR SALE Dressed springs, 88c per
were firmer, sterling making full better grades cows, heifers and
nnund: hens. 28c Over five llva
recovery. Another decline in the canners steady to 15c higher; bulk springs to one party, 30c. Delivered. 117
to
Argentine rate was attributed
bolognas, $4.40 4.85; calves fully South Arno. Phono
reports of a suspension of negotia- 26c
bulk good and choice
FOR SALE OR TRADE
tions for a loan to that government. light higher;
and handy vealers. $13.50
11TI THi flKl
Extensive dealings in Liberty Is- 14.00.
For ClttV DroD- L'liU
in
the
sues, with marked strength
erty. Ideal country home, close In,
Market
Hogs Receipts 21.000.
on
main
ditch, and
located
bond
ofvthe
was
ranch,
feature
the
34s,
active. Better grades steady to 10c
nearly new
market. Other domestic bonds and higher, others mostly 10c to 25c In American neighborhood;
front
with
porch
house,
large
most of the internationals, includ- higher than yesterday's
average. and sleeping porch, pantry and cloaet;
ing United. Kingdoms of 1937, were Top. $8.60; bulk lights and light good outbuildings and fences: , alfalfa,
i,
lower. Sales, par value, $14,850,-00- butchers, $8.10 8,60; bulk pack
nrlpii S3.8&0:
,..,!
-

God-gtve-

JZM

FOR SALE Iron cotand mattress;" gooii
as new. 817 South Arno.
FOR SALE Dining set, library aet.
Ivory dresser and chair. 1317 North

FOR SALE Five dosen spring chickens
at a bargain. Phone 1918-FOK SALE Five very fine pure-bre- d
Emeben geese.
Nlpp's Banco, phone

'l

CT?

Furniture

FOR SALE

NEW YORK MONEY.

EDITORIAL OF THE DAY

--

Livestock

i3c.

y,

DOtSHt

City.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE Two fresn milk cows. 1423
South Broadway.
Oeorge piske.
FOR SALE Bay borse, first reasonable
offer takes him. Ooane. 1301 North
NEW YORK COTTON.
First.
RENT Uood pasture for horses or
Foil
New York, Sept. 15. Cotton fuplenty of running water. I
tures closed weak: Oct., 19.30; percows;
month. Robinson, Old Town, phone
Dec, 19.62; Jan., 19.45; March, 138,
19.35; May, 19.15.
RABBITS But more rabbits; young, fat.
Juicy rabbits for sale, 20o pound, unLIBERTY BONDS.
dressed, or 40o pound dressed; delivered.
Phone 1491-New York, Sept. 18. Liberty FOR SALE llolsteln bull, be Kul Sejie
bonds closed:
Manse, calved May 18, 1920, sire King
$88.08; first 4s,
second 4s, X88.28; first Segls of the Manse, dam Jessie Perfec188.28;
Kol Fnbes; also a No. It De La
tion
$88.42; second
$88.44; Val De
cream separator; good as new; a,
third
fourth
$92.42;
bargain. E. J. Strong, Albuquerque, N.
388.62; Victory
$99.04; Vic M.
$99.04.
tory

.

THE WHIPPING POST,

45.

Pork Sept., 117.75.
Lard Oct., J10.70; Jan., J9.50.
Ribs Oct., $7.60; Jan., $8.05.

h.

11

CHANCES
best uctli

li.r-H- a,

UENERAL MERCHANDISE
store and
stock In progressive town on the coast
lines railroad; party wishes to leave on
account of death In family: will sacrifice; about 88,600 will handle. Address
Nate S. Blbo, Grants, N. M.
A
BRICK rooming nous
between business center and railroad
on
corner lot; It rooms,
shops,
10 of them furnished; a money makeri
price for house, lot and furniture only
3,800; part terms. Address P, O. Box

bSWe.

Dec, S3Mc; May,
Dec, 39 c; May,

BALE

town. Phons 878.
fcoll SALE Small grocery store, doing
1201
good business;
cheap rent.
North Arno.
FOR -- ALE One of the best business
properties in Albuquerque. tit South
First street. Inquire at Savoy Hotel

$1.33.

UNCLE WIGGILY AXI) THK
POT CALLS THE KETTLE BLACK!
CANDY FLOWERS.
"Even the wisest men are sometimes foolish,"
says the Philadelphia Record. And the converse
"Uncle
WIggily, would you
also is true as when Mr. Bryan rises to remark
ing bows, I6.00P7.00; pigs mostly
Closing prices:
60c higher, bulk
better grades
that Admiral Sims talks too much. News and please give me a penny?" asked
29'4 $7.257.75.
American Beet Sugar
Courier.
Sammie Littletail, tho rabbit boy,
274
American Can
All
20,000.
Receipts
Sheep
one morning, as he met the bunny
American Smelting & Ref'g.. 36
classes opened mostly steady. Small
GOSH
WHY PROHIBIT TALK?
on his way to school. I
43
gentleman
Tobacco..
Sumatra
American
to
'ambs
lot
native
In Europe the previous question continues to be:
shippers,
prime
107
Sammie was going to
American Tel. & Tel
What may happen next?- - And yet it Is never used mean that
$10.10; packers taking bulk around
not Uncle Wigglly.
38
Anaconda Copper
no
culls
to shut off endless debate as to what has already school,
$9.50;
$6.006.60;
mostly
86
"Give you a penny, ynmmle-Wel- l,
Atchison
early sales good western lambs; fat
happened. St. Louis
I might give you one if you
38
Baltimore & Ohio
ewes
$4.00
4.60;
early
mostly
told me what you wanted it for,"
64
Bethlehem Steel "B"
YES! AND HUNGER BITES.
feeder Iambs late yesterday, $7.0.
Mr. Longears with a
87
California Petroleum
Russia Is learning tho terrible lesson that de- answered
112 4
queer little twinkle of his pink
Canadian Pacific
NOT FAIR.
Kansas City Livestock.
cadence in agriculture and industry means hunger nose.
29
you want to buy
Centra'. Leather
and economic ruin, no matter what the form of a new "I supposebook
Kansas City,. Sept. 15. Cattle
or
26
a
& St. Paul
spelling
porhups
Mil.
k
will
who
men
by
be.
Chicago,
St.
of
profit
all
the
Louis
government may
If
Receipts 4,000. Beet Steers,
2
pencil so you can do your number
Chino Copper
and bulls trostly steady o
the $2,000 tax exemption amendment will vote for
24 H
work in school," added Uncle Wig-gil& Iron
Fuel
Colorado
strong; some :!es 15c to 25c high61
the amendment and all who will not profit by it
teasing like.
Crucible Steel
er. Top steers $9.76; ither sa'es,
"No," spoke Sammlo, and he
8H $4.757.75;
Cuba Cane Sugar
will vote against it, the Journal will be satisfied.
most grass heifers,
shook
his
head
"I
will
tell1
H
sadly.
Erie .
$4.00 5.60; few. $6.26; bulk cows,
The effort of a few beneficiaries to attempt,
Uncle Wiggily. as'
the
76
you
truth,
Northern
Great
pfd
THE SPIRIT THAT WINS.
$3.60(4.76; beet, $6.00; bulk bulls,
I always da I want tho penny
34
through their organization leaders, to whip all the
Inspiration Copper
$3.60
4.00; nothing choice offered
for candy."
5 4
balance of the organization into line and to brand
Mer. Marine pfd
Int.
here:
heavy calves 25c to 60c low
"And
like
the
If
I'd
one,
(From
also,
is
Klwanlan.)
Minneapolis
you
men,
J
Kennecott Copper
most sales $5.00 6.00; all other
any who disagree as against the
The man who lives a hermit grows a hermit please!" chimed In Susie, who .was
115 H er,
Mexican Petroleum
classes steady; best vealers, $9.50
Such methods and such a use soul.
very reprehensible.
Sammle's Bister.
s
Miami
Copper
10.00; canners mostly f2.i092.2&;
He robs his fellow men of service and cheats
of the organization will ultimately wreck it.
"Oh, ho!" cried the habblt geni
Missouri Pacific
early sales stockers, $5.00r.E0;
tleman.
"And are you going to
Those who were prosperous should have devoted himself out of the Joy of that service.
J1V4 feeders, $5.00
New York Central
6.76.
Of his own foolish choice he is cut off from buy candy, Susie?"
78
of
what
they
to
the question
Northern Pacific
Market
4,000.
their first thought
Hogs Receipts
that best earthly boon worthy, helpful human
"Yes'm I mean yes sir I am,"
In3j
comrades.
Pennsylvania
generally steady to 10c higher than
Susie answered.
might do for their less fortunate
companionship.
J
Bulk
Reading
average,
good
If later,
yesterday's
n
His nature is Ingrowing, his
Uncle Wiggily twinkled his
51
spirit
stead, they proceeded to help themselves.
and choice lights and mediums to
Republic Iron & Steel
his vision narrow, his sympathies nil.
nose a little to one side this pink
time
20
Oil & Refining
Sinclair
they can get something for the other fellow, all warped,
and
shippers,
packers
$8.008.16;
He does himself wrong in that he flouts the and said:
The
rolled up his eyes Southern Pacific
v
forty head to packers, $8.20; top,
book of books wherein it Is said that "it Is not
right
"Don't you know, rabbit chil"
Southern Railway
VLS' $8.25; bulk of sales. $7.258.15;
Had the amendment applied only to those phys-- . good that man should be alone."
and,
. yura-yur- al'
dren, that too much candy isn't
75
studebaker
Corporation
throwout
bows mostly steady; stock
unanimous.
is one of the keynotes of the serv- good for you? I'll gladly give you
36
ically unfit, the vote would have been
Sammie and Suslo had made their Texas Company
pigs selling generally $7.75 o 8.00.
ice of this day.
a penny, but as to candy
each
who
have
propthe
including
Selfishly
II
little bouquets and were again Tobacco Products
Sheep Receipts 3,000. killing
It has laid its compelling charm upon the na- um um!"
United States Steel
excluding all without tions In their relations
glasses generally steady. Ewes,
erty, while automatically
one to another and to the
"Oh, it Isn't candy for us to hopping along.
Utah
to
Copper
the
$4.60;
not
public.
world.
yearling wethers, $6,00; no
appeal
"I'll Just hop along with you to
eat," quickly cried Sammie. "It's
property, does
choice Iambs offered.
It Is Infusing lnself more and more into the warp for the lady mouse teacher In the see how the lady mouse teacher
TRADE.
and woof of the Industrial fabric.
hollow stump school."
likes her candy flowers," said Mr. CHICAGO BOARD OF
AMERICA ON UPGRADE.
Denver Livestock.
It has gone to the farm and found there a con"And she isn't going to eat It," Longears, glancing at the blosDenver, Sept. 16. Cattle Reto
thrive
on
went
"So it can't hurt soms the rabbit children
and play its helpful magic.
Chicago, Sept. IE Wheat underhad
Susie.
genial
place
Government officials are confidently predicting
It Is an eloquent watchword for civic bodies and her."
made. And really the posies did went new declines in price today ceipts 1,200. .Market steady to
chiefly as a result of Argentine weak. Beef steers. $5.006.00;
"Well, If this candy you are go- look Just like regular flowers.
tn early speeding up of industry. A number of ex- for relief agencies whose objective Is the human
heifers, $4.005.25;
to buy with the pennies I am
On hopped Sammie and Susie rains and fresh breaks In foreign cows and
economics
uplift.
agree
and
ing
finance
of
observers
perienced
Good Is It to see that Klwanls Is not of the her- to give isn't to eat, what is it through the woods, and they were exchange. The market closed un- calves, $6.608.50;
bulls, $2.00
with them. Even symptoms that are disturbing in mit spirit; that it knows the sage may learn of the for?"
with
net
to
stockers
lower,
settled
and feeders, $4,60
3.00;
asked
Uncle
not
hollow
the
far
from
Wiggily.
stump
"It
a
of
as
evidence
out
change
and 6.25.
to $1.28
themselves are pointed
dolt; that it has the outlook more than the lnlook; sounds like a puzzle to me."
school when, ail at once, out December $1.28
c.
"We want to make candy flow- popped the bad old Bushy Bear! May $1.33 to $1.33. Corn lost
Hogs Receipts 1.100, Market
in the tide of affairs. A rising wholesale com- that it believes in teamplay, in Joining hands with
c
c
to
to 10c to- 25o higher. Top, $8.25;
oats
o
to
own
in
those
outside
and
to
its
lc
works.
ranks
said
Bear.
ho!"
Susie.
to
ers,"
some
the
good
"Oh,
said
doing
growled
is
by
Instance,
for
level,
modity price
It preaches
and practices it. For the
c Provisions finished unchanged bulk, $6.0008.00.
"Candy flowers!" cried the bun- "This is my lucky day! I can nibMarket
promise more employment because it reflects grow- Rotary club, the Lions' club and other organizations ny rabbit gentleman.
Sheep Receipts 2,800,
"Candy ble six ears this morning two to ISo lower. In
to
of
kindred
out
itself
a type
it reaches
With rains
the hand flowers!"
Argentina,' where steady to higher. Lambs, $8.50
each on the heads of Uncle Wiging demand for goods.
amarket
of
extends
tho
from
and
most
sincere
wheat
on
average
ewes.
the
heart
the
went
Sammie
needed,
and
fellowship
Sammie.
Susie!"
9.10;
and
"Yes,"
"We gily,
All this is gratifying indeed,
3.253.76; feeder
word of
are going to buy some pieces of.
"You aren't going to nibble our took the down grade from the start lambs, $6.00 6.75.
American will grasp eagerly at every straw of comClubs like that are square with the spirit of the different colored candy In the ears, I hope!" said Susie.
and lacked any definite stimulus
fort No one wants to wear a longer face than age which, if not a new spirit, is vitalized in new penny store. We stick these pioces
As many as twelve foreign lan"Yes, I am!" growled the Bear. from export business. The appar"First let me ask you to smell ent slowness of foreign demand guages are taught in some of tho
And, on the other hand, few strength. They will go far in tho propagation ot of red, white, blue, green and yeloccasion demands.
low candy on toothpicks, tie them these flowers," said Sammie, po- - was to be associated with the dis- - schools In Tokio.
will care to go about smirking and smiling in the true human service.
presence of a situation of seriousness and real
"REG'LAR FELLERS"
(Copyright 1921 by George Matthew Adams Trade Mark Registered U. 8. Patent Office)
tragedy.
Whatever may be the turn of the next few
weeks, the fundamental consideration should not
Be the flux of circumstances as it
be forgotten.
may, for the long pull the wise man can be only a
bull" on America. The United States is on the
We have not reached our enith, nor
upgrade.
have we, Indeed, approached within view of fulfillment of our possibilities. Sooner or later we are
certain again to reach the high road of prosperity,
broader and more substantial than ever.
i
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NOTICETime are a eeven
thousand-mil- e
tire; all adjustments made by us.
-

MAJESTIC

,v

I

Oversize and
Overservice

A REAL BARGAIN.

The best tire fnr Mia toast
money in the state.
Tire Repairing and
i Retreading.
HIGHXANK TIKE & RUBBER

Eight rooms, modem; furnace
heat; fire place; all kinds built-i- n
features; large cement front

porch, screened; large screened
back porch; walks, shade and
In good repair. This house Is
located close In, In Third ward,
and can be bought lor only
with good terms.

WOKKS.

WONDERFUL BUILDING
SITE.
of a block In the
finest residential section-- a dandy location for that fine

"

One-four- th

RANCHES.
We have some verv :'lne ranchet
close In, located close to good
school, and can bu bought on
very good terms. If in the market for a sood ranch, eithei
large or small, let us show you
what we have.
UlKlilnnris.

3-

4-

5-

house, hot water heat,
completely furnished. . .$85.00
- Room apartment, with
$45.00
porch, furnished
- Room apartment
$40.00
furnished
- Room apartment,
.......$32.00
furnished

WANTED
$6,000 on good first mortgage.
Tell us what you want we may
have it.
D, T. KINGSBURY,

REAL ESTATE,
Lonns and Insurance;
Phone

210 W. Gold.

(---'

$4,300 BUYS.
four room brick
house, glassed sleeping porch, hot
water heat, built-i- n features, extra
large front porch and the location
is Ideal. For terms see.
ACKERSON & GRIFFITH,
Realtors,
120 S. Tourth.
j

z

Phone

LOT

'

ADDITION
Now on the market:
Located south of Eastern addition, South Highlands, near end
of South Edith street car line.

Mr. Gurule is offering these
choice lots for sale, ranging from
f 50.00 to $225.00.
Will sell on terms.
e
AIbo a
ranch with good
sanitary spring water; wlil sell
for reasonable price.
About 12 miles due east of Albuquerque close to mountain 3.
Two other' pieces of land one
south of city 1 2 miles, other
same distance north, containing
2 acres each,
both Improved;
fruit trees and alfalfa. Will sell
reasonable also terms.
160-acr-

GURULE & SANDOVAL
114 S. Second. I'hone $69.

Five-roo- m

pebble--

Five-roo- m

Five rooms and glassed-i- n
sleeping porch. Bath. Built-i- n
china closets and book cases.
Can be had furnished or unfurd
On
nished.
lot
Close In on Sixth street. Easy
first payment and not over $14
per month.
good-size-

REALTORS.
117 W. Gold.
Phone 507.

furnished

Bouse, 135.
noi south Walter.
five-rooFOR
It EN T Unfurnished
-T hnill. S9K a n, n.lh an? KT

FOR SALE

t

Two-roo-

BENT Furnished modern four-roohouse, sleeping poroh and' bath,
garage, University Heights. Inquire 32
South Edith.
FOR RENT Three-roohouse, completely furnished; bath and pantry and
chicken yard and house; hot and cold
water. 721 South Edith.
FOR RENT Modern three, four, five
and
apartments and houses;
some furnished ; close in. W. H. Mo- zue west uoia.
Minion,
small
FOR RENT Nicely furnished
with fine
home; newly decorated,
sleeping porcb ; on corner. Apply 801
South Edith. J
FOR
(brand new, niceglassed-i- n
ly furnished; four rooms,
Areola
sleeping poroh.
treating system.
1(10 East Oold.
HOUSES FOR RENT List your vacant
We
houses with us for rent.
give
them special attention. Leverett-Za640.
Co., phone
FOR RENT Several nloe modern fur- nlshed cottages, with glassed-i- n
porches, on car line; rent reasonable.
Apply at 1218 South Edith.
FOR RENT
modern house with
sleeping porob; newly furnished! with
or without garage; nice neighborhood
adult only. Inquire 804 North Walter.
FOR RENT Modern apartment . house,
seven rooms and bath, two screened
porches, well furnished and close In. InArmljo
quire John Lehner, room 10,
'
building, phone 477.
FOR

DRESSMAKING

Miscellaneous
82.00

Phone

box.

Young pigs. Phone

H408-R-

,
evenings.
FOR BALE Set double nmrnese, at Bell a
Mvery Barn.
PUR SALE A good Brussels rug, 9x18.
1418 North Sixth.

SALy Threshing
city.

r. v, tiox

cottage with
glassed sleeping porch, furnished. 614
flast Santa Fe.
Four-roo1'OR BEST OK SALE
fur
nlsbed bouse, in highlands.
Call at
Ell South Elm.
FOR RENT New house, furnished, two
rooms ana sleeping porch; Highland
Phone 2068-lOR RENT Completely furnished
era five-roohouse.
7il West Oold
Phone 1746-KOR RENT One room furnished cottage,
with sleeping porch. I'hone iloo-Jft, ..II 1)m I'-- -.
t"OR RENT Leverett-Zap- f
Co. e!
special attention to rentals.
Second
nd Gold, phone 640,
1'OR RENT One, two, and one threG- room house,
1804 Bouth
furnished.
Walter. Call In rear.
FOR RENT Five-roo- m
lurmshed House,
two screened-i- n
f 36 per
porohea,
month. Apply at 2 South Arno.
Five-rooi'OR RENT
modern house.
furnished or unfurnished.
Call after
S P. m., 1810 North Fifth.
Four-rooJfOR RENT
cottage, fur
nished, in Highlands. A. B. miner,
1
31!
West Central ave.
FOR RENT Furnished brand new
very modern; hot water, tleo-tri- o
and gas. 80? South Edith.
FOR RENT Cottage of two rooms with
nloe sleeping porob, nicely furnished,
southern highlands.
Inquire 101 South
Edith.
FOR RENT
partly furnished
house, fine shade, excellent location
In Fourth ward. Apply 619 North;

TRY iiODUY h MILK.

machine;

JTi

BEST IN TOWN

Phone 8418-RFOR SALE Airedale puppies. S, J.
Vivian,
phone 2404-J- i.
FOR BALE Refrigerator
or Ice box;
reasonable. Call 18S8-full BALE Water mulur. Inquire at
Morning Journal office.
FOR SALE Small tractor, new oondi- non. j. Korrjer a Co.
FOR SALE Second-han- d
wagons Sn3
ngnt rigs, cheap. 1208 North Arno.
FOR SALE A new Remington twelve- gauge pump-guPhone 19S7-FOR SALE Thirty-gallo- n
barrels, new,
.ov eacn. eoutnwestern Junk Co,
FOR 6ALE Baby buggy, good as new;
uen snort time. 711 West Marquette.
FOR SALE
University books and vouna
man's clothes. Phone 824 or Sit West

Copper.
'OR BALE One
Moore's
hot
heater; good aa new: reasonable,

blast

iaik

BARGAIN

Genuine diamond ring) will
aaorltlce for cash. Address "R, H.,"
care Journal.
FOR SALE Beat strain of English
d
PUDS.
C T. Bender. Em
N.
M.
Vaughn,
FOR SALE Sewing macniiiee, nne running condition; a real bargain, only
se. eve eoutn eeventn.
FOR SALE Two 83x4 U. S. Royal Cord
tires at a bargain; never been used.
Inquire 101 s. Walter.
APPLES Last of the apples for sale,
Friday and Saturday, at 821 North
Third, 81.60 per bushel.
FOR SALE 1760 brand new player
piano,
win take 8860 cash for 1L Ad.
dress M. K., oare Journal.
BUT YOUR GUN
before tbe season
opens; fifty shotguns and rifles in
select from. 110 West Gold.
tOR BALE Home-grow- n
citron
for
making cakes and preserves. - Phone
2417-RD. R, Bentson ranch.'FDR SALE Combination gaa and coal
range; practically new; also linoleum
and shades. 112 South Harvard.
FOR BALE Fresh buttermilk and cot
tage cheese; also fresh milk In gallon
lots.
Phone 1916-Bwayne's Dairy.
FOR SALE Stock ot first-clas- s
merchandise, amounting to $800, for leas
than wholesale price. 114 North Cedar.
FOR SALE Bake oven; never used; can
be used over one or two burners; $6.60.
Call at garage on Vassar, south of Coal.
YOU WILL find-- our Navajo rugs, the
cheapest and best 828 North Elm,
and 117 North Mulberry,
phone 212S-phone 1780-- Jj
FOR SALE Light Ford truck, servlne- able condition; also new Homestead
portable oven, suitable for restaurant, hotel or sanatorium. Phone 420.
868- FOR SALE Three compartment,
galloo demountable ateel tank, suitable
tor use on wagon or truck for hauling nf
water, oil or gasoline. Phone 468.
FOR BALE
$i tor mahogany case cab
inet phonograph. Ilka new, with 48 rec
ords; also sewing machine with all at
tachments, $80. 818 South Broadway.
SOFT SPOTS
Heel and arch cualrlons
prevent fallen Insteps, cures all foot
troubles, $1. Thomas F. Keleher, Leather
Co., 408 West Central.
Phonp, 1057-ASBESTOS ROOF PAINT
GOOD for all kinds of roofs, $1 per gal
lon,
ins uansano Co., no soutn
Walnut, phone 1884.J. - Tnr a built up
roof, will last as long as the building.

at Tiome or by
Mrs Mi Kin.
Phone 1401-J- i
DRESSMAKING
of all kinds, expert lady
tailoring. Beading and embroidering
a specialty. Phone 761-sloe ana box.
PLEATING, aooordion,
N
mall ordera
Crane, ill Norm
Beventh, Crane Apartments, phone 814.
HEMSTITCHING and all kinds nf FOR SALE Five .hundred shares of City
pleating and braiding done at the
ElectrJo
below par. Dr. K.
Williams Millinery, cornet Broadway and (. Hust, N.Railway,
T. Annuo building.
Oold. ohnne 1078-WANTED--Dressmak-

the dny

i

. grapes.

FOR SALE

i"OB REM' Fuur-roomodern house,
unfurnished, and garage. Call at 21 1 WU
Bouth Second.
OR RL.NI

FOR

RENTffice
"roonis,

rnt

pRSALE--MiscelUne-

Robins

A, L, Martin Co,, Realtors
Real Estate, Fire and Auto
Insurance, Loans.
22S W. Gold.
Phono ISO.

USB VELVA ROJf AND IR6n PA1NTT
Roof Koter; Roof Cement, stops leaka

FOR
over
Office
81ft West Central..
Mohair top dressing; Plymouth Cottsge
FOR RENT Office rooms; heal and Paint; Valspar Enamels, for automobiles:
water; above Mataon'a store. Central Homestead
Floor Paint.
Satisfaction
avenue. Inquire J, Korber'g Auto de- assured.-- , Thoa, F. Keleher Leather
Co.,
,.. i. partment.
,401 West Central, phone 1067-- J.

ST.
Want to Own Your HomeY

A

And sit under your own vine and
fig tree? Then buy a lot in our
New "Anderson" Fourth streot
addition. Let us show you ana
explain why it Is cheaper than
paying rent.
Only 120 down and 910 pel
month.

Franklin

k

Company,

rutary sewing
sizs, will sao

608 East Coal.
TROOP
A One

PgATURg 6SRVICt

INC.

A.--

W. n. McMIIXlON,
206 West Gold.

304 W. Gold. Ph. 442J.

BUY A HOME
In a town that's growing. A good
Beautiful brick home on East
ver avenue on lease, $86.00 pet built-i- n brick house with all of the
features
good location.
month. This is a beauty with lawn, Terms reasonable.in aAlso
a
etc.
brick house in Second ward, extra
garage,
lot and furniture for $4,500. A bargain.
Leverett-Za- pf
& Co.
Lots and Ranches for
Sale Rentals.
Second Street and 'Gold Avenue.
If
you want to buy, sell, trade or
Phono 640.
rent, see
J, L, PHILLIPS, .
RE AX. ESTATE.
110 S. Third.
Phone 354-Sil-

UNUSUALLY
ATTRACTIVE

HOUSE

In
FOR
SALE,
University
Heights, four blocks from street
car line, a practically new f rime
stucco house (occupied eighteen
months); large combined l'vlng
and dining room, 14x26 feet
hardwood floor, large open fireplace, largo buffet; kltclicn with
inlaid linoleum; 2 oedrooms
ileeping porch, bath, our closets; cellar with hot air furnace;
lot 75x142; woven wire fence;
adobe garage; septic tank sewage system; shrubbery, fruit and
shade trees started. House har
extra heavy walls. This house
is carefully and artistically finished.
Immediate
possession
Terms. Telephone 277 daytime
1325-or
evenings.
R

BARBER-MAITLAN-

STARES,

C,

Finishing a new bungalow each
Oak
week until December.
feafloors throughout, built-i- n
tures, glassed sleeping porches,
all brick houses; Ideal location
prices right; terms arranged.
CO.,
118 S. 4th St.

For

Rent-Roo-

m

1

Living room, dining room, kitchen, bedroom, glassod-i- n sleeping
porch, large bath, storeroom,
large closets, cupboards, fireplace, nice floors, shades, electric fixtures range Included.
Adobe garage, 14x9 feet, plastered insiJa and out; chicken
house, bain, eight fruit and
shade trees; all on a lot with
100 feet
in Fourth
frontage
ward, block off carllne and
paved streets. Only few minutes
from good schnolH.
Price $6,800, Terms
If You Like.
Leverett-Za- pf
& Company

Savings Account and
Investment

None better than' University
Heights Lots $10.00 down; 910
per month.
THEY ARE SELLING DAILY.
YOU WILL BE LIKE SOME
OTHERS. '
fiurprised to find them selling
so fast. Don't
deiay tout net
yours today.

TircALTOTtS
Phono 640.

& Company

Real Estate.

FURNISHED
HOUSES

FOR BALE.

frame, furnished .,
aaooe
concrete, furnished
frame

Mcdonald

.

I

8,400
2,600
2,800

worsham,
and
&

Heat Estate
Phone 066-H

GUTHRIDGE & BELL,

Insurance,
108 B. Ird Bt

.

Phone 1023.

e
WILL EXCHANGE my
farm, which is free of any
Denlocated
near
encumbrance,
ton, Texas, for Albuquerque
property. What have you f Address It, care Journal.
123-acr-

isnnv

territory.)

V

with Board

314 W. Gald Ave.

...

.

liii

HOME

of throe rooms and threa large
porches In the Highlands; tan
be had for small cash payment
and $30.00 a month.
We have a few desirable
places for rent.

,.,11,400

.........

Insurance.

Second Street and Gold Avenue.

GENERAL AGENTS.
Second Street and Gold Avenue

.
!.
THE HOME
. U TV....
Th Ri.fl Arena, alt
you want to buy In Luna district
Four
dera
sudden service on Kodak finishing
.
rooms, very larca
tiM
demand quality.
Work
people who
of land 80 ff. by tst, wlih all 'kinds of
before 11 a ra nnalla
rf...
naae irees. priced to sell.
Work
In
n.
m
before
I
B0AB
mailed
nv
R. McCLUUHAN. S0 W. Uold. Ph
work to
Real Estate, Loans, Auto and Fire Jn- - day. Address
THE
Ritn
r suiaoce. uooa Houses to Rent.
,
E. Las Vegas
Albuquerque
(We want a renresentatlve In vn-i- u

Phone 744.
"Let Us Show Tou."

HELP WANTED
Male,

Beautiful Spanish Type
Home, Adobe Throughout,
White Stucco,

CO,,

D

BARBER-MAITLAN-

A

Leverett-Za- pf

FOR RENT

$8,500
$5,250

4,760
modern, new
modern, new,..,.$.T,l50
.
. S3.TS0
modern, heat,
J. A. HAMMOND,
824 E. Silver.
rtione 1522--

111 W. Gold.

Was sold. Here are some Just as
good. Five room, furnace heat,
hardwood
5,6U0
ooora, garage
Seven rooms large lot, shade trees,
garages, $6,000. Some fine loU

baee-men- t,

pair 840 WANTED
A Dodge auto
with
board, 608
mechanic FOR RENT Room
Hanan officer's riding boots, like
aew.
Karber s Auto Dept.
West Stiver.
rnane iuff3-evenings.
.
START-NOWMen's
Clirlsliiiii
Xoung
FOU KENT Bleeping porcb and ooaid
Association Auto Repair School, Los
FOR SALE HousetT
1207 East Central
Angeles.
.
TABLE BOARll All home-uooklFOR SA LE
brick bouse, on WAVi'ED Sales
to
West
take
manager
Fruit. Phone 147J-charge
iorm Euitn. rnone 2(01 R3.
ot small business; small amount
of FOR RENT
.
Room and sleeping porcu
In
FUR HALF.
u
RoaM.,.,.
money required.
Address B, care Jourwith board, list East Central.
teentb street; nice location.
Inquire nal.
WANTED
A lock and gunsmith; good FOR RENT Roome with board, Urey
stone
18U West Gold.
FOR ISA LE Five-rooRooms,
modern stucco
position for the right man. Write
house, at- a barffain.
ran --- . wbo,u Huum Harry
T. Johnson, 111 .North Fourth, AlFOR KENT
Good room and board, for
"
two; no sick. 031 South Edith.
buquerque, N, M.
FOR SALE
P.v rnvntr
WILL condu
all ii u use furniture GOOD 1JOM1B COOK1NU. sleeping purcu.
uume: nne location, in Fourth ward.
1027
front roorrii nu sick.
bales at AUCTION, for a ft per cent
Forrester
ruuiie IJOl-commission. C. W. SUTHERLAND, CITY FOR RENT Room
ana
ojara, with
first-clas- s
FOR SALE In Fourth ward, good brick AUCTIONEER, phona 219 at 618 hi Weal
410
board.
sleeping porcb;
home, at a bargain; either for cash or uerurai avenue.
East Central.
A
WANTED
long-terunceo.
eeu,
io
tenant
farm
for FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms wuli
Lail
iKiniaj
farm and grazing; land, In ex
FOR SALE Bargain, Income
tirst-cias- g
table board. Phone 1S27-property, cellent mountain
corner Oold: nine larv r,,m
valley 24- miles from 110 Bouth Arno.
new, tnree porches. 124 South Edith.
for
good
cat
Albuquerque;
opportunity
MIRAMONTES
ON THE MESA
tle; would consider desirable convalescent PRIVATE HOTEL for tubecular
OR SALE live-roocement bunga-lopersona
rnone Zfuo-J- l.
strictly modern; lot 80 by 8ou. if a capable orchard man; would also
garages; cash or time 14S9 West Ceo- rsnt either ot two food houses on land. JAMESON'S RANCH Ideal location tor
tral.
Addrsss II. B. Hammond, giving refer
nealthseekere; few- - reservations now
FOR SALE Four-roomooern frame ences and experience. Box 6(8, Albu avanaoie. Phone 2228-- J.
M.
N.
querque.
house; best condition; good location;
GRAND VIEW RANCH
Fourth ward. Address J. J. 0
care
rrmale
THE) place to recuperate;
modern acJournal.
WANTED
A
commodation.
Phone 2407-Ruompetent ealeelady at
FOR SALE A three-ruoonce.
The Economist
bouse, partly
BOARD AND ROOM bj the month or
furnished, with sleeping porch and WANTED
Middle-age- d
week, at the rate of 848 a month.
woman for
large front porch; good chicken lot, 801
218 Weet Silver, or phone 1118.
housekeeper.. Phone S40S-JFOR
RENT Room and sleeping purtb
FOR BALE Owner leaving town; good wanted Woman for housework, in
email family. ISM South Edith.
with board for convalescents; gentlefive-roohouse;
porches; modern;
Olrl to cook and do small men only; private home. Phone 2148.
basement; newly decorated; garage; lot WANTED
amount cleaning; for couple.
Phone FOR RENT Nloe rooms with sleeping
ppiy ti woutn Arno.
1S33-Poroh ee with board, for convalescents
FOR SALE Four-roobrick bungalow,
Mrs. Reed, ill South Broadway, phone
WANTED
do
Woman
to
housework, DZO,
glassed sleeping porch and two screenmiddle-age- d
no
ed porches; completely furnished; garpreferredi
washing.
1204 South Edith.
REAL HOME for health-seekeage. L. C, care Journal.
prlvai
166
or
tor
woman
mmuy, university Heights,
WANTED
per
general
FOR BALE By owner, five-rootlrl
frame
liousewcrk; no cooking. Grand View monin. women preferred. Mrs. J csre
stucco; has fireplace, built-i- n bookoase
uournai.
china closet, lawn and trees; Third ward. Ranch, phone S40T-RPhone 1S08-HOME SANATORIUM
WANTED Olrl for housework, half days, FOR
oonvalescents; Ideal place to get
FOR SALE
Nice home, furnished; cor-nsmall apartment; only two In family.
beet
of everything;
well;
(40 per
lot. 100x142: a good business sons Address R. C. B. care Journal.
monm. '1'uiarosa, N. M.
with It; $6,000. Address Bungalow, cart WANTED
Slenograpgher, girl witty
Journal.
RENT
Large, airy front room,
experience; state salary expected. mil
suitable for two. 111 per week, with
FOR SALE By owner, modern elght-roo- m Address Box 10, care Journal.
415
good board; also sleeping porch.
bouse, Fourth ward; a good buy WANTED
(llrl te take care of baby and South High, phone 1878-tor home or Investment; priced right;
do small amount of housework. Apply
terms. 1027 Forrester.
DELIGHTFUL
SLEEPING
and
PORCH
205 North Walter after 6 p. m.
FOR SALE live-roobedroom, with board. In furnace-heate- d
bouse, modern, WANTED --Lady to share
and
home;
also
table board,
glassed sleeping porch, two screened
reasonable;
room
In
with
glrL
private 1420 East Silver. Phone 1422-dressing
porches, garage and lawn; owner leaving home;
408 Bouth
reasonable; no slok.
621 East Central.
city.
GOOD
NKWS
FOR
HEALTHSEEKERS
Broadway,
FOR SALE At wonderful
Ws will reduce our rates. September
aaorltlce.
BOARD Room and 110 a month
Have you $6,800 cash, for a $7,500 EARN
sn and 8t per month; modern
18, to
free.
while
school;
catalogue
attending
modern home; all conveniences; close ,n;
boari
Mackay Business College, K06 14 Bouth accommodations ana flrst-oisterms. Aggress j. A., care Journal
wltb nurse soivlce; make reservations
Main Street, Los Angeles.
SALE A
f6r
caaa
now,
modern house, WANTED
de Pro, 818 West Gold.
Toung strong American girl
On flftV-folot Im Pn,. K WBHa.. I
to assist with housework; good home FOHi HFALTHSEEKXRS
Furnished
fireplace, built-i- n
features, lawn, walks and excellent training for the right girl.
rooms with sleeping norches. hot and
garage, etc.; price $4,760, on terms. J. Phone 970, 1118 West Central.
oold running water In each room, steam
R
nuinoq. pnone lOZZ-Middle-age- d
WANTED
lady to take neat, excellent board, tray service, call
'OR BALE Beautiful
new
charge of email house and oook for bells, large sun bath house: trained nurse
modern pressed brick home; corner
Laaa
convalescent; small work and small in attendance, prloes reasonable.
lots: hardwood floor
k..ii. lady
home for the right party, tot de Oro, 808 and 818 West Gold.
In featurea; furnace, gaa, laws and fruit- pay; good
East Pacific
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms
treee; terms; owner. 821 Weet Silver,
With or Without bath: lust across from
WANTED
Woman to keep house and
FOR BALE Wilt
cook for three or four men (offlolals) the postofftce; hot water heat for win
sacrifice new luui-rooaccom- ter; best ot home eooklng, served family
brick i bungalow, with gleeping In coal mining town, First-clas- s
porch and front urun.i.,ii
modations and a good plaoe for some- style; room and board, ISO to III per
modern and completely furnished; pnoe body. Address B. U, Kinney, Tokay, N. month; board by meal, week or ticket;
meals, 10 aenta 410 West Gold, phone
terms,
tan at
II ' North M.
818-Eloventh.
s.,
A woman to do bouse domiWANTED
FOR SALE New modern bungalow,
ng, washing and ironing oh Friday
WANTED Position
afternoon and all day Saturday; electric
' Fourth Ward, five r,mmH mnA .lunl.,
lawn
and trees, two large closets washer and Iron. Good wagea for rellas:o LAKfaiiit will work In rumen or tanui'o- porch,
rlums; reasonable. Devlin. Ph. SSOT-im iincn cioeei, iirepiace, targe aoreened person. Apply between I and 8, Wednesporch oft kitchen, with or without new day and Thursday, 184 Bouth Wal'er.
rnaiT
FOR EXPERIENCED
furnace
furniture; never used by slok; reason- or eee me at 811 North
phone 3210-Seventh.. Daniel Ford.
FOR
SALE
Ranche
for part first payment. Phone 8047-FOR SALE Z OR BjsNT Small ranuiL WANTED Lady teacher wants posltlou
first-grad- e
certificate
experienced:
Phone 8402-JPERSONAL
Address P. B care Journal.
FOR BALE A- -l alfalfa and dairy ranch. WE
YOUWANT TO LI. ARM StIlSfB
and
CHECK.
CLOSE
AUDIT,
OPEN,
402
Oold.
West
Inquire
BEB J. C GSPINOBA, No. 1. Woolworth
WILLIAMS es ZANU
Keep oooka
FOR SALE Trade or rent, eighty-acr- e
building. Phone 451.
room I Mellnl building
T01-Phone
house; fine
ranch, .water, five-rooPHRENOLOGIST Have your face, head
Work ot all kinds; wall
seven miles sast of WANTED
ana nana read; learn for what yon are place for chickens;
1720-sleanlog and furnaces: also general
town.
Phone
best fitted; your troubles may be due to
house
cleaning of all kinds. Ben Louis
the shape of your head. "Know thyself." FOR SALE Elliot-acr- e
ranch, one and 801 North
Twelfth, phone 87B-one-ha- lf
How to succeed taught one lesson, Sara
miles west of Barelas bridge.
M. .Tones. Ill Cornell, phone 8188-- J.
on main ditch, new adobe house and POSITION WANTED For experlenued
office
help, bookkeepers, stenographers
mile
WHAT WORRIES VOUt
garage, water In house,
and typists. Apply at "V. W. C. A., 120
LEARN to make things come your way. from school house.
Phone 2404-J- I.
North Second, from I to 10 a. m., and
In love, health or money; no long, tedi FOR SALE
ranch, one 18 to I p: m.
ous lessons, but lust what iron need now.
miles (mm Los Lunae, N.
and one-ha- lf
Old Mexico gentleman wishes
Just send your blrthdate and your free- M.I all fenoed and under ditch i part In WANTED
to una any position as photoxraphle
will offering.
Prof. Coffroan, Dr. J. cultivation, balance
In pasture; good
or
1224
retoucher,
North Second Street. Albuquerque, house, four large rooms down
teaching Spanish; willing
stairs,
to travel; epeaks no English. Rpotn 8,
now Mexico.
In one room; good out buildings;
bearing fruit trees, all kinds: also grapes Dodge Hotel, North First.
WANTED House.
and berries; two good wells of water, one WANTED Man with twenty years
and one-ha- lf
miles to depot) will give
ieven
W ANTED
experience In general mercanelgfit
immediately a
or nine-roofurnished house. Will reasonable terrna Address Los Lunas, N.. tile and' automobile buelnees. desires no- ,
sltlon. Can Invest some money. Ad- rent It for nine months. Address House, M. Bo i,
drees Experience, care Journal.
care 'Journal.
)
PRINTING
WB WANT bouses to sslli If your price
FOR RENT Mi.cellaneoui
Is right we will find a buyer for yon;
result count and wt get them. J, ft 118 WEST OOLD avenue. Flrst-ola- se
Keleher, HI West Oold, Phone 410.
service. Phone 78,
-' printing
.FOB RENTi-aerag121 Ji'urta 7blriL

hAi....

INT'4.

NEAR UNIVERSITY
modern, heat
modern, heat

KELEHER.

THE LAST ONE

$2,000

full-siz-

n

1).

Phone 4t0.

e
house,
Buys a good
lot, shade and fruit trees, good
etc., located on North
LUNA PLACE HOME.
Eighth street. The terms are right.
H. P. GILMORE
( rooms, besides breakfast room.
Hardwood floors, built-ifeatures,
Real Estate and Insurance.
furnace, garage; up to tire minute; 214 V. Gold.
Fkone 442-If you want a real homo, see this one.
Prions right

R, MoCLUGHAN,

HOME AND INCOME.
Your chance to buy a well bull)
three apartment dwelling In e
desirable and close In location
near city park. Livo In your own
home and the rent from the other apartments will pay you 16
per cent net on the entire Investment; $2,000 will handle and
easy terms on the balance.
Don't overlook this opportunity
T.

REALTORS.
Phone 657.
Third and Gold.

ous

While
j''-'"- 1
....v...n
puiviiuas price
rlflce
850.
for

FOENTpweUingt
vs.cn

To hear from owner? of moderately priced homes who want
to sell for cash. Aaaress
Investor, core Journal. '

A REAL HOME FOR SALE
Five-roomodern bungalow,
with hardwood floors, all the
n
built-ilate
features, built-i- n
laundry tubs; lot 60x300 feet,
with garaea and good outbuild- -'
Ings. It is a real home and in
A- -l
condition. If you are looking for something good, let us
show It ti you.

Pond & Michener,

240S-J-

Three-roo-

c- -n

$5,000

CONCORD

FOR KENT

us.

,

'

MODERN
ON SOUTH

house in
$2,200
on West
good neighborhood
Iron. This place can be had on
terms that will surprise you.

$4,000

dashed

A. GURULE

FOUR-ROO- M

RESILIENCE

Gold Ave.

DIECKMANN REALTY CO
REALTORS,
Real Estate. Insurance, Loans
Notary Public.
309 W. Gold Av.
Phnn.

Realtors.
Second Street and Gold Avenue
Phone 640.

THET,

U Wert

modern
bungalow. Hardwood
floors. Garage. Nice place on
West Iron. Very easy terms.

& CO.

F

Phone 640 to See It.

& CO.

F

4S9-- J,

HIGH ST,,
$3,750,
4 large rooms,
bath, screened
front porch, extra large sleeping porch; coal range and gas
range go with the house, also
shades to all windows; outbuildings, trees, sidewalks, city water; sewer, lights; this is a very
desirable place. Close to Central avenue. Terms if desired.
See

LEVERETT-ZAP-

LEVERETT-ZAP-

--

;"'"

Has three apple trees, two shade
trees, oherry
trees,
alfalfa. In
Fourth ward, Zapf's Orchard addiBARGAIN PRICES
Price
tion.
$650.
$20 cash,
week
a
only
On these lots for
only
Located on East Silver avenue, just then $10 per month. A savings acon top of the hill. South Fronts. count and Investment.
See

kinds of fruit and
iiuubbs ana yaras.
an ideal country
be bought worth
good terms.

n
flowers, chicken
Darn. This Is
home and can
the money on

1lnK.

m

THIS BEAUTIFUL

J.

- acres, rood ntnnrn

5 acres on main
COSY COTTAGE
ditch, fruit
garden, alfalfa
nhi.i,.. i
There
is no better land any where
We have a cosy, four-roocottage,
two nice porches, good lot, plenty
"iouy an American neigh- uuu.
of shade, garage, a tiomey little "
uuua terms.
home to offer you at $2,100. Terms
see
"SHELLEY SELLS 'EM"
GILL & WDPTTON.
Phono J23-US 8. Second.
0
J.

"v81--

2-

1021

Real Estate and Insurance.
819 W. Gold Ave.
Thoue 108.

SHELLEY'S BULLETINS.
RANCH HOMES

brand new

9--

CASH

adobe plastered, with
sleeping porch, also, large front
porehi this little HOME is completely furnished and is all ready
for some one to move right in and
enjoy, the balance ot the. purchase
price) ran be paid for at the ratu
ot J3S.0O per month. Situate North
Second street, close to car line. Call

'

A

FOU RENT.

$1050,00

Four-roo-

"

.

anil flnlrl. Phnn. ?.in

Broadn--

I

$5,-00-

AUTOMOBILE?,

FOR RENT Rooms
FOR SALE Chummy roadster, cheap.
Phone 1473-- J.
1 IH UE.V1 Furnished room, dlii
Wt
WILL pay spot cash for Fords and othur
Copper.
iignr cars. ei west Central. Plune 434 FOR RENT Furulshed room. 221
North
o
cur. ' Fourteenth.
uick touring
ursi-cias- s
oonuition. Bond-Dillo- n
Co., Fo"
R RENT Two lane
olty.
uiv aiteDlna
rooms 707
Arno.
FOR SALE Some extra
s uaea cars. FOR RENT southFurnished
rooms! "5T5
sy term
Mcjntoeh Auto Co. 808
bouin waiter, phone 1687-- J.
reel central.
'
FOR SALE 1S21 Hudson sport mode" FOR RENT Neatly furnlshel room,
ciose in.
317 Bouth Third.
worth I2.S00,
will sell for 1,850.
OR RENT Furnished front room, bath
"inn cling. 710 West Lead.
DlUVKHLliltiS
FOHIJ
200 SOUTH BROADWAY,
fo R RENT Three furnished roomsi
phone 1073-driver's license required.
moaern. tun North First.
WANTED
TOTUADB
Vacant lota for FOR RENT Front room suitable for two
light touring car or roadster. Address
Btnii.iiicii. i.i norm ruin.
i
j. i. .care journal.
iimsheli rooms; hot water heat; no
ROADSTER, In guod coiiUitlou, will traUe
slrk: nc. children. 414 West Sliver.
lor eny lot or will sell on easy terms. FOR RENT A
pleaeant fronl room In a
Address "Roadster," care Journal.
121 North Second.
modern home.
FOR SALE Two Buick iignt alxea, lun FOR RENT
Furnished
rooms: bath.
models. J50 and 1850; Fnrd speed
pnone; no cniinren. 414 West Oold.
ster, sunn; rord truck, 1190; one-to- n
rora truca. worm drive. 118 West Gold. FOR RENT Beautifully furnished room
in moaorn nome.
825 North Second.
run SA.t,ia Nice
louring 75R" RENT Furnished room: aentle- niouei, its aown. balance 23
man
415
prererrea.
North Fourth
on
t miss tftis
ier monin.
come see It. Ill West Central bargain.
Phone FOR RENT One to four unfurnished
now.rooms, like
124 South Edith.
in.
FOR SALE 1KS0 Ford Sedan, with all FOR
RENT Furbished
noueekeeplng
the latest
ena sleeping rooms.- - 80S Bouth Becond.
equipment: twin Hairier
shuck absorbers and In perfect running FOR RENT Lovely
furnished
roomi
oroer; tnia car la priced right for quick
,.
xenflrman nrprerreA 19A SrtfetH
saie; terme If desired, or will trade FOR RENT
Furnished, room and kltcli- Mcintosh Auto Company.
enene. 1734 west central, ptrone 282.
eon hALL Unusual opportunity to get FOR
RENT One goodtwu-rooa Buick touring
apsri- at a very low
mem on nrst rioor. sib Nortu Second.
price; best offer takes It; owner leaving
town tnis week, and must sell; will con- FOR RENT Two front rooms for light
sider good Ford as trade or will sell on
802
housekeeping: no children.
terms. This car has been completely Silver.
two-nenaa
Is
re
overnauien:
tires, and
FOR
a
.vu..
w
uiniuiieu room, oain,
pninted. See this oar. Mcintosh Auto
phone; well people; no ohlldren. 416
Otmpsny.
West Gold.

ajrj

wi

FOR RENT

Apartments

RENT Furnished rr.onern apart7
ments. Ill North Seventh.
FOR"" RENT
Furnished nested apart-men- t.
clone In. 8S3 North Fifth.
FOR
RENT
Two
small iapartments.
completely furnished. 1008 West Cen
tral.
FOR RENT Nice
apartment,
close In and reasonable. Inquire 617
South Broadway.
FOR RENT Nice furnished two-rooapartment, with sleeping porch- and
bnth. 810 South Walter.
T THE WASHINGTON
1002 West Cen-tra- l,
small apartment, furnished. Call
at apartment No. T.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished modern
three-rootwo sleeping
apartment;
porchee, 145. 831 8outh Broa d w ay.
FOR RENT Furnished apartment, "four
rooms and bath, lot South Seventh,
phone 1844-FOR RENT Furnished apartment, four
rooms; modern; no sick; adults. 2104
North Second.
FOR RENT
Twu Mrnisned roome for
light housekeeping; adults; no sick
714 Bouth Second.
FOR RENT Two large rooms, kitchen
ette and glassed-i- n Bleeping porch. 808
West Iron, phone 2S80-mod- FOR RENT Desirable ttiroe-rooern furnished apartment;
best resi
dence section.
Phone 186-- J.
FOR
RENT
Furnished
apartments;
three rooms with bath. Albuquerque
Hitel, 21H North Second.
FOU RENT Thre-roonicely furnlslKd
apartment, nsnuern, except neat, witn
steeping porch. 625 Bouth Arno.
FOR RENT Two-roomodern furnlsli- ed apartment; no sick. 1117 Weat
Kentt one block west Robinson park.
Two-rooFOR RENT
modern nicely
furnished apartment with or without
sleeping poroh, large garage, no sick.
808 South Broadway.
A three-rooFOR RENT
one.
and
room furnished
modern.
apartment,
801 South First
Inquire Hotel Savoy
otfloe.
'OK RENT Nicely furnished apartmo.it
of three rooms and bath! gaa. water,
light and heat; 180 a month. 221 North
leventh Phone 2801-FOR RENT Apartment.
suitable for
two or three persons;
three rooms.
modern, nicely furnished; porches. Pbons
1488-1122 East Hold.
FOR RENT Ore new modern furnished
apartment, large glassed-i- n - sleeping
poroh; oonvenelent to sanatorium. Ap
1811 East
ply Woodlawn Apartments,
antral, phone H76-FOR

RENT Two nice clean rooms for
housekeeping: also one larae front

FOR

room.
409 West Iron.
FOR RENT Nice sleeping

room with
bath and telephone privileges. Phone
208 North Edith.
FOR RENT Hlgh-olas- s
room. In Drlvate
home Wltb home privileges: gentle
men prererrea.
pnone 870,
IMPERIAL ROOMS Nice, olean rooms,
ratea bv dav or week. Over Pastime
Weet Cen'rel.
theater. 211
FOR RENT Two roome and sleeping
porch, furnished for light housekeep
ing with gaa 801 West Silver.
FOR RENT Front bedroom; private
adjoining bath; to employed
man; no sick, 818 South Seventh.
FOR RENT Two large rooms, furnished
for light housekeeping; no sick or
small children. 808 North Fourth.
i'OR RENT Furnished for light housekeeping, two large front rooms, on oar
line. 708 North Third, phone 1228-ELGIN
HOTEL Sleeping rooms and
housekeeping apartmenta by the day.
week or month. 802 Vi West Central,
"OR RENT One
desirable room In a
private home, eloss In; employed gen
tlemen preferred; no elck. 807 West Oold.
FOR RENT Nice large room In modern
home, convenient to meklst furnace
heat Room vacant Sept. 20. 101 South
1128--

Arno.
FOR RENT Nloe. large, well ventilated
ennm Arlv.tk MlMn.., biI1i,IrI- - ha. It
1n modern house; no sick; no children.

I'nnne

'6r

ui

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
AITIHtNKYM.

JOHN W. WILSON,
Attorney.
Rooms 16, 17 and 10, Cromwell Building.
Phone 11SS-.PHTSlCiANH AND MUstUKONM.
UK. 8. L. ItURTON,

liiseasee of tne stomach.

Suite. 8. narhett Building.
DR. 8. C. CLARKE.
Eye, Knr, Noso and Throat.

Barnett

Phone 838.
Building.
Office Hours
a. m., aud I to ( p. m.
UK. MARGARET
CAKTWKIH'I,
Office nrant Bldg., Room Is. Phone 171
Residence 1128 iast Central.
Phone j71.

te

8

12

M. D.

W, Mk SHERIDAN,

Practice Limited to
GEMTO U1UN HY
DISEASES.
DISEASES
AM)
OP THE SKIN
W ante rm:in

Citizens

Laboratory

la

Rank mug.

Connection.
880.

Phone

Chiropractors

E. 1. CAKUl

Chtroswactor.

18 end SO Armljo Building.
M. H. t.NGIi, U. C,

Chiropractor.

I'hone Connections.
82 and II.

WANTED

Miscellaneous

201 West Central.

WANTlSb

Phone

M0--

hmi

To buy reclining wheel obalr.

WANTKD
rony, harness, buggy; must
be chtan.
Room 10. First National

Bank building.

Three-inch
WANTKD
farm wagon and
complete sot slnuls buggy harness.
Phone 8i)3-JWANTED
Wntclies, clocke and jewelry
to repair, 117 South First, phone 817-Brasefleld, the Watch Mnn.
WKUjINU ANU 1'UTTINU ot metalsi
also welders' supplies and carbide for
sale. N. M. Bteel Co., Inc. phone 1905-A NUMBER OP BOYS
in Harwood
school desire work on Saturdays. Leave
calls before Friday noon. Plmne 8418-RMAX BARGAIN STtVhn, at
15
Bouin
rtrat, will par the highest prices for
and
shoes
your second-han- d
clothing,
furniture. Phone SSI.
BETTEK KODAK FINISHING It la
better. Return postage paid on mall
ordera Tbe Barnura Studio, 119
West
Central, Albuquerque, N. M.
HIGHEST cosh price paid for second
hand bicycles. Bring us your old wheels
and get cash. Broad Bicycle and Trad.
Ing Co.. 120 South Bocnrt. phone 7J.

RUO CI.F.ANUm9
MATTRESSES
renovated. IS. SO and

up.

furniture repaired and packed, stoves
repaired. Rrvin Bedding r.v phone 471.
WANTED
Careful Kodak
finishing.
Twice dallr oervtoe.
Remember, eatle- faction guaranteed. Send your finishing
to a reliable, established firm. Hanna
Hanna, Master Photographers.

CARPENTERING
PHTONB

16B1--

P. Roberts,

for carnenter work. C
Best Santa Fe.
TUB ODD JOB MAN.

ell

PBTTIFOKD
Any kind of work
FOR

HOUS1C

OH

Phone
UOOF

first-clawork;
George T. Brown, 1020

H7J-- J

PAINTING;
reasonable nrlcea.
South Broadway.'

REN T Nice two-rooiiousekeep-In- g
apartment, close In; no sick; no
mail children. 121 West Lead, phone
FOR RENT Furnished room, new housa.
good location,' furnae
heat: eultehla
for two; reasonable; board convenient
118 North Maple.
FOR RENT Clean,
comfortable, light

and airy furnished rooms: reasonable
rates; one block from Santa Fe shops.
wo tinuth Third.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room,
bath", good location; private
home; two schoolgirls preferred.
III
North Sycamore.
'OR RENT Three-roobrick oottage,
In rear, well furnished, nartlv modern- Its per month, close In: no sick. In
quire jos west Iron,
WOODWORTH
Newly
furnished, . nice
A
..
rt
pnnma
knni.1.......
ments, by day. week or month. Reduced
summer ratsa 111 South Third.
FOR RENT Furnished light housekeep-

etenn

ing room; large, neat and comfortable:
private entrance; close In; suitable for
two ladles or couple.
No sick, 211 West
FOR RENT Storeroom
Marquette.
"
FORWENT
Vlo"rV
FOR
RENT
rouiii!
Desirable
corUnfurnished, two daslrabla
ner Fifth and Central: also entire un- rooms, with glaaaed-l- n
sleeping rooms
stalrs consisting of nine rooms. For
and garage; light and water paid; ne
inquire P. F. McCanna, trounfl sick; no children: rent rsaaonabla 1011
floor CruiawsU
North Becond.
building.
v

TIME CARDS

WnsbOUNl

Dally.
Arrive.
Tbe Scout.., till) pm
I Calif. Llmlted.lO:4S am
T
Fargo Fast. 11:10 am
t The Navajo. 11:4 am

Train.
No.
No.
No.
No.

1

SOUTHBOUND.

No. 19
No. 17

Na I
Nu. 4
No.
No. 10
No.

it

Paso Exp,
El Paso Kip,
El

EASTBOUND.
The Navajo.. 1:1J pm
Calif Limited 4:00 pm
8. r. Eight.. 1:15 pm
Tbe Scout . . 7:S0 am
FROM SOUTH.
From El Paso 185 pm
From Bl Paso t:00 am

Depart,

s:Ju pm
11:10 am
11:41 am
1:10 ant

Jo:lo

pro
11:30 am
1:45 pn
1:40 am
1:00 pm
7:50

aa

10
No. 10 connects at Beiea with No.
for aorta Peooe Valley. Ksnsae City and
nulf Cnkst.
No. 10 connects at Balsn with No. 11
No,

tl

from Claris and points east and south

at

Clovla,

,
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Just

What We Have Been Waiting
For Is Here

BEHELD

TO

WILL HELP FETE

BALL

TEXT-BOO- K

DELEGATES' WIVES
AT DISARM MEET

AT

3

WANTED
men and women to
train for work in motion pictures. Only thoso of good character and facial expression ned
Film Studios,
apply. Foto-Pla- y
2
or
Armory bldg. Hours

PACK

PRESERVES

AND

AnMOHYTOHIGHT

JAMS

Red Cherry, Strawberry. Red Raspberry, Loganberry, Blackberry, Apricot. These, goods are absolutely pure fruit and
sugar only. Grown and packed In Washington stute, where the
'
finest berries grow.

WARD'S STORE
HOMER H. WARE!
S15 Marble

Arenas

Coal and Booth Walter

Phone

Sell

87S

The Highest Grade Macaroni
Egg Noodles, Spaghetti and

SiCIFfffElS other Macaroni Products

i

-

I LirsGo

PflSTlME T0DflY
AIR COOLED.

An AI. Christie

"SEE
Br

ComcdyDrama

Six-Re-

LAWYER"

MY

With T. ROY BARNES

MAX MARCIN

ALSO

JIMMY AUBREY
REGULAR

In "THE DECORATOR"
ADMISSION

LOCAL ITEMS
Coal Supply Co. Phone 4 ana 6.
Harmony Lodge, No. 1, I. O. O.
F., will meet In regular session tonight. All members are requested
to attend as there will be woifk n
the third degree.
E. Franchini, of tho Bachechi
Mercantile company, P. DInelli an1
A. Picclni, merchants of this city
have returned from a three monthv
visit at their old home In Italy.
Four dollars, full wagon loaci
amount
factory, wood; limited
Hahn Coal Co. Phone 91.
The Parents Teachers' association of Los Gricgos Candelarius
district will reorganize for the winter at a meeting which will be held
this evening at the school house.
Miss, Ruth I Chavez and Joe M.
Chavez, both of Albuquerque, were
married on Wednesday. The brld
was attended by Miss Margaret
Tafoya and Mr. Chavez by P. II.
Mctzgar, Jr.
A meeting of the members of
DeMolay will be held this evenlna
at 7:45 o'clock with George Ueako
at the Episcopal guild hall on South
Fourth street for the purpose of
a men's chorus.
organizing
'
Pay Poll Tax at H'gh School. of
Adah chapter, No. 5, Order
Eastern Star, will hold an initiation at the Masonic temple at 8
O'clock this evening.
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. W. C.
Wheeler, of Bclen, a daughter,, yes-

terday.
Services will be held in Temple
Albert at 7:45 o'clock tonight. A

(volunteer choir composed of members of the congregation will participate in the service, to which tne
public- is invited.
Deal republican
The Square
league will meet tonight at 8 p. m.
in the Moose halL Refreshments
will be served.
There are undelivered telegrams
At the Western Union for 8. L.
Barrett, M. D. Scott, Henry Min-kaand Mrs. Mary Mitchell.
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. L. E. B?eit,
s'
,a girl, at the Womens' and
hospital, September 13.
Bernalillo Sedillo, of Tome, N.
M., was In Albuquerque yesterday
on business.
i Helen Jackson, of Aztec, N. M.,
has returned to Albuquerque to
resume her work at the university.
Charles H. Kissam, deputy supervisor of the forestry service, returned to his office yesterday after
an operation
having undergone
which has kept him at home for
a
month.
about
-

ff

Chil-dren-

;

CITY HALL SPECTER
GETS THE GLAD HAND
The city hall ghost made Us

ap-

pearance again yesterday, walking
through the corridors, and waa
hailed with tumult by the multitude.
'
Rumors had been floating about
the city hall that the shadowy
ispecter was about to make its
again, and the employes

have been eagerly watching for the
visitor.
Mrs. Addie W. McAvoy, city
clerk, was chief high priestess at

the resurrection.

In preparing kid for gloves one
London firm uses several thousand
eggs a week.
..

Reduced
Navajo
INDIAN

AH Sizes hurt Colors.

Roth man's
Music and Jewelry Store
Phone

j

917--

J

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
DOINGS
Mr J. B. Robinson purchased a
nice lot on Princeton avenue yesterday, ordered his water meter
installed and will build at once.
Johnny Scruggs, of the Pacific
Mutual Life Insurance company.
Just purchased a desirable lot.
W. S. Klock,
contractor and
builder, purchased, a nice building
lot on Vassar avenue.
The University Heights Development company Is dragging and
grading all of our streets.
The surveyors start setting stake
todny for street improvements and
curbing on Brown avenue.

SUPERFLUOUS

-

Washington

Nov.

beginning

11.

'

Now.

Tickets of six liaths, Including
body massage, tor $10. for balance of this month.
Trained
Nurse and Masseuse.
MBS. TFIlltl DEAMER, Prop
6084 W. Central. Phone 685-V- I

HAIR.

removed. Multlplo needle.
SUSAN CHITTENDEN,
Electrlo Needle Specialist.
Art Aseptic Beauty vfarlor,
East Central.
jMione 973W.

411

Wood

Yard

1866--

RAZOR BLADES
Send or bring your dull blades for
Double Edgo
Single Edgo

35c
25c

(Per Dozen)
Have your razor honed and set by
experts. Work Guaranteed.
KOBZA BROTHERS
At Ruppc's Drug Store.

APPLES
Last of the apples for sale Friday and Saturday, $1.50 per
bushel.
324 North Third.

American Shoe Shop

r

FOR WALL TINTING and all
kinds of painting call WRIGHT
Phone 1342--

B. R. 6CHKET9
Teacher of Piano, History and Harmony. Conservatory certificate, special work with several noted musicians and composers. Twenty years'
successful teaching.
Limited number pupils. 221 South fcditn. I'hone
MRS.

The Jeweler

Let Us Send a Man

FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR
Inquire
JOURNAL, OFFICE

,.$1.15

Come in and let the Specialty Sales Lady tell you
the merits of Dr. Pjices Baking Powder Special.
With every purchase of other goods we will allow
can Dr. Prices Baking
you to purchase one
Powder at $1.00
5-l- b.

Mare Found
Found A bay mare, with white
face, white left hind leg and
white feet. The mare carries a
peculiar bar brand. Owner notify Justice of tho Peace Desi-darMontoya at county court
house.
lo

years Skinner's have been known for
their high quality and low prices.
We Deliver Orders Over $8.00 FREE
Smaller Orders Delivered for 10c
x

Sell

205 South First Street
The Highest Grade Macaroni
Egg Noodles, Spaghetti and

SKINNER'S other Macaroni Product

ADDED

"THE

$1.0(1

Khaki Shirts
$1.00
Army Wool Underwear,
per suit
..$1.00
Army New Undarahirts,
SI.GC
three (or
Dollar Days Thursday and
Frldnv Only
LIBERTY ARMY SUPPLY
COMPANY.
117 NORTH FIRST ST.

lour Tmik Hauled for
25 Cents
Albuquerque Transfer
Phono 642.

Call

color miniature on
ivory, painted by

WATCH REPAIRING
Must Meet the Rigid Requirements
of tho Santa lo Time Service
Department.

VANN

Watch

Inspector, Santa Fe R'y.

G. E. Fletcher

Monument Works
Albuquerque, N. M.
of the Better

Memorials

We pay the freight to you

We have Just received a unique
assortment which consists of the
VERY LATEST
DESIGNS
Before making your selections
seo our display.

Gottlieb & Beer,
Opposite Y. M. C. A.

The Jeweler.

107 So. Fourth Street.
3rd door north of Postoflics.

SINGER
TAXI
Office
Singer Cigar Store,
tio West Central

f

LUMP LIME

permanently removed.
Multiple needle.
SUSAN CHITTENDEN.
Electric Needle Specialist.
Ai t Aseptic Beauty Parior,
411 East Central.
I'hone 973W.

w&m
FROM

1

TO

It

P. M.)

Lionel Barry more in
"THE

Fresh, No Slake, No Core, Any
Quantity,
Prompt Deliveries.
SUPERIOR WHITE LIME CO.
Warehouse

ADVENTURE"

GREAT

Arnold Bennett's Great Comedy That
Tickled the Ribs of Mother Earth

f

ADDED ATTRACTION

COAL SUPPLY COMPANY.
Phones 4 and 5 or 817--

"HIGH

DRY"

AND

Mermaid Comedy
REGULAR PRICES

Two-Pa-

ARMY GOODS

rt

Special This Week

WniTE

IVORY
FIBER
BREAKFAST ROOM SET

at the

Army & Navy Store

Consisting of Table and four
Chairs; nifty style. Practically new.
A BARGAIN

army Pillows, per pair. . 75(
Army Bed Sheets, each . 75t
Reclaimed Blankets .....$2.2S
Army Wool Socks . . . . , , 25c

DAILY'S HASH AND KARRY

216 North Ninth

Army & Navy Store

We have added Milk and Meat so that you can buy1
all that goes on your table at wholesale, plus what
it cost us to do business; the more we sell, the
cheaper you can supply your daily needs,
box Derined Bacon.. 52c 4 8 lb. Boss Flour.. ..,,..$2.40

323

South First Street.

COAL

--

Unexcelled for heaters and furnaces. Yields the most heat
and burns to a pure ash without Clinkers.

COAL SUPPLY COMPANY
Let Our

PHONES

DAIRY

b.

2 So

55c
.35o
15o

. ,17o
Grapenut.
25o
Toilet Paper
23o
Palm Ollvo Soap
15 Sodate Soap
$1.00
Carton Camel Cigarettes $1.70
can Prince Albert
Tobacco
, . .$1.30
1

3
3

b.

The Highest Crade Macaroni
Egg Noodles, Spaghetti and

other Macaroni Product

When exposed to the weather becomes slack and loses a
large amount of its heating quality.
Order your coal from
us and get It direct from the cars or from weatherproof
bins.
You will soon see the saving in your fuel bills.'

GALLUP,

"

We Are Going to Give You What You
Want. Watch the Highland Market.

SUGARITE,

SWASTIKA,

'

BRILLIANT

All Sizes

NEW STATE COAL COMPANY,
Phone 35.

,

'

.

and up

.m... . .20c to 30c
Shoulder Steak.
Sc, to 25c
Pot Roast
,15c to 25c
Rib Boiling Beef, 3 lbs. for.
25c
30c and 35c
Spring Chickens.
Xlens.
... .25c and 30c
'.
40c
Belgian Hares....
A full line of Heinz Bulk Pickles.
"If It Is Good We Have It"

...,

2-

COAL-- -

ASSN.

......... .25c

24o
24o
lOo

1-

Sell

Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Loin and Porterhouse Steak.
Round Steak. . .

b.

We

FARMERS!

DAIRY

lie
Boiling Beef, lb
20c
Shoulder Steak, lb
25c
Choice Veal Roast, lb
22o
Pork Roast, lb
80o
Pork Chops, lb
Pork Steak, lb
.....25o
20a
Hamburger, lb...,,..
80o
Good Bacon, lb
.350
Morris' Hams (whole)
Lamb, Mutton and Springers.
$1.50
Spuds
1 pkg. Instant Swansdown
Flour
21o,
p
SO-l- b.

Highest Market Prices Paid for Butter
Fat and Your Check by Return Mail.

ALBUQUERQUE

Seedless Raisins
Seeded Raisins
1 large can Pork & Beans
- lb.
Calumet
Baking
Powder
- lbs. Morado Coffee
Wedding Breakfast.
1 Shredded
Wheat
b.

...

5

Trucks Bring Comfort to Your Home

ATTENTION

206 East Central Ave.

Extra good Pot Roast,! lb. .15c

TRUSTEE'S

PUBLIC

SALE

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 17, 10 A. M.

.

.

the assets of the COLLEGE INN. Including complete,
restaurant, soda fountain and confectionery equipment, furniture, etc. All modern. Also a line of groceries and supplies.
Will be sold to the hlghost bidders.
All of

FRANK W. GRAHAM,

HIGHLAND MEAT MARKET

'

Trustee In Bankruptcy.

Phone 185

The LEAST EXPENSIVE COAL
More

;4

heat units per pound. More pounds per dollar
That's what You Find in

;

CERRILL0S

EGG

COAL

In times of sunshine prepare for cold.

Albuquerque, , 7:45 am
in Santa Fe. . .10:45 am
8anta Fe ......4:80pm
In Albuquerque 7:S0pm

Phone 600

'

Those Wild, Wild Women Just Scared Him to
He Couldn't Come Back to "Life"!
Death!

S. T. VANN'S,

STAGE
Leaves
Arrives
Leaves
Arrives

'

Sjiiiii,

'

TODAY AND TOMORROW

is being shown at

.......

SILVERWARE
Makes the Best Gifts

f

1

OF TAOZAEi"

(CONTINUOUS PERFORMANCE

Otto Paul Merkel

Herbert C. Schultr,
JEWELER.

4
Co.

'

REGULAR PRICES

water

A

7

We Are on the Job

I

Y

ATTRACTION

SON

LYRIC

ART

Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.

WILLY-NILL- Y
tVe

Shirts

O. D.

DAWSON

n

'

11

ooLio&ewsiREeruifffi

DOLLAR PAYS
Khaki Breeches
$1.00

feet from Central Avenue.
DEPENDABLE WATCH
REPAIRING.
"Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry.

CAFETERIA
a. in. to 8 p. m.
Corner Fourth and ituual.

V

Stored

EAT AT

Open from

-

t

f

The Liberty Army

45

BRACY'S

First Class Shoe Repairing expert shoemaker. We call for and
deliver. Phone 980 .1.
312 SOUTH SECOND ST.

I

IftVfft

Inc.

FOR SALE
call Chavez Cash

v

0

.Ba f
F

g

a. m.
a. m.
Noon
a. m.
a. m
12 Noon

J.

b.

J. A. Skinner

Gold.

a trew

tlHAftPrVCMflMOLEteVWILUAM
ft
HKttTlD
A HERBERT BLACK

A

1425 So. Second. Phone

FOGG,

BUY YOUR DR. PRICES BAKING POWDER HERE
A fresh shipment of several thousand cans just
received, and our prices are the lowest.
12 ounce can
t.,. ..20c
212-lcan
65c

Twenty-si-

Trans

0? woiJTor.Tim
iiram
cnoRusr
mki snu net

permanently

SAAVEDRA Carmel Saavedra
1334-died last night at his apartments
Jn the highlands after a very short
Illness. He Is survived
by one
brother and his mother. Funeral
arrangements are still pending.
Crollott is In charge.
12 size Thin Model, Elgin
and
LOPES Miss Juanita
Lopes,
died last night at her residence on Howard Watches.
North Broadway. She is survived
Opposite Postoffice
by her parents and one brother.
122 S. Fourth St.
Funeral services will be Phone 003-held Saturday afternoon from the
residence.
Burial will be at
family
Santa Barbara cemetery. Crollott
Is in charge.
To replace that broken window
Journal want ads get results glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co.,
Phone 421.
423 North First

can.............

Store Is handThe
ling a fine grade of Gallup Coal
this season. Get in your orders
now.
Price to members.
.$11.50 ton
$12.50 ton
rrice to
Delivered
ALBUQUERQUE
STORE.
200 W. Sliver
Phone 217

Superfluous Hair

Kind

5-l- b.

Last Day

Sept.

Medicated Turkish Bath

Presents

Estancia Stage Co.

STUDIO
Be Photographed This Tear
on Your Birthday.
Phone 320 Room 5, Grant Bid

GOOD LUCK
OLEOMARGARINE .
Phono 21B8-17th,
i'reo Delivery.
NOTICE OF BUDGET MEETING. tVe will put in genuine Factory-mad- e
Main Springs and guarantee
The board of county commission$1.00
ers of Bernalillo county will nieot them for one year for
at the court house on Septem-e- r
Wiseman's
Watch
Shop
22 at 9 o'clock a. m., for the
pur21S South Second Street.
pose of adopting a general county
budget and a road budget for expenditures for the calendar year
1922.
Coal
Order
Signed FKED CROLLOTT,
county clerk.

PRE - WAR PRICES

REALART

Ar. Albuquerque
Office Springer Transier Co.

JELKE'S

For a new three-roocottage.
Immediate
$2U0.
possession,
Balance small payments, begin$20
monthi
Call
from
ning
per
10 to 12. 1008 South Arno.

DEATHS AND FUNERALS
GONZALES The1
funeral of
Manuel
who
died
Gonzales,
Wednesday eveninug at his resion
dence
West Cromwell avenue,
will be held this morning from the
family residence to the Sacred
Heart church, where high requiem
mass will be said by Father J. N.
Cordova.
Burial will be at San
Jose cemetery. Gonzales was a
member of the B. R. T. of A. Crol-lo- tt
is in charge.

fer uiuce. iu4 west
Phone 44
7:30
Ar. Estancla
10
Ar. Mountalnalr ......12
Lv. Mountalnalr
7
Lv. Estancla
9

wife

Mrs. Joseph FrelinEhuysen.

$1,250

Want an experienced man to
operate a corn binder for thirty
days. Apply at once at 2408-R- 2

Cv. Albuquerque, Springer

......

Corn Binder Man

Make Your Selection Now foi
Christmas and Save Money.

St.

158

We deliver any size any
where. Henry Transfer Co.,
Phone 939.

Blankets

First

Taxi & Baggage

STAGE
. ESTANCIA

Packard Stage Service

of the New Jersey senator, is one
of the group of wives of the U. S.
senators who will entertain the
wives of the visiting- delegates to
the disarmament conference in

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY)

2407-R- 2

ALBX QUERQUE

Free Call and Delivery.

158

Phone

The Pacific Shop
A. Crevolslcr, Proprietor.
100 West Central.

Mrs. Joseph Frelinghuysen.

TODAY AND TOMORROW

Postoffice Box 406

e

THE

THEATRE

C. SHIRK

lays on complicated work. Mail
orders promptly attended to
BEST EQUIPPED WATCH and
CLOCK SHOP IN Hi B STATE!.
In
Thirty-fiv- e
years'
Switzerland and Uni'ed States.

TEN DAY SPECIAL.
GENTRY'S EGGS.
Railroad Watches Cleaned. . .$2.50
At Champion, Hawking, San Jose, Commercial
Watches Cleaned $1.50
Skinner's, Ideal and Pnppc'g. Price Dependable Work.
Factory Method
(15 cents.
HEKBEKT C. SCIWLTZ,
Jeweler.
107 S. Fourth St.
CITT EIF.CTI1IC SHOE BHOP
213 South Second.
I'bona '67-V- .

Prices on

117 S.

THE FACT
-

Those who do not care for a
whole evening's
dancing at the
"school marm's baile" tonight at
the armory, can attend and pay as
10
they dance, 10 cents dance;
cents will go a long way toward
buying a school book for some little tot who wants an education,
but is unablo to purchase a new
school book from which to get it.
It is said that wholesale prices will
prevail for the youngsters. Everything for the dance has been do
nated for the "school marms," so
every psnny taken in will go right
into education.
Tickets are selling like hot cakes
but according to County School
Superintendent Irene Burke there
A
will be room for everybody.
heavy sale was reported yesterday
Sheriff
and last night. Deputy
Charles Banghart dropped into-- the
meeting being held by the carpen
ters' union with a bunch of tickets
In his pocket.
The union took
fifty as a starter and then allowed
the deputy sheriff to make a perTwenty-on- e
sonal
solicitation.
tickets were sold to individual carof seventy-on- e
a
total
penters, making
tickets.
Other organizations
are expected to
in a
like manner.
"There are dozens of little chll
dren In the county who absolutely
can not oe supplied wirn books oy
their parents," County School Superintendent Irene Burke stated
last night. "The children will be
unitble to attend school if some
provision is not made for supplying them with text books lots of
them will be forced to go to school
thte year in worn-ou- t
clothing
they are willing to do that, but the
books must be new to conform to
the state requirements."

RANCH

Seven acres of the best
high - sandy soil in the
valley, on main ditch, five
acres in cultivation,
mile from paved road.
Terms.

That we are jobbers of Watch
ind Clock Repairing make it
possible for us to run our business at MINIMUM COST. No de-

Books for Poor Kiddies.

ROBERT JONES

Phones

4

y

"School Marms' Baile"
Proceeds Will Buy School

CRESCENT GROCERY

p. m.

4

Duke City Shows Interest in

SOME

25 young

10-1-

NEW

September 16, 1921.

order today.

IIAIIN

A BUSINESS INSURANCE POLICY.

Where will you be in five years in ton yea rs? What will you be doing?
where you are, a thorough course In this cliool will have a ready market value.
you on the payroll and Insure you against adversity.
DAY and NIGHT SESSIONS. We are still taking September enrollments.'

.

No matter
will keep
;

It
.

,

', '.

Place your

,

COAL
''

COMPANY

'Phone 91

JOURNAL WANT ADS BRING QUICK, SURE RESULTS.

